


Advance Praise for Corporate Boards That Create Value

“In Corporate Boards That Create Value, Carver and Oliver offer totally new
insights into an old topic. This rare and remarkable book provides a logical
framework for governing in an efficient, accountable manner. The authors’
easily understood and brilliantly explained methodology shows how
directors can provide complete accountability to shareholders and also
empower the management of the enterprise.”

—James Gillies, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus, Schulich School of Business,
York University, Toronto, and author of Boardroom Renaissance: Power,
Morality and Performance in the Modern Corporation

“The message of John Carver’s and Caroline Oliver’s book is clear—
governance is the job of the board. It must be the key focus of the board
and under its direction and control. By actively implementing the road map
provided by the authors, progressive boards will be able to demonstrate that
they are committed to promoting a culture of good corporate governance.”

—John Hall, FAICD, CEO, Australian Institute of Company Directors

“Carver and Oliver give us a clear, practical, and effective model for
governance. This is a model that enables boards to fully grasp their role
as trustees and yet frees management to achieve the ‘ends’ the ownership
wants and deserves. Must reading for board members and executives.”

—Jack Lowe, Jr., chair and CEO, TDIndustries (top ten in Fortune’s 100 Best
Companies to Work for in America, 1997 through 2002), Dallas

“Corporate Boards That Create Value is a veritable tour de force in the area
of corporate governance, a major breakthrough in board leadership. In my
opinion, the title Chief Governance Officer and the special illumination of
the role and responsibility of those who would serve in that position are the
greatest furtherance of servant leadership since Robert K. Greenleaf wrote
the original essay, ‘The Servant as Leader.’ ”

—Jim Tatum, CEO, Tatum Motor Company, community college leadership
consultant, and former chairman of the R. K. Greenleaf Center for
Servant Leadership
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“Carver and Oliver provide a unique and innovative model for corporate
governance. What’s even more remarkable is that the structure of the model
allows corporate governance policy to be crafted to tackle the real-life, day-
to-day issues facing both boards and management. In so doing, the model
provides all stakeholders the comfort of knowing that a rationally structured
approach exists for addressing corporate governance and, thereby, fiduciary
responsibilities.”

—Christine Jacobs, chairman and CEO, Theragenics Corporation 
(Forbes’ America’s 200 Best Small Companies, 2001), Duluth, Georgia

“Carver and Oliver will challenge your most fundamental beliefs about
corporate governance—a true breakthrough in thinking. Investors,
directors, and executives should heed their message.”

—Dana R. Hermanson, C.P.A., Ph.D., director of research, Corporate
Governance Center, Kennesaw State University, Kennesaw, Georgia
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Foreword

It is a privilege to be invited to write a foreword to a book that
should change our thinking about boards. Corporate Boards That
Create Value has to be read with an open mind, casting aside the
accumulation of accepted practice and approaching the whole sub-
ject afresh. We have waited long for a book that analyzes the role
of boards from first principles. John Carver and Caroline Oliver
have now filled this gap and done so with patient lucidity. As they
say, “significant advances in governance will come about only from
rethinking the very nature of the board job.” The rest of us
involved in matters of corporate governance have taken boards as
we found them, and sought ways of making the board systems,
which were already in place, more effective. The resulting focus on
governance and the emergence of codes of best practice have seen
a measurable improvement in board effectiveness, powered by mar-
ket forces. A significant advance, however, in the view of Carver
and Oliver, demands a new governance model and not simply fur-
ther refinements to the existing model.

The Policy Governance model fills that bill and thereby makes
a fundamental contribution to the cause of better governance.
Each element of the new model is firmly based on logic. As a
result, all the elements fit together to form a single, coherent gov-
ernance structure. For the first time, we are being offered a fully
integrated and coherent system of governance. The role of the
board is to govern on behalf of the owners. The board alone,
therefore, determines the ends of the enterprise, its essential pur-
pose. It does so in the light of the expectations of the owners and

xiii
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acting for the owners. How those ends are achieved is the respon-
sibility of management and involves a choice of means. Means are
delegated to management, but within bounds carefully set by the
board. Deciding which means are not acceptable is a crucial board
responsibility because most of the damage to corporate reputations
arises from mistaken means. The clearer the board’s policy guid-
ance, the greater the freedom of the executive to use his or her
ingenuity and skill to deliver agreed results and the greater his or
her ability to act quickly, without reference back to the board,
always provided that action is within the bounds.

Boards, as we know them, face the problem of where and how
to draw the line between direction, which is the task of the board,
and management, which is the task of the executive. The tempta-
tion is always for direction to seep into management. Running a
business is more immediate, more gripping, and more easily grasped
than determining the purpose of the business and setting the frame-
work within which the business has to be managed. The conse-
quence is that boards tend to look inward at management rather
than outward to the owners and how best to govern on their
behalf. Once a board has defined ends and bounded means, it has
established an unequivocal basis for the separation of board and
management roles.

The Policy Governance model that is thoroughly worked
through in this book represents a significant advance in manage-
ment thinking. Not only is the model logical and integrated, it is
also as near a universal theory of governance as we at present have.
It appears applicable to most types of governing bodies in most
parts of the world. Its universality provides a benchmark against
which to measure the quality of existing governance models of all
kinds. I accept the authors’ warning, based on experience, of the
importance of installing the Policy Governance model as a whole
and not introducing it in stages or using it to patch an existing sys-
tem. Nevertheless, the book does point out which elements in the
model could be drawn on to bring greater clarity of purpose and of
roles to the structure and workings of any board. Even if board
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members do not currently envisage adopting the model, the think-
ing that lies behind it is relevant to any group endowed with gov-
ernance responsibilities.

A move to the Policy Governance model looks straightforward
because the logic behind the model is so clear. Precisely because it
is driven by logic, it is uncompromising and cannot be bent to fit
personalities in the way we usually treat our organizational struc-
tures. It requires a disciplined approach, and discipline is uncom-
fortable, perhaps especially for those of us used to moderately
anarchic board procedures. The board has to discipline itself to deal
with every issue through policy. This is considerably more demand-
ing than making or agreeing to decisions as they arise and meddling
in management from time to time. Thinking is hard work. Direc-
tors working under the Policy Governance model have to construct
a framework that both gives the CEO a clear remit over the results
to be achieved and sets the limits within which those results are to
be achieved. The board has both to prescribe and to proscribe, as
the authors point out.

Boards that follow the model are clear about their role, and the
confusions referred to earlier over the respective provinces of board
and management are resolved. To underline the governance role,
Carver and Oliver suggest that whoever chairs the board should be
called the chief governance officer (CGO). Although it is hard to
change traditional titles, this concept is a powerful one, and one
whose time has come. The essential point is the stamp that it puts
on the role of the board and of those who chair the board. They are
there to govern. By referring to the chair as the chief governance
officer, that post is firmly differentiated from that of the chief exec-
utive officer.

The next challenge is whether the CEO can also be the CGO.
The logic of the model seems to me to add weight to the case for
the separation of roles. The more precisely the functions of the
board and of management are divided, the more logical it becomes
for them to have different heads. Indeed it would be an advantage
to a CEO to have someone whose role is as distinctly different as
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the CGO’s role is in the new model with whom to share and debate
thoughts, ideas, and concerns. A difficulty with the usual split of
duties between chairs and chief executives is that there remains
enough common ground between the posts for complementarity to
slide into competition. In the model, both posts serve the board,
and the chair, or CGO, is not the CEO’s boss. The CEO has one
master, the board, and one responsibility, managing the business in
accordance with the policy framework set by the board. Equally,
however, if the posts are to be held by the same person, then the
clearer role definitions encapsulated in the new model should make
it easier for that person to distinguish between them. Knowing
which hat the CGO-CEO is wearing at any given time will also be
of benefit to both board members and managers.

Clearly chairs, or CGOs, have a leading part to play in ensur-
ing that governance boards work in the way the new model out-
lines. As Carver and Oliver say, “We believe that the chair’s role is
one of the most important keys to unlocking the potential of
boards, and we are therefore going to give it considerable atten-
tion.” I strongly support the importance that the model gives to the
chair’s role. This book stresses that the board must speak with one
voice and that the CEO takes directions only from the board as a
whole. The board will speak with one voice only as a result of
directors’ commitment to do so and the skill of the chair. I doubt
that what is required of a person to serve well on any type of board
or committee is a natural form of behavior. The key task of a chair
is to enable the members of a board to work together effectively
and to get the best out of them. This is what the servant achieved
in the story on which Robert Greenleaf’s concept of the servant-
leader is based. Chairs have a major leadership task. It is they who
are responsible for turning a collection of competent individuals
into an effective team. The new model is demanding of its chairs,
and much will depend on them.

Another field in which the new model scores high is that of
appraisal. One of the more difficult tasks facing boards today is
accurately appraising their own performance and that of the exec-
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utives. A Policy Governance board has clear criteria against
which to evaluate its own effectiveness. That is, it evaluates itself
against its own terms of reference, having already debated what
those terms shall be. Similarly, the CEO and the executive team
are appraised in terms of the performance of the company. All
appraisal is carried out against known and agreed criteria, with
the aim of learning from the process.

One of the outcomes of the design of the new model is that it
relates governance to ownership and to active ownership at that.
Governance is a separate function in its own right and is not a
higher level of management. Governance sets the framework
within which whatever is being governed can be managed. Good
governance does not involve emasculating management. Strong
boards deserve strong executives, and strong executives should wel-
come working with boards that give them a clear remit and oper-
ating freedom within known limits.

The object of Corporate Boards That Create Value is to assist
boards to make the significant advance of which they are capable
in the interests of their owners and more broadly of society. My
hope is that this book will be widely read, debated, and discussed
by those charged with running organizations of all kinds. We
should not shy away from examining the theoretical underpinning
of the systems and processes whereby we direct and manage our
institutions. As John Carver and Caroline Oliver explain, rational
governance must be designed from a coherent paradigm. They
have now offered us that paradigm.

Knowle, Solihull, West Midlands SIR ADRIAN CADBURY

May 2002

Sir Adrian Cadbury has been chairman of the Committee on Financial Aspects of Cor-
porate Governance in the United Kingdom (“The Cadbury Report”), a director of the
Bank of England, chairman of Cadbury-Schweppes, and the Chancellor of Aston Uni-
versity. He is the author of The Company Chairman and an honorary fellow of King’s Col-
lege, Cambridge.
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Introduction

If we do not concern ourselves with how we can

rule organizations, the organizations will rule us.

—J. Keith Louden1

Whether driven by increasing understanding that governance is
not simply management writ large, by taunts of “where was the
board?” or simply by directors wanting to do a better job, the scene
in corporate boardrooms today is encouragingly different from what
it was just a few years ago. We believe it can be even better.

This book is about the job of corporate governance. The word
governance has several definitions, but in this book it means simply
the role of the board of directors. As we proceed, we offer defini-
tions of the nature and proper value of this role and then follow
that discussion with implications for everyday corporate life. Con-
sequently, this book is both conceptual and practical.

Calls for boards to exercise their authority over management are
increasing. This book explains how boards can assume the full
potential of that authority, gaining strength and autonomy without
sacrificing management potency. The challenge for strong boards is
not so much to tolerate strong management as to demand it. Greater
board assertiveness, already a fast-developing reality, must be shaped
so as to produce powerful management, not feeble management. A
coherent and practical concept of governance is needed that drives
the changing board-management partnership to function at its best.

What we wish to contribute is an operating system to meet
this need—the Policy Governance model. We believe this model
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offers the coherent and practical concepts required. As a frame-
work, it provides a way for the board to look at corporate issues,
separating its role from that of management, delegating powerfully,
yet retaining its own accountability. We address, first, the gover-
nance mind-set, or—more accurately—the organizing principles of
that mind-set, then a process that supports and guides it, and finally
the practical documents that capture and codify it. So although we
seek to affect the way directors think, we also demonstrate how new
thinking can enable boards to act with a more precise balance of
authority retained and authority delegated away.

The Readers of This Book

This book is written, first, for directors who despite recent advances
continue to search for insights, new ideas, and even helpful theory.
We do not mean to devalue the practical. Far from it. Our goal is
to offer practical solutions built on an increasingly coherent frame-
work for corporate governance as a function in its own right. To put
a finer point on it, this book is written for those directors who
search for a coherent, underlying framework for the board job—
practical guidance, to be sure, but practice founded in a carefully
constructed set of ideas about the nature of the board job itself.

We also write for people who consign their wealth to the care of
corporate directors as well as for those who work for them and with
them and those who regulate them. For all involved in governance,
be they directors, investors, executives, consultants, academics, or
regulators, we offer a way to view, support, and evaluate the steward-
ship of boards. We ask those of our readers who are not directors to
understand that our intention in having the book speak directly to
directors is to serve rather than exclude the interests of all readers.

Laying the Foundations

Before demonstrating the concrete application of the Policy Gov-
ernance model, we ask the reader to consider a number of ideas—
some familiar and some not, some easily accepted and some not.
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These ideas create the foundation, the context, from which the
practical application logically flows. Readers will have varied
responses to these ideas, as people do with any new way to organize
any work. Some directors will find nothing new here but a codifi-
cation of their own beliefs. Some directors will find only ideas with
which they are instantly comfortable. Others will find the ideas
strange, at least initially.

Our goal has been to minimize barriers to understanding, but we
cannot completely avoid one particular hurdle: specialized language.
Much as we want to minimize jargon in a jargon-filled world, we
find that new concepts and new ways to organize old wisdom often
require new tags to distinguish them from old ideas or more familiar
ways. New terms as well as common terms that we are using in par-
ticular ways are defined in the glossary in Appendix A.

Explaining how and why the Policy Governance model works
appears to us to be a responsibility as large as the potential rewards
it offers of corporate transparency, clarity, role definition, and
accountability. We know from many years’ experience in working
with boards that the substantial changes this book proposes pro-
duce significant improvement in directors’ perception of their effec-
tiveness. We also know that highly effective governance is
impossible unless the conceptual foundations are fully laid.

Governance, Not Management

Underlying this book is the assumption that governing a com-
pany and managing it are different activities requiring different
job designs. We maintain that governance is best seen as existing
outside the phenomenon of management and inside the phenom-
enon of ownership. Governance operates at a level that tran-
scends current issues and specific company traditions and elevates
people to a higher conceptual plane, one from which account-
ability can be seen more clearly. Governance requires and engen-
ders a passion for leadership, leadership that is not just over others
but on others’ behalf.
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This book is not about merely adding more “best practices.” Prac-
tices stem from individuals’ views of the world. Whatever your view
of the board’s accountability, you might profitably spend time learn-
ing improved methods, protocols, and techniques to better fulfill that
view of the job. But better practices rarely change the view itself,
much as word processors did not evolve through efforts to improve
typewriters. Recent years have seen an explosion of interest in best
practices, and we hope that interest continues. But our contribution
is to question and recommend change in the view of the job itself. To
the extent we are successful, organizations should see a whole new
round of best practices—ones built on this new paradigm.

We believe that despite all the increased attention to the topic
of governance and the resulting improvements to board structures,
processes, and practices, a fundamental deficiency remains. This
book sets out to fill that gap by unifying governance concepts and
practices in one logical operating system, Policy Governance.

What You Will Learn

As we set out the Policy Governance framework, you will be intro-
duced to some perspectives on governance that will be of interest
whether or not your board ultimately decides to use them. To give
you a flavor of what is to come, we offer the following propositions:

• Significant advances in governance will occur only when
people recognize that governance is not a subcategory or
extension of management but a subcategory or extension of
ownership. The nature of board work, then, is not management
one step up but ownership one step down.

• A board must be an active, deciding, independent link in the
chain of authority from owners to operators. Accountable
boards, then, are commanders, not advisers.

• Assertive fulfillment of the board’s authority need not yield
weak management. Proper delegation, then, must result in board
control and management empowerment simultaneously.
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• As long as governance is CEO-centric or chair-centric, excel-
lence in representing owners will remain beyond reach. Respon-
sible governance, then, must be board-centric and board controlled.

• The proper chair is not boss but first among equals as the
board’s crucial servant-leader, responsible to the board for
ensuring that it successfully governs. Tomorrow’s chair, then,
is not top management but is best conceived as—and, even better,
titled as—chief governance officer (CGO).

• Leading a group of equals to define and demand successful
execution is an entirely different process from leading subor-
dinates in achieving successful execution. Clear separation of
the roles of chair and CEO, then, is critical even when the posi-
tions are combined in one person.

• Transparency with owners and with society is impeded when
the board does not make its values explicit and available or
allows the management of information or performance to be
hidden. Transparency outside, then, is markedly dependent on
transparency inside.

• Traditional practices, even best practices, though clearly a col-
lection of wisdom, are limited in how much improvement they
can offer because they are not derived from a conceptually
sound whole. More mature governance, then, will be designed
from a coherent paradigm instead of assembled from parts.

• Although structure, process, and practice matter, significant
advances in governance will come about only from rethink-
ing the very nature of the board job. Powerful governance,
then, will derive from consideration of the value the board should
add plus a design of the job rigorous enough to produce that value.

How This Book Is Organized

We develop the Policy Governance model and its implications for
corporate governance sequentially, and therefore this book is
designed to be read in the order that it is presented. Chapter One
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considers the value that boards add now and, from an examination
of the source and nature of board authority, suggests a redefinition
and elevation of the value that they create. Chapter Two sets out
the basics of Policy Governance design, through which boards can
deliver that value. Chapters Three, Four, and Five apply the design
to the board’s process, its relationship with the CEO, and the man-
ner in which it commands company performance. Chapter Six
addresses the mechanics of accountability—acquiring and using
adequate reports of company performance. Chapter Seven exam-
ines what boards can do to make sure that they stay on track.
Chapter Eight describes a typical implementation process.

In order to maintain the flow of the book, we have placed a
number of important arguments and resources in the appendixes.
Appendix A is a glossary of the terms we either introduce or use in
unfamiliar ways. Appendix B extends remarks made in the text con-
cerning the term chief governance officer as a clarification of the chair’s
role. Appendix C argues against combining the chair and CEO jobs
in one person, even though the Policy Governance model requires
only that the roles be kept separate whether or not combined in one
person. Appendix D addresses the inclusion on boards of inside
(nonexecutive) directors. Appendix E provides a set of sample poli-
cies that includes and supplements examples provided in the main
text. Appendix F gives an example of a policy monitoring report.

Our Focus

A sole focus on a framework for governance is a narrow one, yet in
a sense it is the broadest focus of all. For the aim of the framework
is to provide a way of conceiving everything about the upper
reaches of any corporation—all the various levels of decisions,
types of decisions, accountabilities, job designs, and authorities.
This is a simple book about a very complex subject, seeking to pro-
vide a rational framework on which all governance decisions may
be hung, a road map to proper use of directors’ talent, sense of
responsibility, and foresight.
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We do not address the content of the many decisions that
boards face. By content, we mean the bodies of knowledge needed
to make wise decisions about specific endeavors, such as mergers,
acquisitions, stock option plans, public offerings, entering new mar-
kets, and a host of other challenges. Instead, we address the under-
lying issues of what a board is for, how it can separate its role in
decision making from management’s role, how it can delegate pow-
erfully yet not let its own responsibility slip away, how it can be
more activist without weakening management, how it can distin-
guish between information needed to govern and information
needed to manage, and how it can be in control without meddling.

We believe a more coherent paradigm than has previously
existed for corporate governance has the power to clarify and enrich
much of the ongoing conversation about leadership, accountability,
and policymaking as well as to support and inspire increasingly
effective practices. It is to these ends that this book is written.

Atlanta, Georgia JOHN CARVER

Oakville, Ontario CAROLINE OLIVER

May 2002
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Chapter One

The Value of Boards

If legitimacy is to be restored to the system, the chain

of accountability must be made more effective.

—David S. R. Leighton and Donald H. Thain1

In This Chapter

• The importance of corporate governance

• The value that boards create

Corporate governance, once overlooked, is now center stage.
There is widespread agreement that corporate boards are vital to
total company leadership and to the role of corporations in society.
Many participants in and observers of the corporate scene believe
that corporate governance is of real value in improving company
performance and investors’ perceptions.

This growing sense of the fundamental importance of good gov-
ernance is also reflected in the explosion of expectations being placed
on boards. These expectations come in the form of advisory guide-
lines, principles, and codes of practice, along with prescriptive statutes
and regulations laid down by governments and their agencies, such as
the U.S. Securities Exchange Commission. There are now more than
sixty corporate governance codes issued by stock exchanges and other
authoritative groups from around the world, in addition to the
bewildering array of regional, national, and international statutes.



The spotlight has also been intensified by the recent spate of books
on governance; by media reports of corporate news, including high-
profile disasters, that discuss board action and inaction; and by fre-
quent news of shareholder activism.

All this attention has spurred many boards to make signif-
icant improvements. Among these improvements are greater
transparency, more independence from management, changes in
audit committee composition, and separation of the board chair
role and the CEO role. The subject of corporate governance has
been opened up as never before, but we make the case in this
book that there is yet another, more advanced level of excel-
lence available.

Incidentally, in this book we use the words company and cor-
poration interchangeably. We reserve the word business to mean
not an organization but a type of activity in which a company may
be engaged.

What Is the Value That Boards Create?

Our title, Corporate Boards That Create Value, begs a big question.
Most people agree that in today’s challenging marketplace no part
of any corporation can be merely ceremonial. In fact, much corpo-
rate governance discussion during the past two decades has
implored boards to add value. But what value is that to be? We start
to answer that question by looking at the responses that could be
derived from current board practices:

Expert advice. Directors act as a group of expert advisers to
management. They bring skills, knowledge, and experience in rel-
evant management specialties or management in general. Some-
times advice comes from the board as a whole, but often it comes
from individual directors, leaving the position of the board as a
group unclear. Sometimes the board is proactive in this advisory
role; it suggests or probes for subjects on which its advice should be
solicited. Sometimes it acts more as a sounding board to which
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managers can turn when and if they choose. A closely related con-
tribution that the board may make is developing managers.

Safeguards. The board provides security, particularly for investors,
through checking that all is well in the company and ensuring
proper disclosure of information. To do this, the board typically
requires management to bring its major plans and intentions for
board approval and to subsequently update the board with progress
reports. When the board sees something it doesn’t like, it acts as a
circuit breaker, either setting existing management back on track
or putting new management in place.

Useful connections. Directors’ positions and contacts in other
settings are used to benefit the company on whose board they sit,
in terms of finance, public relations, and potential customers.

These kinds of contributions are not insignificant, and they are
being improved upon all the time as boards are introduced to addi-
tional best practice codes and advice. This book, however, makes the
case that the responsibility and value creation potential of boards
goes further. Our thesis is that boards can create much greater value
than they do today. However, to understand how this can be done,
the value boards contribute and the design of the job that creates
that value must be reexamined and reframed. The rest of this chap-
ter will begin this reexamination and reframing, making the case,
first, for a new and more ambitious definition of the value boards
should create and, second, for a board job redesigned, that is, reengi-
neered, from the ground up with the purpose of creating that value.

Why Do Boards Exist?

To establish a definition of the value of boards requires us to start at
the very beginning. So our earlier question—what is the value that
boards create?—must be revised too. Instead, we need to ask, where
does the board’s authority come from, what is the reason for that
authority, and what is the nature of that authority? In other words,
why do boards exist?
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The Source of Board Authority

Companies’ owners are the source of board authority, those on
whose behalf it does its job. Most boards in most parts of the world
consider shareholders their company’s owners, but there are excep-
tions. For example, in some countries the state has legislated that
employees are owners. Moreover, there are many who argue that
limiting the concept of ownership to shareholders is to accept far
too narrow a definition. Some argue2 that boards in today’s global
and interdependent world, whatever their legal situation, are
morally obliged to include many other groups of stakeholders as
owners—groups such as employees, customers, creditors, suppliers,
and the community at large. The core of their argument is that
these stakeholders have an investment in the company, albeit not
one of equity, and that these nonequity investments should also
count as an ownership interest.

The picture is further complicated by the fact that sharehold-
ers range from the small individual investor to the large institu-
tional investor. They range from those with little or no power to
those who, because of the size of their holdings, have a controlling
interest. They range from those who vote only by assigning proxies
to those who turn up at every annual general meeting. Further, sub-
ject to the current ownership’s agreement, boards have the power
to create different classes of ownership (differentiating, for exam-
ple, between owners of common and preferred stock) with differ-
ent voting rights and therefore different levels of power within the
overall ownership.

The board’s role as arbiter among various interests is certainly
more important today than ever before. Legal owners are, of
course, the only ones who have the power to overrule the board.
But with the legal ownership’s consent, the board can affect the
composition of investors to whom the company will be attractive,
thereby exercising a proactive role in deciding who the owners
will be.3 All we need to recognize for the purposes of this discus-
sion is that owners, however they are defined, are the source of
the board’s authority.
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The Reason for Board Authority

Incorporation gives a company a distinct legal identity separate
from the people who own and operate it. This separation, the
extent of which varies across the world’s jurisdictions, provides pro-
tection from risk for owners and freedom to act for operators. The
extent to which public policy should control matters such as com-
pany size, power, political involvement, and impact on the envi-
ronment will likely always be the subject of debate. Although
boards have no authority over the legal framework in which they
operate, they do have enormous power in bridging the gap between
the company’s owners and operators.

Because owners are the source of a company’s authority, it fol-
lows that the need for a governing board arises only when the own-
ers are too numerous to direct and control the company themselves.
Therefore, the notion of board authority as a distinct kind of author-
ity occurs only when there is a gap between the ownership of assets
and the management of those assets. That is, this gap between the
ownership of assets and the management of those assets has led to
the notion of a distinct kind of authority—board authority. The
board’s position is, therefore, to act as the link between owners and
management, directing and controlling the company on the own-
ers’ behalf. Put another way, the reason owners grant such author-
ity is to enable the board to act as the ownership in microcosm.

The Nature of Board Authority

An examination of the nature of board authority must start, then,
with the board’s position in the sequence of legitimate corporate
authority. A proper chain of accountability guarantees legitimacy, a
legitimacy that is essential for corporate governance. How the
board is thus situated has far-reaching implications for the design
and duties of governance.

Highest Authority. In any company the board is at the top in the
chain of accountability and therefore at the top of the chain of
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command. The phrase chain of command, with its hierarchical con-
notations, is not used casually here. We use it to describe a rank of
authority, not a desirable management style. We use it to indicate
the fact that authority is the power to command (to direct and con-
trol) and passes sequentially from the source of authority to the out-
ermost reaches of its expression.

The accountability chain is weakened when the board fails to
recognize that it has the obligation, not just the authority, to com-
mand. As the owners’ representative, the board has no right not to
exercise those owners’ rightful prerogatives. The board has no
responsible alternative but to be authoritative in its role, lest own-
ers lose their voice.

Initial Authority. The board cannot abdicate its prerogatives.
That means it cannot allow them to be defined or assumed by
the CEO or by any of the company’s employees or by any sub-
component of the board, including the chair. These assertions are
inescapable—all authority exercised in the company flows initially
from the board, even if by default. As the supreme authority (after
the owners), the board must be in full control of its own job before
presuming to control anything else. This requires that the board as
a group be responsible for its actions, its omissions, its agendas, the
delegations it makes, and the corporate values it imposes.

Management doesn’t work directly for owners; only the board
does. Therefore the board makes demands on management perfor-
mance from an independent position. This means that the board is
authoritative, not advisory. It also means the board has a specific,
definable job and is not just the overseer of someone else’s job.
Because the board is the sole source of on-site corporate authority,
no person or groups of persons (except owners) can have any
authority whatsoever unless the board grants that authority. Proper
governance, therefore, must be proactive in distributing authority,
establishing expectations about the proper use of that authority,
and then demanding performance. In this way the board is trans-
formed from today’s frequently reactive final authority into the
highest and initial authority.
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Accountable Authority. Because the board is the overall authority
in a company, it is accountable to owners for its own performance and
that of the company. And because no one has any authority unless the
board has granted it, the board has control over how well all author-
ity is exercised. Consequently, the board cannot blame poor board
performance on its chair, on the chief executive, or on any of its
committees. Poor chair performance indicates a poor board. Poor
chief executive performance indicates a poor board. Poor audit,
executive, or compensation committee performances indicate a
poor board. And of course poor company performance indicates
a poor board. Accountability is a harsh concept indeed. But it is an
inescapable element in any legitimate system of authority.

Group Authority. The board possesses authority only as a group.
Individual directors, including the chair, have no authority unless
specifically given it by the group. In later chapters we examine how
a group can perform this first cause role. For now we simply want to
underline the principle that board authority is group authority.

Empowering Authority. One of the central challenges for boards
is how to command in such a way that management is optimally
empowered and challenged at the same time. Good governance
must integrate a compelling approach to delegation—one that is
rigorous in safeguarding the board’s own accountability yet as free-
ing and empowering of others as it can responsibly be. When the
board underplays its role, owners are cheated in that their only
legitimate and authoritative representative has a weak voice.
When a board overplays its role, owners are cheated in that their
only legitimate and authoritative representative does not know
how to get the most out of management.

The Value Boards Should Create

The logical conclusion from this examination of universal princi-
ples of governance (summarized in Exhibit 1.1) is simply this: a
board is a body accountable to the owners as a whole that operates
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as the highest, initial authority in a company, and therefore the
value it creates is translating owners’ wishes into company performance.

Looking Back, Moving Forward

In this chapter, from a consideration of the fundamental reasons
boards exist, we proposed a definition of the value that boards
should create: translating owners’ wishes into company performance.
This sounds like a very tall if not impossible order for a small group
of part-time people. Yet this is the responsibility that belongs
uniquely to boards and that beyond all other grounds justifies their
existence. How boards can deliver on that responsibility is a matter
of job design—a challenge to which the rest of this book is devoted.

Exhibit 1.1. Universal Principles of Accountable Governance.

• The board governs on behalf of all owners.

• The board is the highest authority, under owners, in the company.

• The board is the initial authority in the company.

• The board is accountable for everything about the company.

• All authority and accountability is vested in the board as a group.

• Governance roles and executive roles have different purposes.

• Delegation should be maximized, short of risking the board’s fulfillment
of its accountability.

• Assessing board performance requires evaluation of both governance and
management.
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Chapter Two

Designing the Board’s Job

At this point in history, existing mechanisms for

governing corporations are no longer adequate.

The scale, complexity, importance, and risks of

corporate activity have overrun our institutions.

—Ada Demb and F.-Friedrich Neubauer1

In This Chapter

• Why policy is the board’s most essential tool

• What governing through policy looks like

• How policy levels allow delegation of real authority

• Why ends and means require different methods of control

In the previous chapter we set out the source and nature of the
board’s authority, the fundamental basis for a new governance
design. In this chapter we explain how the framework provided by
the Policy Governance model enables boards to meet the challenge
of translating the wishes of company owners into company perfor-
mance. Our assertion is that boards that adopt this framework will
be far better equipped to provide accountable and effective leader-
ship than are boards that follow conventional practice.

Better Governance by Design

In offering a universal model for corporate governance, we recognize
that companies’ traditions, histories, arrangements, and structures
will and must vary considerably. But we contend categorically that



there are underlying truths common to all bodies that on behalf of
a wider group wield authority over organizations.

Before describing the Policy Governance framework in detail,
this section highlights several key features that make this model
uniquely suited to the job of governance. The Policy Governance
model is a total system that

Derives from the purpose and nature of board authority. The
model is applicable to all boards because its point of departure is the
generic purpose and nature of board authority rather than struc-
tures and processes that are current in general practice or are pecu-
liar to a specific industry. Starting from underlying basics produces
governance principles that typically, in our experience, make com-
mon sense to directors, executives, and others. The resulting shared
perception of the board’s purpose and nature yields a foundation for
designing governance so that the board can handle real-world, spe-
cific issues from a coherent and powerful perspective.

Is custom-made for the governing job. The nature of governance
and its requirements in terms of processes, structures and skills are
not the same as those of management. The model has borrowed
from and is compatible with the work of management but was
invented deliberately for the work of governance.

Encompasses the whole job. Governance must be designed to
encompass the board’s accountability for every aspect of the com-
pany. However, it must also be designed so that the board’s reach
does not exceed its grasp. The model enables a board to embrace
yet not become entangled in the entire company. The model does
not tell directors the content of their decisions, but it does provide
a framework within which they can make effective decisions about
everything in and under their authority.

Clarifies who does what. Any lack of clarity in the respective
roles of the three most powerful components of company life—
owners, directors, and managers—jeopardizes effectiveness. The
model defines all the various roles so they are consistent with a
common set of governance principles, rather than allowing role
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definition to be dictated by immediate necessities and current
personalities.

Provides predictable results with the fewest possible working
parts. Because the job of the board requires busy directors to exer-
cise reliable control over everything, a governance model should
make their task as simple as possible. The Policy Governance
model identifies a comprehensive set of tools with which the board
can cut through corporate complexity, using a precision approach
to the challenge at hand rather than just adding more things for
directors to do.

Reinventing Policy

Policy Governance works through policies. Nothing new here.
However, we are not talking about just any policies. When we say
policy we mean something very different from the familiar kinds of
policy and procedures found in most companies. The policy that
enables precision company governance follows certain principles
in both its subject matter and in its composition, or architecture. It
is not the kind of policy that sits on the shelf during or between
board meetings or is produced for the sake of demonstrating good
form. It is not the traditional expression of intentions and hopes
that is forgotten almost as soon as it is written. We are talking
about policy that is specifically created, structured, and engineered
for the board’s job and that actively embraces the company’s every
move. From this point on, whenever we use the word policy, we
mean only the kind of policy defined in the Policy Governance
model and not policy as traditionally described or used.

The Importance of Written Policies

The board needs to be able to convey its decisions on behalf of
owners to management and to hold itself accountable to owners for
those decisions. Written policies are a tool for conveying the
board’s decisions to all in a consistent and enduring manner. Unless
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the board agrees on a written, and therefore explicit, statement of
its will, only those who were in the boardroom when that will was
stated and who have long and totally accurate memories know
what a board has said. Everyone else lacks that knowledge.

The decisions, including definitions of roles and relationships
(for roles and relationships are also the results of decisions), of the
players in corporate governance should be clearly reflected in appro-
priate documents. They should be available to every relevant party
in succinct, easily retrievable, centralized form. As we will illustrate
shortly, we do not mean large documents. We do not mean the com-
pany should tie itself up in procedures or detailed prescriptions. The
board should be rigorous in controlling not all it can, only all it must.

The Twin Problems of Conventional Policy Writing

But even though the written word is far more accurate than the
remembered spoken word, two significant problems remain. First,
there is the problem of meaning. It may be clear what the board has
said, but it may not be so clear what the board means. Words are
always open to interpretation, so any relationship that relies on
words must deal with the inaccuracy of communication.

Second, the board has the problem of choosing what to put
into policy and what not to put into policy. In companies, as in life,
people’s values and perspectives control everything, whether or not
they appear in the company handbook. Thus it follows that if the
board could identify all its values and perspectives about everything
relevant to the company and state them as policy, it could control
the whole company. The problem of course is that the sheer num-
ber of policies necessary would be impossible even to consider.

Recognizing Decisions Within Decisions

Policy Governance uses a simple concept to solve the twin prob-
lems of meaning and infinite policy choice. This concept allows the
board to clarify its intent in a manner that embraces all possible
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actions and aspects of company life. It gives the board the ability to
control uncountable single decisions through a few carefully
expressed policies.

The concept starts from a recognition that decisions are not
all equal in their scope—decisions come in sizes. This fact can be
used to circumscribe meaning to a greater or lesser extent and, as
it turns out, to control the amount of decision making that is
delegated. Simply put, directors can keep out of the details if
they make the broad decisions and entrust the smaller decisions
within those broad decisions to others. Using the concept of
decisions-within-decisions, the board can control everything by
making its decisions in a cascading sequence of descending
breadths or levels, stopping at the level where the board is willing
to allow a delegatee to use any reasonable interpretation of its
words. The board’s job is then distinguished from management’s
job not by topic (for example, strategy, human resources, or risk),
but by levels within topics.

By delegatee, we mean any among the number of persons to
whom the board delegates. Although the CEO is usually foremost
among the delegatees in sheer volume of delegation, the same prin-
ciples will apply as the board delegates to its chair and its commit-
tees. At this stage of our discussion, we consider them all simply
delegatees.

A useful device for understanding the decisions-within-decisions
concept of Policy Governance more fully is to think of it as a set of
nested bowls (Figure 2.1). The bowls are neatly stacked one within
the other, from largest to the smallest. The largest bowl constrains all
the smaller bowls, and each of the bowls, except the largest, is con-
strained by a slightly larger bowl. Viewed as decisions, the larger
bowls represent the broader decisions, and the smaller bowls repre-
sent the narrower range of decisions that may be made through a rea-
sonable interpretation of the decisions symbolized by the larger bowls.

For an illustration of this concept in practice, consider a board
policy that says management should avoid a “hostile working envi-
ronment.” However, just what is meant by hostile or, for that matter,
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by working environment? On the one hand, the board might further
define these terms. In this case, it is easy to conceive of the more
detailed descriptions as a smaller bowl inside the larger one of “hos-
tile working environment.” On the other hand, the board might
choose not to go into the extra level of detail. In this case, manage-
ment would have to define “hostile working environment” further,
because achieving any reasonable interpretation of what the board
said at the broad level requires making such an interpretation. This is
true whether or not the governance system explicitly recognizes it.
In Policy Governance, this phenomenon is not only explicitly rec-
ognized but harnessed to empower both the board and management.

Determining Decision Sizes

Because decisions come in all sizes, boards need to distinguish one
size from another. It is vital that the board always starts at the broad-
est decision level. The only surefire way of making certain that the
board leaves nothing important out and says no more than it needs

Figure 2.1. Decisions as a Nested Set.
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to say is to make every decision at the broadest, most encompassing
level first before moving to the next, narrower level. That is, if board
decision making begins with any bowl other than the largest one, the
board cannot ensure that the company is really under its control, for
a subordinate may be making larger decisions than the board. And
the only way the board can choose the level of decisions that it will
not worry about controlling directly is by first making the broader
decisions that control the range of all possible narrower decisions.

Whether to enter the market for widgets is one size of decision.
Whether to enter the subsidiary market for type A widgets versus
the subsidiary market for type B widgets, or both, is a smaller deci-
sion that fits within the first one. And one can easily conceive of
yet smaller decisions limited by the second market decision. For
example, having decided to market type B widgets, one might con-
front a decision whether to produce the more expensive but longer
lasting B1 widget or the less expensive but shorter lived B2 sort.

That reasoning is simple enough but applies only to one line of
thought. For example, it would be impossible to place a decision
between a defined benefit pension plan and a defined contribution
pension plan into the same set of bowls that contains a decision
between A and B widgets. In other words, the bowl analogy works
only with a single line of branching decisions, not with dissimilar
decisions. Yet, clearly, corporate life includes a vast number of deci-
sions of different sizes and types.

We will turn to a discussion of types (rather than sizes) of deci-
sions in a moment. But, first, we explore the nested bowls concept
a bit further as it relates to the board’s being totally accountable
yet delegating the vast majority of responsibility for operational
management.

Allowing for Reasonable Interpretation

As shown previously, conceiving of the board’s words as signifying
ranges of interpretation establishes a basic framework for delegation
from one level of authority to the next lower one, a framework
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that can be thought of as a nested set. If a superior makes a “large
bowl decision,” the subordinate can be given the right to make
“small bowl decisions” as long as the nesting is maintained, that is,
as long as the subordinate makes decisions that can reasonably be
said to be within the larger ones. The fact that a range of reason-
able interpretations exists means that the subordinate is granted
real authority, the right to make real decisions, but always within
the range. The size of the range is set by the level of description at
which the superior chooses to stop and determines the extent of
delegated authority.

One might contend that there is a workable alternative to del-
egating authority to make any reasonable interpretation to man-
agement. Management can make its interpretations then present
them to the board for sanction. With this approach the board need
not delegate to management the authority to interpret the board’s
words. Remember, however, that there are many such interpreta-
tions going on all the time in a company and, beyond that, those
interpretations are continually being remade due to shifting cir-
cumstances. Consequently, this alternative of continually seeking
board approval hobbles management, as it struggles with the con-
stant chore of getting an uncountable number of decisions expedi-
tiously made. It also overwhelms the board with managerial
decisions on a level at which the board would prefer not to be
involved. The Policy Governance model requires the board to
choose its words carefully, then to grant management the right to
interpret them, demanding that management’s smaller bowl deci-
sions always be within the board’s decisions.

When someone orders a plain omelet in a restaurant, she
implies that the cook can use any reasonable interpretation of her
order. She has specified that it must lack fillings, but she hasn’t
specified the amount of salt, water, or milk to be used. She has left
that to the cook’s reasonable interpretation of the words plain
omelet. When someone buys a ticket at a train station, he specifies
his destination and the mode and timing of transport, but he
leaves the selection of fuel grades and drivers to others. Although
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the concept of reasonableness may itself seem to be plagued by
vagueness, it is a standard used quite successfully in law and regu-
larly in everyday life.

The board must accept that what it means to say will be of no
effect unless it actually says it—that is, unless it advances into the
next smaller bowl and in doing so selects one interpretation out of
the range of interpretations available in the broader level. How-
ever, there will always be a smaller bowl inside that one as well, and
another inside that and so on and on. The progression from largest
bowl to smallest may not be infinite, but it is surely a long way
down to the bowls that address the most trivial possible decisions.
The board would massively complicate its own task if it were to
make all further, smaller decisions. So the board faces an impossi-
ble situation unless at some point it authorizes someone besides
itself to make an interpretation of its words (Figure 2.2).

Returning to our restaurant diner illustration, if her plain
omelet is made with too much salt, she will not be able to claim
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that the cook has ignored her salt instructions inasmuch as she did
not give such instructions. However, she will certainly be within
her rights to return the dish on the basis that the cook has used an
unreasonable interpretation of the words plain omelet. Yet even
after such an experience, she will be unlikely to abandon the any
reasonable interpretation rule, for if she decides never to eat in a
restaurant unless the cook agrees to be directly supervised by her,
chances are she will not be dining out too often.

In like manner the board must accept that it cannot directly
supervise a delegatee’s every move and neither can it fault the delega-
tee’s interpretation unless a majority of directors find that interpreta-
tion unreasonable. In our experience with boards that use the Policy
Governance model, disputes between the board and its delegatees
over whether an interpretation was reasonable are extremely rare.

Building Precise and Concise Policies

Policy Governance requires the board to be disciplined in using
words carefully to convey meaning at an appropriate breadth,
thereby leaving to others the exact amount of decision-making
range the board intends. Using this approach the board builds a
compendium of broad decisions, formatted as policies, within which
it judges that it can safely and explicitly leave the smaller decisions
to others. In exchange for the trouble of being precise in crafting its
words and making occasional amendments to its decisions, the
board reaps the benefit of a massive amount of safe delegation.

Because it contains a few large issues and not uncountable
smaller ones, the board’s master document of policies is surprisingly
brief. The tug and pull between under- and overcontrol is avoided.
On one hand the board does not engage in rubber-stamping,
because the decision sequence moves from board to management,
not the other way around. On the other hand the board does not
engage in micromanagement, because engagement in details is not
needed to gain control. (Exhibit 2.1 summarizes the characteristics
offered by the policy design of the Policy Governance model.)
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Leading from the Front

An essential benefit of this method of delegating authority is that it
enables the board, using a rational process of consideration and dis-
cussion, to define ahead of time what it wants. Although reactive
adjustments may certainly be made when needed, the board’s way
of life does not revolve around reactions to current circumstances or
to subordinates’ agendas. The independence of judgment and proac-
tivity in leadership this implies is crucial to improved governance.

The need for board proactivity arises because the board is the
initial authority and must form an active link in the chain of com-
mand. The board that fails to be in the front of the parade makes a

Exhibit 2.1. Policy Design Distinctions of Policy Governance.

1. Policies control everything—embracing all of governance and
management.

2. Policies are written—together they form the paramount board
document except for incorporation documents and bylaws.

3. Policies come in sizes—controlling the broadest range of decisions and
such narrower ones as the board chooses.

4. Policies are created in size sequence—progressing from the broadest
level toward the narrowest, stopping where any reasonable
interpretation of the words would be acceptable.

5. Policies are accurate and concise—expressing the board’s meaning
clearly, briefly, and without repetition.

6. Policies are assembled in categories tailored for governing—
separating ends from management’s means and from the board’s means.

7. Policies are in regular use—forming an immediately available and
frequently referenced document relevant to governance and
management, updated as necessary.

8. Policies are generated by the board—not by management for
board approval.

9. Policies are current—displaying the accumulation of board values in
effect at any given time rather than a sequentially historical record as
minutes do.

10. Policies are centrally available—not scattered through many locations
and types of documents.
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charade out of responsible governance and owner-representative
accountability. It is impossible for a board to delegate authority it
does not know it has or, as is more frequently the case, has never
embraced as its own to begin with.

The board’s responsibility does not consist of waiting for man-
agement to do, say, or propose something. In fact, we maintain that
no element of the board’s job is determined by management. This
is not to say there is no interaction, for there is a great deal. It is also
not to say that the board cannot learn from and even be inspired
by management. It is only to say that in the proper sequence of
things, management’s job is determined by the board, not the
board’s by management.

Utilizing the Durability of Values

Because Policy Governance policy arises from the board’s standing
back and asking what its overall values for the company are, it does
not tend to be the kind of policy that gets rapidly outdated. For
similar reasons, the kind of judgment involved in this policymak-
ing does not typically involve intimate knowledge of the matter at
hand but the kind of broad knowledge and experience that equips
a thoughtful person to weigh a great many matters and arrive at a
wise conclusion.

Separating Ends and Means

We now return to the question of how the board can keep issues of
different types in separate nests of bowls. This is another critical
piece of the design that enables a board to be powerful in its role
yet grants as much authority to other roles as possible. First, it is
necessary to separate corporate ends from corporate means.

When we talk of ends, we avoid the words goals, objectives, and
strategies because such words are commonly used to refer to both
ends and means. We use ends to describe what the company is for
rather than what it does.2 Ends distinguish purpose from path,
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results from process, and where one is going from how one is going
to get there. For example, a company might be in business so that
shareholders have a long-term return above the market average. It
is definitely not in business for the purpose of having a particular
plant, distribution system, or even product—these are means.

We define corporate means as any decisions or realities that are
not ends—a definition by exclusion. Means include activities, prac-
tices, methods, technology, conduct, systems, and a host of opera-
tional decision areas as well as decisions about governance. What
is important to notice here is that every single corporate issue can
be defined either as an ends issue or as a means issue. For the
moment, we are not discussing who makes either kind of decision.
An issue is an ends issue or a means issue as a result of its nature,
not as a result of who makes a decision about it.

Differential Control of Ends and Means

The reason it is important to distinguish ends and means clearly
from each other is that in the Policy Governance model, the board
that is delegating decisions about ends and means to management
must control those decisions differently. Ends are best controlled in
an affirmative, prescriptive way, whereas the means of striving
toward ends are best controlled in a limiting, proscriptive way. To
codify and control its own means, the means of governance, the
board may express itself in whatever terms it sees appropriate, but
ordinarily that would be positive or prescriptive.

To control ends (what the company is for) in an affirmative and
prescriptive way, the board communicates its performance expec-
tations to its delegatees in terms of return, share price in relation to
market, or whatever other items in the board’s judgment are appro-
priate benchmarks of corporate success from the owners’ perspective.
To control management’s means (what the company does), how-
ever, the board does not tell management what to do, but what not
to do. That is, controlling management’s means decisions is done
through boundary setting that puts off limits those choices about
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means that the board would find unacceptable. We explain how
this works in Chapter Five.

Policy Categories Based on Ends and Means

To encompass every aspect of a company, boards must make policy
in four policy categories. The first two are means categories that
address the board’s own job. The other two instruct management
concerning desired ends and unacceptable means.

First, the board needs policies to control its own behavior—its
governance processes and practices. We call this category Gover-
nance Process. Second, the board needs to set out how it is going to
delegate its authority to management and yet remain accountable for
the use of that authority. We call this category Board-Management
Delegation. Third, the board must establish the ends—some form of
owner value—justifying the company’s existence and defining the
central value it adds to the world. We call this category Ends. Fourth,
the board expresses the limitations or constraints that define the
limits of acceptability as management makes means decisions. We
call this category Management Limitations.

Exhibit 2.2 sets out the policy categories used in the Policy Gov-
ernance model to cover every single issue that a corporation faces.
Each category is explored in more detail in later chapters, including
the rationale for the negative language of Management Limitations.
The exact titles used for these categories are not important, but the
conceptual separation of the categories is. For example, a given board
might choose to say Shareholder Value (that is, a specific end) instead
of Ends, Executive Constraints instead of Management Limita-
tions, Board Job instead of Governance Process, and Governance-
Management Linkage instead of Board-Management Delegation—
or any other language of its choosing.

The Policy Circle

The policy circle (Figure 2.3) takes our nested bowls analogy to a new
level. The full display of bowls is now divided into four quadrants rep-
resenting the four categories. Each quadrant contains all the decisions
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that are possible in a company in that category, both governance and
management decisions. As before, the concentric circles, the larger
and smaller bowls, show that in each quadrant there are larger and
smaller decisions. Decisions about governance itself are shown in the
upper left quadrant (Governance Process). Decisions about connect-
ing governance and management are in the lower left quadrant
(Board-Management Delegation). Decisions about corporate ends are
in the upper right quadrant (Ends). And decisions about managerial
means are in the lower right quadrant (Management Limitations).

The board’s policymaking task is to make the largest decisions
in each quadrant, leaving smaller decisions to the board’s delega-
tees. Figure 2.4 illustrates a completed policy circle in which the
board has filled in the larger reaches of each quadrant, leaving the
inner domains to the board chair and CEO—a subject we shall be
saying a lot more about later.

Policy Samples

In the following chapters and in Appendix E we give samples of poli-
cies that boards might create in each of the policy categories. We
want to emphasize that these are merely samples. However, directors
will see that many of these policies could easily be adapted to their
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Exhibit 2.2. Categories of Board Policy.

When the board sets policy that controls the following four categories, even
at a very broad level, the board controls the organization because all that
governance and management might do, be, cause, or allow is included in
these categories.

• Governance Process: policies prescribe the board’s internal operations,
governance methods, accountabilities, and philosophy.

• Board-Management Delegation: policies prescribe the board’s methods of
delegating and monitoring responsibility for management performance.

• Ends: policies prescribe what value the company is to produce on owners’
behalf, usually some form of shareholder value.

• Management Limitations: policies put ethics and prudence boundaries
around the company’s methods, activities, conduct, and risks.



own board’s requirements, and they will likely identify additional poli-
cies that their board might wish to create. We look in more detail at
possible policies in later chapters but offer a brief introduction here.

It follows from what we have already discussed that the first
policy in each category is a statement of the largest or broadest
decision in that category. For example, the broadest level in Man-
agement Limitations might be stated this way: “Management shall
not cause or allow any action or practice which is imprudent,
unlawful, or unethical.” Such a proscription is not specific as to
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Figure 2.3. The Policy Circle.
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brought together to form four quadrants of a circle. Again, larger and smaller issues 
within the categories are shown as larger and smaller bowls.



topic (such as financial management or human resources) but
applies globally to everything within management. A restriction of
this sort on corporate means is meaningful but extraordinarily
broad. The board would consider its corporate means policymak-
ing complete at this point only if it were willing to accept the
accompanying full range of possibilities implied by the any reason-
able interpretation rule described earlier.
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Figure 2.4. Visual Profile of Board Policy.
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If, however, this broadest level statement leaves to management
a wider range of interpretation than the board is willing to grant (as
in our experience all boards decide), then the board must go on to
address the next lower (narrower) level and then, if necessary, the
next lower level and so on until the board is willing to accept any
reasonable interpretation of the narrower language. At the second
level of definition in the Management Limitations quadrant, a num-
ber of topical issues naturally surface, such as treatment of personnel,
financial risk, and asset protection. For example, the board’s prohibi-
tion about asset protection might be, “Don’t allow assets to be unnec-
essarily risked or inadequately maintained.” Then, once again, the
board decides whether it will stop at this level or go into more detail.

Wherever the board stops its policymaking, management is
authorized to use the any reasonable interpretation rule. Therefore
the board should resolve issues in each decision category in a disci-
plined sequence from the broadest toward the narrowest, but only to
the point where it can accept any reasonable interpretation of its
words. Board decisions made in this way logically contain all further
decisions, whether or not the board ever knows of all those decisions.

In the same way that ends are expressed as the value a company
intends to add for its owners, the most powerful way to describe jobs is
in terms of the value they are intended to create for the company. The
alternative is to describe jobs in terms of their activities. For example,
a clerk’s job could be described with a list of all the steps needed to file
and safeguard records. But a description of the same clerk’s job in terms
of the value it adds might simply be complete retrievability of records. You
will find that each of the jobs in our policy samples, be it the job of
board, chair, board committee, or CEO, is expressed in this way.

Looking Back, Moving Forward

This chapter introduced the Policy Governance model, designed to be
a theoretically coherent and practically applicable approach to board
job design. The implications of the model for the role of the board,
its officers, and its committees are the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter Three

Forging Group Leadership

The power of the board lies in its collective wisdom,

which is released only when the board functions as

a collective body.

—Ram Charan1

In This Chapter

• Converting directors into a board

• Assigning roles to the chair and committees

• Separating governance and management

• Creating Governance Process policies

The intent of the Policy Governance model is to bring greater pre-
cision to the challenge of translating owners’ wishes into company
performance. This precision is reflected not only in the policymak-
ing process but in the roles of the various actors as well. In the last
chapter we introduced specific policy categories. Using these four
groupings the board can frame its decisions so that practice and
documents are consistent with coherent governance design. In this
chapter we are concerned with the policy category Governance
Process. We set out key features of the board’s special form of lead-
ership, the roles of individuals and the group, and how these mat-
ters can be codified in a few brief policies.



The Board’s Group Role

The first thing that sets the board’s role apart from every other role
in the company is that the board sits between owners and manage-
ment. The second distinguishing feature is that the board’s author-
ity is group authority. Individual directors have no authority other
than their influence in the group. There is no authority on or under
the board that does not originate in the group’s authority.

Directors are usually not accustomed to operating in this manner.
Directors have typically achieved their professional and community
status due to their individual accomplishments. They have a personal
history of being decision makers in their own right, making decisions
on their own immediate authority. In governance, however, in the
deliberation leading to the exercise of governance authority, indi-
viduals matter absolutely. But in the exercise of authority (that is, in
the actual taking of a decision) it is the group that matters; the
individuals do not matter at all.

The values and perspectives of individual directors are the
ingredients for group decisions. Even when informed or persuaded
by others—such as management, lawyers, consultants, or bankers—
it is the collected directors’ wisdom that settles the vote. Directors
as individuals have a responsibility to contribute actively, thought-
fully, and responsibly to the debate, but not to be individual super-
managers. It is in the whole that the value of the board lies.

The board role, then, requires that directors assume personal
responsibility to behave so that the group as a group exercises author-
ity and the group as a group bears accountability for the behavior of
the entire company. Although other people can help directors with
this challenge, no one can relieve them of it. Delegation becomes
abdication unless the board fully owns and masters the phenomenon
of group authority so as to remain completely accountable for any
part of that authority it subsequently delegates to others.

Speaking as One Voice from Many

In speaking on behalf of the company’s ownership, individual
directors must speak with a single voice—to speak as one voice
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from many. The many are not just a multiple of directors but the
often unwieldy number of owners. The board is obligated to insu-
late management from the many voices—whether of individual
directors or owners—and to demand that management’s loyalty be
to the board’s soberly considered summary of those voices.

Hence, only the board speaking with one voice instructs man-
agement. Management need not heed any director, but must
accept the board’s group decisions as if law. What any given direc-
tor has to say on any given topic is of interest to other directors but
need not be to management. Management is not confronted with,
or later evaluated on, a laundry list of directors’ individual wishes
but only with the will of the group. Management can truly be said
to work for no one.

Differentiating Advice from Instruction

Quite apart from their governance role, directors typically have a
wealth of experience, wisdom, and expertise that management
would be wasteful to ignore. The principle of group authority does
not prevent individual directors from offering advice to manage-
ment. Advice, as long as it is truly advice, has no instructive effect
and so does not violate the one voice rule. Advice from directors
should follow the consenting adults rule: as long as both parties agree
to it, there is no harm done. Managers can distinguish advice from
instruction with certainty, however, only when the directors,
speaking as a group, explicitly make it clear that management has
the right to ignore directors speaking as individuals. To leave this
unclear is to impose political difficulties on management and to
excuse the board from the discipline of good governance.

Directors often enjoy giving advice, and we do not seek to min-
imize their advisory contribution. What we must point out, however,
is that advice to management is not the proper reason for the exis-
tence of a board of directors. The reason the board exists is to gov-
ern, a role with far greater responsibility than giving advice—and
harder, too, we might add. Advising, asking good questions, criticiz-
ing management initiatives, and other director involvements require
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far less rigor than governing—at least governing of the quality that
we describe.

Advising management, then, is a discretionary endeavor for
directors, not the substance of their job. Excellent governance
requires that boards put an end to the commonplace practice of
putting more emphasis on optional individual director undertak-
ings than on the mandatory group governance challenge.

The Value of Diversity and Dialogue

Getting to the point at which the single will of the group can be
expressed calls for rich dialogue within the board among the direc-
tors with their multiple wills. On many issues it also requires exten-
sive input from persons not on the board. Although the board’s
helpers and advisers are important to the dialogue, they should nei-
ther steer it nor be responsible for it. It falls to directors alone to
undertake the struggle to transform individual wisdom, commit-
ment, and discipline into group wisdom, commitment, and disci-
pline. Boards must stimulate, embrace, and then resolve diversity,
balancing the inclusion of widely different values and perspectives
with the need to be decisive.

For some boards, assertively seeking and wrestling with diversity
seems at odds with speaking with one voice. Whereas political and
nonprofit boards frequently fall into diversity-driven fibrillation, it
is more common for corporate boards to settle the dilemma by call-
ing for unanimous votes. Governance at its best avoids both these
outcomes. It considers multiple viewpoints to be priceless. It deems
the ability to speak authoritatively and powerfully despite lack of
total agreement to be one of a board’s greatest strengths. It recog-
nizes that unanimous votes are less about board solidarity and the
demonstration of resoluteness than they are about political cover.

Corporate boards often feel that they need to show owners and
managers a greater degree of unanimity than they actually possess.
And there is no doubt that less than unanimous votes on highly
sensitive and public issues can affect how these decisions are seen
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in the market. However, we urge boards to have real votes and,
over time, to get the message across that they are always unanimous
in their support of a final vote’s absolute authority, whatever the
diversity of viewpoints that arose in the discussion.

Practices That Weaken Board Authority

The board acts like a funnel through which the massive legitimacy
of ownership is poured into a small group—with no leakage of
power around the edges—before it is carefully passed on to others.
Any arrangement or practice that detracts from the board’s ability
to faithfully play its role between the real owners and everyone else
is an impediment to corporate governance. The problems of agency
associated with having persons operate on behalf of others are diffi-
cult enough to deal with, given our human propensity for self-inter-
est. The problems that arise from having structures or traditional
practices that are inconsistent with uncomplicated board authority
add considerably to the difficulty.

For example, board membership decided or significantly influ-
enced by management compromises the board’s independence.
Board agendas established by management and board meetings
stage-managed by management cause governors to be managed by
management rather than managers to be governed by governance. Chair
or executive committee power over the board means the board has
failed to assume its authoritative first cause role. Combining chair
and chief executive roles in the same person jeopardizes the crisp
distinction between governance and management. These practices
are commonplace, and there are many more.

Clarifying Other Governance Roles

The role of the board as a group must be the starting place for all
role definitions throughout the company. Here, however, we are
going to talk only of governance roles and in particular the roles of
committees and the chair.
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The Role of Board Committees

Board committees are subsets of the board as a whole. Therefore,
by definition, they pose a potential threat to the board’s wholeness
and its ability to speak with one voice. When a board committee
makes a decision that should belong to the whole board, the rest of
the board has been disenfranchised. When part of the board has
been disenfranchised, the board as a body has been disenfranchised.
When the board as a body has been disenfranchised, the owners
represented by the board have been disenfranchised. Consequently,
as useful as committees can be, it is important to use them in such
a way that board wholeness is not jeopardized or short-circuited.

Committees can play a useful part in governance as long as
they never substitute for the full board’s decision-making authority
and never get between the board and management. The two
appropriate uses of board committees are, first, to research options
for full board decisions and, second, to carry out a delegated gover-
nance job, such as monitoring performance or arranging for moni-
toring performance. It is important, of course, that a committee is
never given authority that overlaps authority given to manage-
ment. It is also important that a committee is never given the right
to judge management performance against its own, rather than the
board’s, criteria. Using committees can save the full board’s time;
however, boards should take care that such use does not fragment
governance into committee fiefdoms or delude directors who are
not on a given committee into thinking that they are relieved of
the overall accountability.

Exhibit 3.1 offers a set of principles for board committees. Fol-
lowing these principles will keep board committees in line with the
overall governance principles we have discussed (see Exhibit 1.1). In
the following sections we discuss a few of the more frequently used
board committees in the light of these principles for committees.

Executive Committees. Executive committees are frequently
established to make decisions in the board’s absence. However, any
system that creates a real board within the full board does not bode
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well for total board accountability. Even if the full board is asked
later to sanction the committee decisions, by the time approval is
requested it is likely to be a matter of form rather than substance. In
any case, sanctioning others’ work is not the same as exercising the
board’s highest and initial authority. In our experience, executive
committees are typically put in place either because the full board is
too large or because the time demanded by board service is too great
for some directors. The solution to the former circumstance is to
reduce the board’s size. The solution to the latter may in part be
more appropriate director recruitment. However, the more funda-
mental solution to unrealistic demands on directors is the better
board job design offered by the Policy Governance framework.

Audit Committees. Audit committees are often created to correct
for a board that is less independent of management than the
integrity of its accountability to owners would demand. As with
any other committee created for this purpose, the better solution is
to make the full board properly independent to begin with.

Of course even a fully independent board may still choose to
have an audit committee. When it does, what is the audit commit-
tee’s job? Or, more accurately, what value is the audit committee to

Exhibit 3.1. Principles for Board Committees and Officers.

• Function as part of and under the control of the board, not management

• Can have no authority that does not come from the board

• Can have no authority or accountability that is also delegated to
management

• Cannot relieve the full board of its ultimate accountability for everything

• Cannot have the authority to instruct management

• Are always meant to help the board with some part of the governance job

• Are never meant to help or advise management

• Are charged to produce products (values added), not to engage in activities

• Have authority to use money or support personnel only if that is granted
by the board
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add that constitutes its reason for existence? First, in keeping with
the principles for committees (Exhibit 3.1), the committee does
not relieve the board of any responsibility whatsoever; it merely
helps the board with that responsibility. Second, it has no author-
ity to instruct management (except to gain unobstructed access to
necessary records and personnel). What jobs are then left for an
audit committee? One legitimate value-added the committee can
produce for the board is a slate of competent external auditors from
which shareholders can choose (a research role). Another is board
knowledge of the degree to which the board’s financial policies are
being met by management (a monitoring role). Another is board
assurance that the external auditor’s scope includes any board poli-
cies for which the board wishes the auditor to assess compliance
(an organizing of the monitoring role). Still another is board con-
fidence that the external auditor has no conflicts due to manage-
ment consulting or other factors (a monitoring role).

Compensation Committees. The compensation committee is
another committee for which independence is important and to
which the principles for committees apply. Possible values-added
produced by compensation committees include the determination
of the actual amounts and composition of CEO compensation (in
relation to a reasonable interpretation of the preexisting, higher
level policy on this matter that the board has determined in its
decision-making role). Another legitimate value this committee
could add is the determination of whether other management com-
pensation complies with board policy relevant to compensation
and benefits (a monitoring role). Still another is board under-
standing of the options for and implications of various approaches
to management and director compensation (a research role).

Nominations Committees. A nominations committee that
researches possible criteria for new directors and then searches for
new directors who meet the criteria decided on by the board is
adding legitimate value to the full board’s role.
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Advisory Committees. The need to differentiate between instruc-
tion and advice (as discussed earlier in this chapter) clearly applies
to advisory committees. Here we distinguish advisory committees a
board might establish to advise itself from advisory committees estab-
lished to advise management. As to the former, the board may at any
time create any advisory mechanism it wishes to help with its job.
As to the latter, we strongly discourage forming board committees
to advise management.

One reason for our objection is that managers are perfectly capa-
ble of finding their own advice. A second reason is that advice from
directors officially assembled by the board can be difficult to distin-
guish from instruction. If managers are in charge of their own advi-
sory mechanisms, then any directors who might show up on
committees formed by management are less likely to get their advis-
ing and instructing roles confused. Any committees established by
management have nothing to do with governance and need not be
controlled by or officially related to the board in any way. We have
never found a downside to a simple rule that boards should never
create committees to advise or help management with anything.

The Role of the Chair

We believe that the chair’s role is one of the most important keys to
unlocking board potential, and we are therefore going to give it con-
siderable attention. To begin with, we return to our point that no one
in a company or on a board has any authority, or indeed any role at
all, unless the board grants it. Governing authority is vested in a group
of equals in which no one member has authority over another and
certainly no one member has any authority over the group as a
whole. But, given this fact, by what process then will the directors
all have their say and their opportunity to convince? By what dis-
cipline beyond the persuasiveness of members’ arguments will indi-
viduals be prevented from dominating the group? Who will
safeguard the integrity of the process while members are engaged in
forceful and thoughtful interchange?
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The most obvious, and we believe most logical, mechanism for
protecting and advancing the board in its work as a responsible
group is the office of the chair. (We are reluctant to use the word
chairman due to its gender specificity and the word chairperson due
to its awkwardness. Please indulge our use of the almost equally
awkward chair.) We are talking here about the role of the chair in
relation to the board’s process, not to the supervision of manage-
ment. (We deal later with removing any management supervision
connotations the role has acquired.)

Dealing with Groupness. The chair role is created by an author-
itative group that is unwilling to default on its group responsibility
and that recognizes default will be likely if it operates without a
leader. Necessary though the chair role is, however, if it is given too
much authority, it can undermine the group’s responsibility. Even
when the board does not formally overempower the chair, there is
the danger that it may do so unintentionally. In other words, the
most common solution to the undisciplined tendencies of groupness
is itself the greatest threat to achieving a responsible group. The
purpose of the chair position is not to relieve the group of its diffi-
cult groupness but to help it deal competently with its group
nature. The chair who “saves” the board from its responsibility is
undermining the entire reason for the board’s existence. A compe-
tent chair who keeps the board to its word is priceless.

Providing Servant-Leadership. The chair works for the board, not
the reverse. He or she becomes servant to the board in order to ful-
fil its group need for leadership. The chair’s role is, on behalf of the
board, to see to it that the board gets its job done. Philosophically,
the guiding concept should be that of servant-leadership, as con-
ceived by Robert Greenleaf.2 The board chair is a leader, to be sure,
but his or her leadership is legitimized only by its underlying ser-
vanthood.3 The chair sees to it that the board runs itself, but he or
she has authority only when acting within the domain delegated by
the group. Directors, in effect, demand that the chair act in such a
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way that they as individuals can transform themselves into a
responsible body.

Wielding the Gavel. Perhaps it is possible for a group without a
leader to talk as a group, decide as a group, and discipline its interac-
tions entirely as a group, but for most groups of assertive, energetic
persons these accomplishments are unrealistic. Group paralysis, dis-
array, or dominance by a single powerful personality are almost
inevitable dangers. The board needs assistance to achieve the dis-
cipline and integrity to which it is committed but for which as a
leaderless group it would scarcely have the capability. The board
needs the chair to wield the gavel and enforce the board’s commit-
ment to discipline while at no time becoming the group’s superior.

The Role of Other Officers

The principles for other board officers, such as corporate secretaries
or treasurers, are the same as those for committees (Exhibit 3.1).
(Managers, be they the CEO or COO or CFO, are not governance
officers and therefore not discussed here.)

Separating Governance and Management

The purpose and nature of board authority require that governance
and management be treated differently. They are different roles,
producing different values-added, requiring different skills, and
addressing different levels of work. Failing to delineate clearly
between these roles severely hinders effective governance.

The confounding of governance and management roles is most
clearly illustrated in the common practice of assigning the roles of
chair and CEO to the same person. These roles are both account-
able to the board, but they cover different domains of authority and
require different skills. The success of the chair can be judged by the
effectiveness of governance; the success of the CEO can be judged
by the effectiveness of management. The Policy Governance model
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does not require that the chair and the CEO be different persons,
but the model does require that the roles be kept separate even when these
two positions are held by the same person.

We believe most boards have a compelling need to strengthen
the uniqueness of the chair’s role as chief governance officer. Going
further, we believe that adopting the position’s role definition as the
position’s title (as has occurred with the titles of CEO, CFO, COO,
and CIO) would have much more than a cosmetic effect and would
powerfully reinforce a distinctive governance mentality. Therefore
we recommend replacing the title chair with the title CGO. (Rather
than use this unfamiliar title in our main discussion, however, we
devote Appendix B to the case for a title change. Our appendixes
also include further discussion of other topics related to the separa-
tion of governance and management. The implications of the Pol-
icy Governance model for separating the positions of chair and
CEO, and the difficulties with the strategy of having a lead director,
are addressed in Appendix C. The practice of including inside, or
executive, directors on boards is questioned in Appendix D.)

Creating Governance Process Policies

In Chapter Two we described the policy architecture of Policy
Governance and set out the four categories of policy that encom-
pass all aspects of a company: Ends, Management Limitations,
Board-Management Delegation, and Governance Process. In this
section, we apply that architecture to the policies by which the
board governs itself, that is, the Governance Process category (the
upper-left quadrant of the policy circle in Figure 2.4).

In this and subsequent discussions of the various policy cate-
gories (and in Appendix E), we offer many sample policies. The
principles from which the sample policies are derived (Exhibit 1.1)
and the policy architecture itself (the categories, the decisions-
within-decisions ordering, and the any reasonable interpretation
rule) are integral to the model and cannot be changed without
destroying the model’s effectiveness. However, in content and in
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depth of detail, boards must make their policy statements their
own. As they consider the sample statements offered in this book,
directors may find either that they agree sufficiently with many of
them to adopt them as is or that they need to make many changes.
Use of the model and these samples is much like the use of a per-
sonal organizer or diary. If you want your daily life to work well, it
is important that you use each section of your organizer for the pur-
pose identified and put your entries under the right days. What
each entry says, however, is an individual matter.

Governance Process policies constitute the board’s decisions on
the purpose and nature of governance, the role of the board, and
the ways the board has resolved to fulfill that role. Governance
Process policies are means policies (they cannot be ends policies,
for a corporation does not exist to be well governed but to produce
value for owners), but they need not be stated in the negative as are
Management Limitations policies. It makes no sense for the board
to control itself by the limit-setting method that works for govern-
ing management’s means. The board must, after all, decide how to
do its own job.

Consequently, although the nature of the board’s work on Ends
is to define and demand and its work on Management Limitations is
to define and prohibit, its work on Governance Process policies
(and also Board-Management Delegation policies, as we shall see
in the next chapter) is to define and commit. Here we illustrate the
policy design described in Chapter Two with two sample Gover-
nance Process policies.

Governance Commitment

The first sample Governance Process policy is titled “Governance
Commitment” (Exhibit 3.2). Like all board policies, it begins at the
broadest level (the largest nesting bowl in the Governance Process
category) with an overarching, or global, statement about the
board’s purpose and on whose behalf the board does its job. The
policy then goes down one level of specificity to address issues
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(points 1 to 11 in Exhibit 3.2) in the global statement. That is, the
board has created eleven statements subordinate to the global one.
Each of these substatements, though dealing with a separate
subtopic, sits in the first bowl inside the global statement. Or to put
it another way, each substatement sits at the same level in relation
to the biggest bowl.
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Exhibit 3.2. Governance Process Policy
“Governance Commitment.”

The purpose of the board, on behalf of the shareholders, is to see to it that
the company (a) achieves appropriate results for shareholders, and (b)
avoids unacceptable actions and situations.

1. Accountability Philosophy. The board’s fundamental accountability
is to the shareholders.

2. Social Responsibility. Although the board accepts as its primary
obligation to operate in the best interests of shareholders, that fidelity
is tempered by an obligation to the social order and good citizenship.

3. Governing Style. The board will govern lawfully with an emphasis
on (a) outward vision rather than an internal preoccupation, (b)
encouragement of diversity in viewpoints, (c) strategic leadership
more than administrative detail, (d) clear distinction of board and
chief executive roles, (e) collective rather than individual decisions,
(f) the future rather than the past or present, and (g) proactivity rather
than reactivity.

4. Board Job Description. The specific job outputs (values-added) of
the board, as informed agent of the shareholders, are those that
ensure an unbroken chain of accountability from shareholders to
company performance.

5. Board-Shareholder Linkage. As the representative of the shareholders’
interests, the board will maintain a credible and continuing link
between owners and operators.

6. Agenda Planning. To accomplish its job products with a governance
style consistent with board policies, the board will follow an annual
agenda that (a) completes a reexploration of Ends policies annually,
(b) reexamines Management Limitations policies and the sufficiency
of their protection from risk, and (c) continually improves board
performance through board education and enriched input and
deliberation.



Figure 3.1 illustrates the approximate profile of board policy once
the policy “Governance Commitment” has been established. The
outer level corresponds to the global statement; the second level cor-
responds to the numbered points. (Note that the figures that illus-
trate the levels of policy in this chapter and the next two chapters do
not necessarily show exactly the same number of policy points as the
particular policy samples that we have chosen to discuss.) Complet-
ing all the policies necessary to the Governance Process category
might yield the fuller policy profile shown in Figure 3.2.

Chair’s Role

Our second example of a Governance Process policy, “Chair’s
Role,” is given in Exhibit 3.3. This policy sets out the authority and
responsibility of the governance leader, whether called the chair or
the chief governing officer.

Notice that the policy presented in Exhibit 3.3 is itself an exten-
sion of a subpart of the policy in Exhibit 3.2. Figure 3.2 illustrates that
as the board goes into more detail in this and other policies in the Gov-
ernance Process category, the subparts multiply. This phenomenon acts
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7. Chair’s Role. The chair ensures the integrity of the board’s process and,
secondarily, represents the board as needed to outside parties, including
but not limited to shareholders.

8. Directors’ Conduct. The board commits itself and its members to
ethical, businesslike, and lawful conduct, including members’ proper
use of authority and appropriate decorum when acting as directors.

9. Committee Principles. Board committees, when used, will be assigned
so as to reinforce the wholeness of the board’s job and so as never to
interfere with delegation from board to CEO.

10. Committee Structure. Board committees are those set forth by board
action, along with their job products, time lines, and board-authorized
use of funds and management time. Unless otherwise stated, a committee
ceases to exist as soon as its task is complete.

11. Cost of Governance. The board will consciously invest in its ability to
govern competently and wisely.



as a brake on any tendency to race into greater detail. The stopping
point that should be observed, of course, is the point at which the
board is willing to allow its delegatee (in this case, the chair) to
make any reasonable interpretation of the board’s words.

Interpretation of Governance Process Policies

The authority to reasonably interpret board policy belongs to the
chair not only for all Governance Process policies but also for all
Board-Management Delegation policies, and this authority is itself
explicitly set down in policy. When the board has made Gover-
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Figure 3.1. Governance Process Policies: Levels One and Two.

The board has created the global level and one further level of detail in its 
Governance Process policies.



nance Process decisions in whatever detail it wishes (descending to
whatever size bowl in the nested set it sees fit), the board authorizes
its chair to make all further decisions on that topic, as long as the
chair’s decisions are a reasonable interpretation of the board’s words.

Appendix E presents samples of policies in all four policy cate-
gories, often moving down at least one level further than that
shown in Figure 3.1, and in some cases two levels. Governance
Process policy samples in Appendix E cover, among other topics,
the board’s accountability and governing style, its job products, the
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Figure 3.2. Governance Process Policies Completed.

The board has established its Governance Process policies deeply enough that any 
decisions or choices made by a delegatee will be acceptable to the board if they are a 
reasonable interpretation of the broader statements. Thus the board can now safely 
delegate all further decisions in this category.



role of the chair as chief governance officer, the conduct of indi-
vidual directors, and committee principles.

Looking Back, Moving Forward

We have addressed how the board can be responsible for its own per-
formance as a group, but that means nothing unless the board impacts
the performance of the company. The next chapter examines how the
board can drive company performance through one employee, its CEO.

Exhibit 3.3. Governance Process Policy “Chair’s Role.”

The chair ensures the integrity of the board’s process and, secondarily,
represents the board as needed to outside parties, including but not limited
to shareholders.

1. The job result of the chair is that the board behaves consistently with
its own rules and those legitimately imposed on it from outside the
organization.
A. Meeting discussion content will be only those issues that according

to board policy clearly belong to the board to decide, not to the CEO.
B. Deliberation will be fair, open, and thorough, but also timely,

orderly, and kept to the point.
2. The authority of the chair consists in making decisions that fall within

topics covered by board policies on Governance Process and Board-
Management Delegation, with the exception of (a) employment or
termination of a CEO and (b) any portions of this authority that the
board specifically delegates to others. The chair is authorized to use any
reasonable interpretation of the provisions in Governance Process and
Board-Management Delegation policies.
A. The chair is empowered to chair board meetings with all the

commonly accepted power of that position (for example, ruling,
recognizing).

B. The chair has no authority to make decisions about or within the
Ends and Management Limitations policy areas.

C. The chair may represent the board to outside parties in announcing
board-stated positions and in stating decisions and interpretations
in the area delegated to her or him.

D. The chair may delegate any part of his or her authority to another
director but remains accountable for its use.
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Chapter Four

Connecting to Management

What is needed is a vibrant alternative way to

ensure that power is exercised, over every type and

form of corporate entity . . . in a way that ensures

both effective performance and appropriate social

accountability and responsibility.

—Robert I. Tricker1

In This Chapter

• Why management performance is the CEO’s performance

• Why the CEO’s only boss is the board’s group voice

• Understanding the board-CEO relationship and delegation
principles

• Creating Board-Management Delegation policies

Boards can directly control their own performance, but they cannot
produce total company performance on their own. This chapter
explains how boards can give extensive authority to management
and yet remain fully accountable for the ways that authority is used.

Delegating Authority to Management

To translate owners’ wishes into company performance, boards
must give most of their authority away. Corporate performance
requires massive delegation and powerful management. Unless the

andrey
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board wishes to become the management team as well as the gov-
ernance group, it must drive company performance in such a way
that management is not only challenged but empowered. The first
questions confronted, however, as the board connects to manage-
ment are whom to instruct, whom to empower, and whom to hold
accountable.

The CEO as the Board’s Single Management Employee

It is possible for a board to govern a company without having man-
agement authority and accountability come to a focus in a single
individual such as a CEO. Very few boards choose to do this, how-
ever, for the wisdom of having a chief executive is hard to fault. At
least, very few boards choose to do this intentionally.

There are many cases in which a chair assumes some of the
named CEO’s authority. In such cases the board allows the CEO
role to be diluted and its value in the chain of accountability to be
destroyed. When a board chooses to use the CEO function, it must
do so 100 percent. There is no such thing as a partial CEO. When
the board delegates to more than one manager, it puts itself in the
position of supermanager and is therefore delegating only some
tasks rather than total authority and accountability for manage-
ment performance.

Policy Governance calls for the board to delegate authority
for all management performance to the chief executive officer
function. In other words, whatever the position title (president,
general manager, managing director, CEO, or the like) and what-
ever additional role might be assigned to the same person (for
example, the chair role), powerful delegation to management
requires the function that we are, for the remainder of this book,
calling CEO.

The CEO is the link in the chain of command that connects
the board to the rest of management. Therefore, in giving instruc-
tions and judging performance, the board speaks with one group
voice only to this one person. The board delegates to this one per-
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son the authority to manage everyone else in the operating struc-
ture. So when the CEO speaks officially to his or her colleagues, he
or she speaks—as far as they are concerned—with the authority of
the board.

Given this clear line of authority, the board can and should hold
the CEO alone accountable for what is done with the delegated
executive authority. All operational achievements, conduct, deci-
sions, and situations are on that person’s head. Management perfor-
mance is CEO performance. The board has only one employee—the
CEO. The CEO has only one boss—the board’s one group voice.

A Powerful CEO Is in the Board’s Interest

The board is obligated to the owners for successful company 
performance—therefore the board cannot be successful unless its
CEO is successful. The CEO cannot be successful unless he or she
has the power to make things happen. In other words, it is to the
board’s advantage to have a strong CEO, not a weakened one.

The Policy Governance model calls for boards to give their
CEOs as much authority as possible, short of “giving away the
shop.” Once the board has established its role as commanding and
evaluating the CEO’s performance, its philosophy of delegation
should place the burden of justification on holding back authority,
not on granting it.

Responsibly maximizing management authority does not
diminish the importance of governance but locates power for com-
pany performance where it can do the most good. Board delegation
should model the kind of delegation the board would expect to find
in a well-run company—delegation as thorough as possible with-
out losing control.

Companies today must create value faster than ever before.
Survival may depend on the CEO’s ability to adjust quickly to sud-
den marketplace shifts. Global competition serves to create a chal-
lenging, rapidly changing business environment, as do customer
demands for quick turnarounds, immediate access, and custom
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solutions. Quicker decisions are both enabled by new technology
and demanded by the environment. This is no time and the board-
CEO relationship is no place for cumbersome structures or prac-
tices. The board, in its own interest, must secure maximum CEO
empowerment—and at the same time not jeopardize its own
accountability to owners.

The CEO’s Job Description

Within the Policy Governance framework, the CEO’s job description,
the value that the CEO adds, becomes very simple. The CEO’s job is
to see to it that the company achieves the ends the board has established and
avoids the unacceptable means the board has identified. The CEO’s job,
then, is to ensure that the company complies with the two categories
of board policy that address management (as opposed to board) per-
formance. This is of course a simple summary of a very difficult job.
But if the board holds the CEO accountable for compliance with this
job description, it has all it needs to drive company performance and,
in its turn, be accountable to owners for that performance.

Let us clarify the way we distinguish accountability from respon-
sibility. Responsibility refers to an individual’s or a group’s direct,
hands-on obligation to produce something of value. Accountability
refers to an individual’s or a group’s obligation to either produce or
see to the production of something of value. Hence one could say
the board is accountable for customer service, but frontline staff are
responsible for it. Moreover, the board is responsible for writing its
policies whereas the CEO is responsible for interpreting them. The
distinction between one’s direct responsibility and one’s responsi-
bility for the achievements of subordinates is an important one in
designing the board’s job or the job of any manager. Whether one
uses responsibility and accountability to label these two concepts or
one uses hands-on responsibility and hands-off responsibility, the dis-
tinction must be made.

It follows therefore that the board does not care what the CEO
takes responsibility for—it is his or her choice what responsibilities
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to delegate to whom and which to retain. After all, the organiza-
tional chart is itself a managerial means decision with which the
board would be well advised not to interfere. What the board does
care about is the CEO’s accountability—that is, the cumulative total
of all the responsibilities within the company (other than the
responsibility of the board for its own conduct). And that cumula-
tive total adds up to two things: (1) the company achieves what-
ever form of shareholder value or other benefit for owners that the
board has decided and (2) the company avoids unacceptable risks,
methods, conduct, and situations.

Practices That Weaken Delegation to Management

When other managers such as the chief financial officer or chief
operating officer sit at the board table (as directors or in other posi-
tions), the one employee principle may be in danger. The board
must be careful not to give, or seem to give, these officers direct
instructions. When this happens, the board is implying that these
other managers are its direct employees too, thereby diluting the
role of the CEO.

Another set of problems is created when the board fails to
speak with one group voice. When the chair (or indeed any other
director) holds the CEO directly accountable to himself or herself,
the chair to some degree becomes the de facto CEO. In other
words, the chair becomes the board’s link to management perfor-
mance and thus should be the person the board holds accountable
for that performance. It is difficult, however, for a board to hold its
chair to account for the CEO’s responsibilities, and the board’s rela-
tionship with the person who actually carries the CEO title
becomes confused.

Delegation is also weakened when the CEO does not feel
secure about taking the board at its word. In such cases the CEO
must either risk possible board disapproval of managerial decisions
or return to the board for repeated approvals. This can result in a
reticent CEO who continually takes the precaution of drawing the
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board into managerial decisions and issues or a CEO who takes
control of the board process through manipulation and agenda set-
ting in order to protect his or her turf.

Finally, when the board tells the CEO how to do his or her job
(thereby prescribing management’s means), the CEO’s latitude to
plan and implement the company’s operations is reduced, and del-
egation is therefore weakened. Further, if the board dictates the
choice of some or all of the means to achieve the ends, it cannot
logically hold the CEO fully accountable for the achievement of
those ends.

The Policy Governance model addresses all these potential
weaknesses in delegation to management and eliminates any lack
of clarity about the fact that the board delegates to management,
never the other way round.

The Board-CEO Relationship

The board’s accountability to owners is constant; the board is a per-
manent authority. Board leadership therefore should be constantly
and consistently applied. A proper board is not a crisis, standby
authority. It does not exist to help management, to duplicate man-
agement, or to fill in weaknesses of management. Proper governance
exists to exercise an ongoing authority, establishing values that drive
the company through all its known and yet to be known challenges.
Management’s job is to apply those values to the company’s opera-
tion in a world of shifting conditions, opportunities, and threats.

Although the board’s authority is clearly superior to the CEO’s
authority, in practice there is considerable partnership. The CEO
has a vested interest in ensuring that the board’s decisions are wise
ones, for the board and the CEO will have to live by them and be
evaluated according to them, not just today but every day for the
foreseeable future. The board has a vested interest in seeking the
CEO’s input, for its success is dependent upon his or her success. As
in a sport, maximum productive interchange—playing and working
together—is possible only when the roles and rules are not in doubt.
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Good relationships are built on trust. The board increases trust
between itself and its CEO by creating fair expectations and judg-
ing only according to those expectations. Establishing policies and
then ignoring them (in other words, saying one thing and doing
another) damages trust. Failing to state in advance what is
expected and then criticizing in hindsight damages trust. We are
not talking here about the “over to you, but please don’t give us any
nasty surprises” kind of trust. Nor do we mean the “you know your
job best” kind of trust. We don’t even mean the “we’re all in this
thing together” kind of trust. We are talking about trust built on
explicit roles, explicit expectations, and explicit monitoring.

The proper relationship between the chair and the CEO also
must be clear. The chair and CEO are both charged by the board
with considerable authority and obligations for leadership. The two
roles are not hierarchically related, for each works directly for the
board. The CEO does not report to the chair but to the board; the
chair has no authority over the CEO. If this is not true, the chair is
in effect the CEO, regardless of titles. Even when the same person
holds both roles, it is important for directors as well as the incum-
bent to recognize and play each role out separately. The chair’s
job—as charged by the board—is to see that the board gets its job
done. The CEO’s job—as charged by the board—is to see to it that
management gets its job done.

Delegation Principles

For delegation to work well it has to be overt and clear, realistic,
and fairly judged. These are not mere technicalities but principles
of natural justice that the Policy Governance model upholds.

• Delegation must be overt and clear. The Policy Governance
framework requires that the board never hold the CEO
accountable for meeting performance expectations that have
not been stated. Therefore the board’s policies must commit
all the board’s performance expectations to writing. The
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model’s method enables boards to do so succinctly, so com-
pleteness does not imply weighty documents.

• Delegation must be realistic. The board cannot rationally hold
the CEO accountable for policies that are not realistic. If
policies are not realistic, they become useless, valued more
for their rhetorical flourish than their stated purpose. The
board must therefore ensure that it is sufficiently informed
to know what is and is not realistic, and it needs to review
its expectations regularly to ensure that they remain doable.

• Delegation must be fairly judged. As a matter of fair play, the
board cannot judge the CEO without having first made its
criteria known. Neither can the board allow the CEO to be
criticized by a director for not meeting that individual direc-
tor’s expectations. Directors as a body are obligated to protect
the CEO from directors as individuals.

Creating Board-Management Delegation Policies

We have chosen three policies to illustrate how the Policy Gover-
nance architecture frames the board’s delegation to the CEO in the
Board-Management Delegation category. (A fuller set of samples
can be seen in Appendix E.)

Delegation to the CEO

The first sample policy (Exhibit 4.1), titled “Delegation to the
CEO,” begins with the most global level of decision then progresses
into more detail one level at a time. Its preamble expresses the
board’s broadest level decision about the governance-management
connection, declaring that the board will govern the company
through the CEO, who will be its “sole official connection” with
the company. The word official leaves open the possibility of infor-
mal relationships with others. In subparts 1 through 6, the board
addresses the level immediately below the broadest level, spelling
out, still at a rather broad level, the implications of having only one
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employee and the way it will delegate to and monitor the perfor-
mance of that employee.

Figure 4.1 shows approximately how the “Delegation to the CEO”
policy would appear on the policy circle. Its preamble (global opening
statement) establishes the largest thought of the Board-Management
Delegation category. Its numbered parts go one level into detail.

Accountability of the CEO

The second sample policy (Exhibit 4.2), “Accountability of the
CEO,” deals with the board’s intention to establish airtight CEO
accountability and illustrates a further level of specificity, taking as
its point of departure the second substatement in the “Delegation

Exhibit 4.1. Board-Management Delegation Policy
“Delegation to the CEO.”

The board’s sole official connection to the operational company, its achieve-
ments, and its conduct will be through a chief executive officer (CEO).

1. Unity of Control. Only officially passed motions of the board, speaking
authoritatively as a group, are binding on the CEO.

2. Accountability of the CEO. The CEO is the board’s only official link
to operational achievement and conduct, so that all authority and
accountability of management is considered by the board to be the
authority and accountability of the CEO.

3. Nature of CEO Delegation. The board will instruct the CEO through
written policies that prescribe the shareholder benefit to be achieved
and describe organizational situations and actions to be avoided,
allowing the CEO any reasonable interpretation of these policies.

4. Monitoring CEO Performance. Systematic and rigorous monitoring of
CEO job performance will be solely against the provisions of the board’s
Ends policies and Management Limitations policies.

5. CEO Compensation. CEO compensation will be decided by the board
as a body and based on company performance and executive market
conditions.

6. CEO Termination. CEO termination is an authority retained by the
board and not delegated to any officer or committee.
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to the CEO” policy. It refers to the CEO’s job description as the
accomplishment of the board’s Ends policies and compliance with
the board’s policies on unacceptable means. We look at these poli-
cies in detail in the next chapter.

Monitoring Performance

Policy Governance demands that accountable delegation consist
of, first, stating expectations; second, unambiguously assigning
them to someone; and finally, monitoring or evaluating perfor-
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Figure 4.1. Board-Management Delegation Policies:
Levels One and Two.

The board has created the global level and one further level of detail in its Board-
Management Delegation policies.



mance against those expectations. Policies created within the Pol-
icy Governance framework form the stated expectations, and their
wording sets the stage for measurable monitoring after the CEO has
produced an interpretation. The whole topic of monitoring and
evaluation is considered in far more depth in Chapter Six. For now
we present the board policy that describes this feature of Board-
Management Delegation.

This policy (Exhibit 4.3), “Monitoring CEO Performance,” is
essential to building the proper reporting relationship between the
board and CEO. The board requires that its words be acted upon
and tracks that they are in fact acted upon. When the board does
not take full responsibility for monitoring the CEO’s fulfillment of
its policies—which translates into how board-granted authority is
being used—it has abdicated its accountability.

When the board has created all the policies it feels are necessary
to describe the governance-management relationship, the profile of

Exhibit 4.2. Board-Management Delegation Policy
“Accountability of the CEO.”

The CEO is the board’s only official link to operational achievement and
conduct, so that all authority and accountability of management is
considered by the board to be the authority and accountability of the CEO.

1. The board will never give instructions to persons who report directly
or indirectly to the CEO.

2. The board will not evaluate, either formally or informally, the job
performance of any management position other than the CEO.

3. The board will view CEO performance as identical to total
management performance, so that organizational accomplishment
of board-stated Ends and avoidance of board-stated Management
Limitations will be viewed as successful CEO performance. No
performance measure established by the board or by organs of the
board (such as a compensation committee) shall conflict with or
modify this measure of performance.

4. All Management Limitations imposed on the CEO are limitations
imposed on all management, so that violation by any part of the
company is a violation by the CEO.
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Exhibit 4.3. Board-Management Delegation Policy
“Monitoring CEO Performance.”

Systematic and rigorous monitoring of CEO job performance will be solely
against the provisions of the board’s Ends policies and Management
Limitations policies.

1. Monitoring is simply to determine the degree to which board policies
are being met. Data that do not do this will not be considered
monitoring data.

2. The board will acquire monitoring data by one or more of three
methods: (a) by internal report, in which the CEO discloses
compliance information to the board, (b) by external report, in which
an external, disinterested third party selected by the board assesses
compliance with board policies, and (c) by direct board inspection, in
which one or more designated members of the board assess compliance
with the appropriate policy criteria.

3. In every case the standard for compliance shall be any reasonable CEO
interpretation of the board policy being monitored. The board is the final
arbiter of reasonableness but will always judge with a “reasonable
person” test rather than with interpretations favored by individual
directors or by the board as a whole.

4. All policies that instruct the CEO will be monitored at a frequency and
by a method chosen by the board. The board can monitor any policy at
any time by any method but will ordinarily depend on a routine schedule.

POLICY METHOD FREQUENCY

Ends

Shareholder Value Internal (CEO) Annually

Management Limitations

Basic Executive External (various) Annually
Constraints

Treatment of Stakeholders Internal (CEO) Annually

Treatment of Employees Internal (CEO) Annually

Financial Planning and Internal (CEO) Quarterly
Budgeting

Financial Condition Internal (CEO) Quarterly
and Activities External (Auditor) Annually
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the resulting set of policies might resemble the depiction in Figure 4.2.
(Some of the policies just described and some of the additional
Board-Management Delegation policies in Appendix E will be more
understandable in light of our explanations in the next chapter.)

Interpretation of Board-Management Delegation Policies

Board-Management Delegation policies, like Governance Process
policies, deal with board means—in this case the means by which the
board delegates authority to the CEO and demands accountability for
its use. Because these policies directly govern board action rather than
CEO action, the power of reasonable interpretation belongs to the
chair. That authority of the chair is itself explicitly set down in policy
(Exhibit 3.3). So when the board has written Board-Management
Delegation policies in whatever detail it wishes (descending to what-
ever size bowl in the nested set it sees fit), the board authorizes its
chair to make all further decisions on that topic, as long as the chair’s
decisions are a reasonable interpretation of the board’s words.

POLICY METHOD FREQUENCY

Asset Protection External (Auditor) Annually

Short-Term CEO Direct inspection Annually
Succession (Chair)

Investments External (Auditor) Semiannually

Compensation and Internal (CEO) Annually
Benefits

Trading in Company Internal (CEO) Semiannually
Securities

Communication and Direct inspection Annually
Support (Chair)

Diversification Internal (CEO) Semiannually

5. Periodic evaluation of the CEO and the evaluation-based component
of any CEO compensation decision by the board will be based on
performance as demonstrated by the monitoring system described in
this policy.
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Looking Back, Moving Forward

This chapter has shown how the board can give the CEO the
authority he or she needs to produce management performance and
be accountable for that performance. The board has now established
the roles and mechanics involved in the board-management link-
age. But it has not provided the content of its expectations of man-
agement performance and therefore of the CEO’s performance. The
next chapter explains how the board can give the CEO explicit
information about the kind of performance it expects.
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The board has established its Board-Management Delegation policies deeply enough 
that any decisions or choices made by a delegatee will be acceptable to the board if 
they are a reasonable interpretation of the broader statements. Thus the board can 
now safely delegate all further decisions in this category.
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Chapter Five

Setting Expectations for
Management Performance

It is for the board, representing the interests of

those who appoint them, to set the standards

which they expect from the managers and to set

them high.

—Sir Adrian Cadbury1

In This Chapter

• How the board prescribes company ends

• How the board proscribes company means

• Creating Ends and Management Limitations policies

In Chapter Four we established the CEO function as the board’s
sole instrument for driving management performance. Now we are
going to demonstrate how the Policy Governance framework
allows the board to create a powerful and precise instruction man-
ual for that performance.

What the Company Is For

Company performance is a term that covers potentially every aspect
of a company. Company performance is about share price, employee
turnover, customer satisfaction, use of space, and numerous other



matters. All these matters are important, and the board faces the
challenge of creating instructions for the management performance
necessary to fulfill the board’s accountability.

Within the Policy Governance framework the first step toward
meeting this challenge is to identify what the company is for. The
board cannot define what it wants its policies to say until it can
define what it wants the company to achieve. The answer to the
question, What is the company for? forms the central message to the
CEO. It describes why he or she has a job. It constitutes the overall
criterion for judging company and therefore CEO performance.

In addition, as we stated in Chapter Two, Policy Governance
design requires the separation of the reason for a company’s existence
from everything else (ends from means) so that the board can sepa-
rate nested sets of policies into compatible nested sets of decisions-
within-decisions for delegation.

The Reason for Corporate Existence:
To Produce Value for Owners

We assert that companies exist first and foremost for producing
value for owners. In other words, an organization is for whatever its
owners want it to be for, whereas it does what is necessary to fulfill
what it is for. Different owners have different wants. Therefore
each board needs not only to be clear about who its owners are but
to have some degree of dialogue with them before it can specify the
kind of value their company should produce. This process may be
straightforward. Company owners are usually defined as sharehold-
ers, and they generally want to see value show up in their shares;
but as discussed in Chapter Two, there can be exceptions to this
point of view. Although most shareholders define the value they
seek in purely financial terms, there are also shareholders who seek
other benefits from their investment, such as the satisfaction of pio-
neering a particular breakthrough, supporting a particular kind of
corporate behavior, or, where the owner is also the operator, work-
ing in a particular way.
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Obligations to Other Stakeholders

A company also has responsibilities to people other than owners,
but because those obligations are not part of the company’s reason
for being, our position is that they are not ends issues. All obliga-
tions other than to provide value to owners are means issues rather
than ends issues. Therefore a board will choose whatever degree of
care it wishes with regard to stakeholders other than owners, but
that concern will be expressed in policies that limit the range of
acceptable management behavior and board behavior. That is, it
will be expressed in Management Limitations and Governance
Process policies rather than in Ends policies.

A further look at the board’s relationships with some particular
groups of stakeholders supports the assertion that the board’s obli-
gations to nonowners are means obligations.

Legal Obligation. Public policy and law establish the minimum
social responsibility of the corporation. The social order can choose
to establish minimum wages, safety standards, discrimination safe-
guards, or parental leave. There is plenty of room for argument about
the sensible limits of such impositions—argument based on political
and economic philosophy as well as pragmatics—but the state is
within its authority to make such choices. Subservience to the law is
the board’s fundamental social responsibility, but it has nothing to do
with what the company is for. Lawfulness is a requirement of doing
business, but the company does not exist so that the law can be ful-
filled. The corporation’s formal responsibility to the law is the clear-
est example of a board obligation that does not relate to ends.

Ethical Obligation. Ethical behavior too is a social responsibil-
ity, though with a greater breadth of interpretation and less obvi-
ous enforcement. There are many actions a company could take
that would be acceptable under law but would fly in the face of
many people’s notions of common decency. The board might
impose on the company the obligation to act ethically not because
the board is required to do so but because it simply believes either
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that ethical behavior is right or that the business consequences of
unethical behavior would be unacceptable.

Obligation to Consumers, Employees, and Suppliers. The board’s
obligation to consumers, employees, and suppliers is not to provide
them with ownership value but to treat them with proper respect,
legally and ethically. There are some companies that also have
obligations to consumers, employees, and suppliers as owners. For
example, the owners of cooperatives are also their customers, and
some kinds of companies count their employees among their own-
ers, owing to either share compensation schemes or special gover-
nance arrangements. Where there is such overlap, the board needs
to clearly distinguish its obligation to people as owners from its
obligation to the same people as consumers, employees, or suppli-
ers, and the obligation to owners must always be paramount.

Wider Social Obligation. The term corporate social responsibility has
come to include voluntary contributions of all sorts to the benefit
of wider society, including support for the arts, social services, and
local communities. The company does not exist to fulfill such an
obligation, but the board may still decide to make such contribu-
tions as a means of enhancing the company’s long-term interests or
fulfilling the board’s interpretation of ethical social behavior.

Commanding Ends

If ends are expressions of owner value rather than the values of
other stakeholders, it is clear on whose behalf the board needs to
create its Ends policies. Thus Ends policies must express the board’s
performance expectations with respect to appropriate benchmarks
of corporate success from the owners’ perspective.

The Three Components of Ends

Like all Policy Governance policy work, ends definition requires
precision. However, it also requires an understanding of the power
of expressing ends as the difference a corporation will make for
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owners (and not as the activities it will engage in to make that dif-
ference). To create statements that will most surely focus the entire
company on producing the desired ends, the board must define
three components in its ends concept: first, the results for which the
corporation exists; second, the recipients of those results; and third,
the relative worth of those results.

Defining the Results

In a company organized for profit, the results component of the
ends relates ordinarily to the financial value that accrues to the
company owners; that is, results are what is commonly referred to
as shareholder value. However, there can be variations. In some
small start-up companies, for example, desired results may include
working independently with trusted partners in an exciting field—
plus satisfactory financial return. In some family-owned compa-
nies, the value owners want is the satisfaction of having family
members working together in the same business—plus satisfactory
financial return.

The board’s judgment here must take account of not only the
type of results to be achieved but also the level of ambition they
reflect and the time line for achieving them, all subjects on which
different owners may have different views.

Defining the Recipients

If the desired results are expressions of owner value, then, by defin-
ition, the owners are the recipients. However, owners do not all
have the same interests, and the board represents all owners. Board-
room debate must honor the diversity in the ownership, coming to
conclusions that can be translated into expectations for company
performance.

For smaller, closely held companies, deciding on recipients can
be relatively straightforward, whereas that decision can get com-
plicated for larger companies. The potential variety of perspectives
on the question, Whom do we intend to benefit? is illustrated by
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Robert A. G. Monks,2 who argues that pensioners are the share-
holders whose interests should be most served.

Defining the Relative Worth

To formulate the company’s ends, having considered possible
results and the range of owner-recipient desires, the board decides
on the relative worth of the various desired results. In choosing
one definition of result over another, the board is choosing the
wishes of some owners over others and thus some results over
others. For this reason, defining the relative worth component
is the culmination of the board’s decisions on the other two
components.

For example, achieving the long-term, high results desired by
one class of shareholder may seem of sufficient value to justify also
accepting short-term, low results that another class of shareholder
wishes to avoid. Much of the leadership contribution of a board
comes from an ability to stand back and look at the bigger and
longer term picture. The board’s ends decisions have implications
not only for focusing the company’s entire effort but also for iden-
tifying the kinds of limitations that the board will subsequently
impose on management. For example, a board that is building long-
term owner value is going to be especially interested in ensuring
that the company uses prudent and ethical means in its finances as
well as in relationships with customers, employees, suppliers, and
the wider community.

It is not for us to say what ends are right for any given board.
The choices involved are often difficult, but responsible boards
cannot choose not to make them. Here are a variety of financially
oriented owner value definitions, stated at the broadest level to
provide concrete examples of Ends policies that encompass all
three ends components.

• Increased share price plus dividends constitutes no less than
________ return on shareholder investment.
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• Ranking falls in the top third of companies in the creation of
shareholder returns over full cycles as long as those returns are
higher than the cost of capital.

• Compounded growth in annual earnings per share becomes
no less than ________ by the year ________ and thereafter.

• Share price moves at a rate that exceeds the share price
growth rate (or is less than the price decline rate) of a
weighted composite index of the top four competitors.

• Return on equity constitutes at least ________ per year on
a rolling four-quarter cycle.

These illustrate the kinds of culminating statements a board
might create after having explicitly or implicitly considered the rel-
ative worth of different results and different recipients. We recom-
mend that a board consider all the components explicitly, for only
then can the board claim to be exercising its authority to lead the
company in a thoughtful and deliberate manner.

Limiting Management’s Means

Although corporate ends form the crux of the board’s expectations
of its CEO, they are not the only part. For in using the authority
granted by the board to pursue ends, the CEO and his or her sub-
ordinates will make uncountable decisions about methods, prac-
tices, activities, and conduct of business. What is the best way to
capitalize a venture? How should the organizational chart be
arranged? Should the company produce nearer to raw materials or
nearer to markets? Should it own or lease its fleet? Should it make
or buy this component? How conciliatory should it be with union
demands? Should it self-insure? Personnel, accounting, manufac-
turing, product design, marketing, and compensation plans are all
means. The company exists for none of this vast and complex
range of things, yet all of them are critical to company success.
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The Effectiveness of Means Shows in the Ends

Most decisions made in a company are means decisions, and most
employees are employed because of their expertise in dealing with spe-
cific means. Yet to the owners, means in themselves have no funda-
mental value. If acceptable shareholder value is not produced, owners
will find little satisfaction in knowing that the compensation plan is
the cleverest in the business or that the flow of goods-in-process on the
plant floor is a design of pure genius. From the owners’ perspective, the
company gets no credit for means, only for ends. Reflecting this harsh
reality in its role as the owners’ voice, the board must give the CEO no
points for means, only for ends. If ends are met, it must conclude that
the means sufficed. The success of means in terms of producing desired
ends, then, is judged not by looking at the means but at the ends.

But Some Means Are Always Unacceptable

In theory, therefore, a board that wanted to control only what it must
(rather than all that it can) would simply define and demand ends
performance, measure and reward that performance, and call the
governance task done. That would be the case if effectiveness of
means were the only concern. It is not that simple, of course, because
some effective means are not acceptable for reasons of ethics or probity.

Frankly, corporations get into financial, legal, and social trou-
ble due quite as often to their means as to their failure in creating
adequate shareholder value. Imprudent investments or capital pur-
chases, shady accounting practices, environmentally destructive
waste disposal, and a myriad of other sins can lead to massive cor-
porate embarrassment and distress. So the board has a need to exer-
cise control over corporate means after all.

Drawing Boundaries Around Management’s Means

The best way for a board to identify the means that it wants to con-
trol is to ask itself: What management situations, activities, or deci-
sions would be unacceptable to us even if they worked? Even if
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ends are being achieved, what risks, ethical violations, and impro-
prieties does the board want to put off limits? The board then
expresses all its limitations on management’s authority as verbal
negatives—as “thou shalt nots.” This enables the board, once it
limits everything it believes necessary to limit, to give the CEO the
positive message that everything else is in effect preauthorized. In
other words, if the board has not said some situation, activity, con-
duct, or decision is unacceptable, it is automatically acceptable (“if
we haven’t said you can’t, you can”). Instead of being granted
authority in specific bits and pieces by the board, the CEO is
granted all authority except what the board expressly prohibits.
And of course, limiting the CEO limits the entire company, not
just the CEO personally.

In our experience, knowing clearly what the board finds unac-
ceptable (and thus expresses negatively) is experienced by CEOs
as psychologically positive. The CEO then knows that as long as
the boundaries defined in Management Limitations policies are
observed, anything he or she does is acceptable. Moreover, the
CEO does not have to live with the truly uncomfortable feeling of
having an axe hanging over his or her head, an axe that can be
wielded at a moment’s notice for unpredictable reasons. The Pol-
icy Governance concept of bounded freedom arising out of care-
fully crafted, broadly based proscriptions optimizes board control
and CEO latitude simultaneously.

Preserving Management Creativity and Agility

CEOs function best when impediments, including unnecessary
director and board intrusion, are minimized. They work best with
a free hand to make decisions, try new approaches, delegate exten-
sively to their subordinates, and react quickly to unforeseen oppor-
tunities and threats. The more the board is involved in such
decisions, the greater its risk of developing the features of a com-
mittee-as-CEO. Prescriptive control of the CEO’s means is the
most oppressive and management-damaging kind of control a
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board can exercise. As corporate boards are counseled by a devel-
oping literature to become more active, it will be a pity if directors
feel they need to exercise direct involvement in management’s
decisions or get dragged into the approval syndrome.

Approval syndrome describes the common practice in which the
CEO submits each plan to the board in order to have it approved.
If the board retains approval authority over a topic, it presumably
retains disapproval authority as well. However, in common
approval practices the board has not stated the criteria by which
it judges a plan approvable or disapprovable. In other words, the
CEO’s plan is being judged against criteria never stated or never
stated completely. Moreover, even after approval, it is typically not
clear what the criteria were, for the board does not vote on the cri-
teria but on the document. The CEO knows the board is pleased,
but must guess about what would have been displeasing.

As a general rule, boards retain approval authority when they
have not done the work of delineating the criteria of approvability.
When a board goes to the trouble of reading, studying, and approv-
ing, it is not a sign that it is doing its proper work. It is a sign the
proper work has not been done. If governance work—as we define
it here—has been done, the CEO will know all the requirements
to begin with. Board inspection of the matter, if needed at all, is
then focused completely on a few aspects—the ones the board
wishes to control enough that it has created criteria (in the form of
policy language) ahead of time. This approach avoids both rubber
stamping (when the board does not take the approval process seri-
ously) and micromanagement (when directors forage about in
whatever parts of a document interest them).

The Policy Governance approach to controlling managerial
means, then, can be said this way: although the board should state
the expected ends prescriptively, it should stay out of management’s
means except to prohibit those that would be unacceptable. This method
of control is similar to allowing a horse all the scampering about it
wishes as long as it stays in the paddock—as opposed to leading it
around by a rope and dictating where it stands or, to strain the anal-
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ogy, requiring that the horse get the cowhand’s approval for wher-
ever it wishes to stand.

Acquiring Information for Creating Policies

Creating Ends and Management Limitations policies that cover
every aspect of company performance is a tall order indeed, espe-
cially given the wide range of subjects to be covered and the board’s
distance from day-to-day company action. The board’s policy deci-
sions have to be appropriately informed, yet it may seem difficult for
a board to ensure that it is informed enough. We go further into the
topic of board information requirements in the next chapter, but we
are introducing it briefly here because information is such an impor-
tant issue in determining both ends and management limitations.

The design of Policy Governance enables a board to make its
decisions at the broadest of levels first, leveraging all other company
decisions through these few controlling policy statements. At the
broadest levels of policy it is perfectly possible for a board to know
what it wants and does not want. The board does not have to have a
lot of information about how to make a widget or how to operate a
factory. The board does have to decide what making widgets and
operating factories are for and what risks it wants the company to
avoid along the way. To make those kinds of decisions, the board
needs to know what is happening outside the company as much as
what is going on inside. Board competence in Policy Governance is
not about mirroring management competence. It is about setting and
monitoring the framework within which management’s competence
is exercised. Boards certainly require information, but information
for their own purposes, as we shall explain in the next chapter.

Creating Ends Policies

Framing ends may well be the most challenging job for a board.
Once the ends have been fixed, assuming that the board has chosen
to look to the long term, they may remain fairly stable for a few years.
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However, it is still essential for the board to routinely monitor the
CEO’s fulfillment of the ends and regularly review the assumptions
on which it made its decisions.

Boards tend to have a greater variety of expectations about
desirable ends than they do about unacceptable means. Therefore
the chances that our samples of Ends policies will be directly rele-
vant to a particular company are lower than they are for our other
samples. Nevertheless, they are still likely to be useful templates.
(The two Ends policies presented in this chapter are especially rel-
evant to publicly traded companies. Appendix E also offers sample
Ends policies for a family company, a start-up owned by two per-
sons, and a company with a single owner.)

Each of our examples (Exhibits 5.1 and 5.2), “Shareholder
Value” [Version 1] and “Shareholder Value” [Version 2], starts of
course at the broadest level. The two boards writing these policies
clearly have different views about what owner value should be. A
few moments’ reflection on the different CEO actions required to
fulfill each of these policies gives an idea of the powerful leverage
that can come from a few brief words of policy.

It is typical that corporate boards have far less to say in their
Ends policies than in the other categories. (Nonprofit and gov-
ernmental boards, however, ordinarily have much more to say in
their Ends policies than do corporate boards.) Figure 5.1 illus-
trates the Ends category completed at a fairly typical level of
detail.

Exhibit 5.1. Ends Policy “Shareholder Value” [Version 1].

The ultimate aim of the company is economic benefit to shareholders.

1. The company shall achieve ___% compounded growth in annual
earnings per share by [year] and thereafter.

A. By the end of [that year minus 3] performance will be at least ____%.

B. By the end of [that year minus 1] performance will be at least ____%.
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Mission Statements and Strategic Plans

We must add a word here about the mission statements and strate-
gic plans that many corporations have developed. Mission state-
ments are written in a number of formats, usually by management.
Many are inspiring, many are rhetorically pleasing; all require an
investment of time and thoughtfulness. One might wonder whether
the shorter form of mission statement differs in any way from the
global, or broadest, expression of Ends. In fact, the two may not be
related at all! Rarely do common mission statements conform to
the results-recipients-worth formula that sets Ends policies apart
from normal goal setting. The need for Ends policy to be bare-
bones and stark in its clarity will usually preclude its use as an
inspiring mission statement.

In other words, company mission statements as ordinarily con-
ceived and written have little or nothing to do with governance and
much to do with management. The board’s obligation to owners is to
ensure that management knows—and is routinely judged against—
just what owner value is to be produced; the board is not obligated to
generate an inspiring statement to include in brochures and annual
reports or to decorate office walls. Management is perfectly capable
of producing inspiring and beautiful statements, and probably has
been the source of them all along anyway. A mission statement
written by management to influence employees and customers is
undoubtedly a good idea, but it neither duplicates the board’s Ends
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The ultimate aim of the company is return on shareholder equity better than
the return for firms of similar risk characteristics.

1. Risk characteristics for comparison will include similar size, industry,
and maturity of market.

2. Better return will mean above the median for such firms, rather than
above the average.



nor relieves the board from its task of stating those Ends in unvar-
nished language. The Policy Governance solution, then, is to leave
mission writing to management, while the board goes about its
unadorned, company-driving, performance-demanding ends task.

The approval of strategic plans is another common way for
boards to involve themselves in goal setting. The content of strate-
gic plans, however, generally relates primarily to means, and what-
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Figure 5.1. Ends Policies Completed.

The board has established its Ends policies deeply enough that any decisions or 
choices made by a delegatee will be acceptable to the board if they are a reasonable 
interpretation of the broader statements. Thus the board can now safely delegate all 
further decisions in this category. It is likely that the board of a company will need no 
more than two levels of depth in these policies.
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ever ends components are included are usually obscure and impre-
cise. In other words, strategic plans are not governance documents,
because they usually say not enough about what the company is
for and very much about what the company is to do. Boards that
approve strategic plans are merely approving management’s means
choices rather than defining what the choices should achieve and
then allowing management to use its skills, knowledge, and talent
to make the choices as it sees fit.

Creating Management Limitations Policies

Management Limitations is the policy category within which the
board can say whatever it has to say about cash flow, budgeting,
compliance with legal and regulatory authority requirements, treat-
ment of customers, employee issues, alliances, care of the environ-
ment, and any other areas in which things might go wrong or be
otherwise unacceptable. As in all policymaking, it is vital that the
board stick to the design discipline of starting with the broadest
level first—for the sake of both including all that needs to be
included and saying no more than needs to be said. Notice in the
following examples how addressing the larger values that lie behind
decisions clarifies the key issues and produces very clear instruc-
tions with a minimum of words.

The initial global, all-embracing Management Limitations
sample statement (Exhibit 5.3), “Basic Executive Constraints,”
captures at the broadest level everything that the board might want
to prohibit. The effect is that at least at the broad level, there is no
management means issue over which the board has not at this
point established control. The board then goes on to further define
its global prohibition and, “without limiting the scope of the
[global prohibition] by this enumeration,” to address a few issues
in more detail. It thus goes on to specifically rule out some of the
interpretation range the CEO would have had if the board stopped
with the global policy level. According to the rule we have already
explained, at whatever level in its policies the board stops speaking,
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Exhibit 5.3. Management Limitations Policy
“Basic Executive Constraints.”

The CEO shall not cause or allow any practice, activity, decision, or
organizational circumstance that is unlawful, imprudent, or in violation of
generally accepted business and professional ethics or generally accepted
accounting principles.

Further, without limiting the scope of the foregoing by this enumeration:

1. Treatment of Stakeholders. With respect to interactions with business
partners, regulators, vendors, the local community, and the
environment, the CEO shall not cause or allow conditions, procedures,
or decisions that are unsafe, undignified, or unnecessarily intrusive.

2. Treatment of Employees. With respect to the treatment of employees,
the CEO may not cause or allow conditions that are unsafe, unfair, or
undignified.

3. Financial Planning and Budgeting. Financial planning for any fiscal
year or the remaining part of any fiscal year shall not risk fiscal jeopardy,
fail to be derived from a multiyear plan, or fail to be consistent with
the company performance under other Management Limitations and
Ends policies.

4. Financial Conditions and Activities. With respect to actual, ongoing
financial conditions and activities, the CEO shall not cause or allow
the development of fiscal jeopardy, compromised fiduciary
responsibility, or material deviation from the board’s Ends policies.

5. Emergency Loss of CEO. The CEO shall not fail to protect the
company from loss of its CEO.

6. Asset Protection. The CEO shall not allow corporate assets to be
unprotected, inadequately maintained, or unnecessarily risked.

7. Investments. The CEO shall not fail to invest excess corporate funds to
maximize after-tax interest income but in so doing shall not risk loss of
principal or maintenance of proper liquidity.

8. Compensation and Benefits. With respect to employment,
compensation, and benefits of employees, consultants, and contract
workers, the CEO shall not cause or allow short-term or long-term
jeopardy to fiscal integrity or to company image.

9. Communication to and Support of the Board. The CEO shall not
permit the board to be uninformed or unsupported in its work.

10. Trading in Company Securities. The CEO shall not allow
management personnel to trade in company securities under a less
stringent code of integrity than the board has adopted for itself.
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the CEO acquires the freedom to make any reasonable interpreta-
tion of the board’s words.

The board might then proceed to a further level of specificity
for one or more of the second-level statements in this “Basic Exec-
utive Constraints” policy, again without limiting the scope of the
broader statements. The policies “Financial Conditions and Activ-
ities” (Exhibit 5.4) and “Communication to and Support of the
Board” (Exhibit 5.5) offer samples of this procession into greater
detail. (The Management Limitations samples in Appendix E cover
such topics as asset protection; trading in company securities; diversi-
fication; and treatment of shareholders, staff, and other stakeholders.
We have found these policies widely applicable among boards, but
inevitably and quite rightly each board will have its own versions.)

Financial Condition and Activities

The ongoing financial situation and actions of a company are among
the board’s topmost concerns. To gain a sense of control over this
crucial area, boards typically rely on relatively standard financial
reports, containing mainly historical data and submitted by or under
the authority of the CEO. In the Policy Governance framework, the
board thinks through and states ahead of time the financial situations
or actions that would be unacceptable. All the myriad financial
actions and variations normal to the business that do not violate
these boundaries are, by definition, acceptable and unremarkable.
The board expresses these limits of financial acceptability in its Man-
agement Limitations policies, including, for example, the one shown
in Exhibit 5.4.

11. Diversification. The CEO shall not risk the company’s future by
failure to diversify.

12. Dealings with Shareholders. The CEO’s relationship with
shareholders shall neither violate the highest standards of
transparency and responsiveness nor impede the board’s role as
shareholder representative.
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A board might further decide that the provisions of this “Finan-
cial Conditions and Activities” policy are insufficient. Even bear-
ing in mind that financial management must also meet the broadly
stated requirements of the global Management Limitations policy
(Exhibit 5.3), the board might choose to go into yet more detail,
tailoring the policy to the company’s specific circumstances and
perceived jeopardy.

Communication to and Support of the Board

The “Communication to and Support of the Board” policy
(Exhibit 5.5) announces it is unacceptable for management to
provide insufficient information and support for board work. Infor-
mation, the policy clarifies, includes data that measure policy com-
pliance, facts that forewarn the board of anticipated noncompliance,

Exhibit 5.4. Management Limitations Policy
“Financial Conditions and Activities.”

With respect to actual, ongoing financial condition and activities, the CEO
shall not cause or allow the development of fiscal jeopardy, compromised
fiduciary responsibility, or material deviation from the board’s Ends policies.

Further, without limiting the scope of the foregoing by this enumeration,
he or she shall not

1. Maintain reserve accounts for the purposes of managing earnings to
meet market expectations or for other questionable purposes.

2. Operate the company so as to cause it to be in default under any of its
financial agreements.

3. Fail to follow [applicable accounting standards] in the maintenance of
the financial records of the company.

4. Fail to settle payroll and debts in a timely manner.

5. Allow tax payments or other government-ordered payments or filings to
be overdue or inaccurately filed.

6. Make a single purchase or commitment of greater than [money
amount]. Splitting orders to avoid this limit is not acceptable.

7. Fail to aggressively pursue receivables after a reasonable grace period.
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Exhibit 5.5. Management Limitations Policy
“Communication to and Support of the Board.”

The CEO shall not permit the board to be uninformed or unsupported in
its work.

Further, without limiting the scope of the foregoing by this enumeration,
he or she shall not

1. Neglect to submit monitoring data required by the board in a timely,
accurate, and understandable manner (see the “Monitoring CEO
Performance” policy), directly addressing the provisions of the board
policies being monitored.

2. Fail to report in a timely manner an actual or anticipated
noncompliance with any board policy.

3. Let the board be unaware of relevant trends, anticipated adverse
media coverage, threatened or pending lawsuits, backgrounds of all
key management personnel, significant issues with major business
partners, and material external and internal changes, particularly
changes in the assumptions on which any board policy has previously
been established.

4. Fail to advise the board if, in the CEO’s opinion, the board is not in
compliance with its own policies on Governance Process and Board-
Management Delegation, particularly in the case of board behavior
detrimental to the relationship between the board and the CEO.

5. Fail to marshal for the board as many management and external points
of view, issues, and options as the board determines it needs for fully
informed board choices.

6. Present information in an unnecessarily complex or lengthy form or
in a form that fails to differentiate among information of three types:
monitoring, decision preparation, and other.

7. Fail to provide a mechanism for board and committee meetings; for
official board, officer, or committee communications; for maintenance
of accurate board and director records; and for board disclosures
required by law or deemed appropriate by the board.

8. Selectively disclose corporate information to individual directors or
investors, with the exception of responding to officers or committees
duly charged by the board.

9. Fail to supply the CEO’s decisions along with applicable monitoring
data for the board’s consent agenda in respect to decisions delegated
to the CEO yet required by law or contract to be board approved.
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knowledge of developments that could affect the company adversely,
and any other data that might cause the board to reexamine its
policies. Support includes the mechanical and logistical aids
needed by any board as it goes about its task.

Whereas the policy depicted in Exhibit 5.3 fits in the outer two
levels of the policy circle (approximately as in Figure 5.2), when all
Management Limitations policies are complete, a visual display will
approximate Figure 5.3.
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Levels One and Two.

The board has created the global level and one further level of detail in its 
Management Limitations policies. With policy language taken to the second level, 
the global proscription of certain management means has been extended into such 
specific areas as asset protection, budgeting, and treatment of employees.



Interpretation of Ends and Management
Limitations Policies

Because the Ends and Management Limitations policy categories
govern CEO and all other management action, the power of rea-
sonable interpretation belongs to the CEO—an authority explicitly
set down in a Board-Management Delegation policy (Exhibit 4.1).
So once the board has made Ends and Management Limitations
decisions in whatever detail it wishes, the CEO is authorized to
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The completed Management Limitations policies cover all possible board worries 
about management means because they begin at the broadest level (covering 
everything) and extend to the desired level of specificity. At this point the board 
feels it is safe to say that the CEO is automatically authorized to make any 
management means decisions not prohibited in these policies.



make all further decisions on these topics, as long as those decisions
are a reasonable interpretation of the board’s words.

Domains of CEO and Chair Decision Authority

Figure 5.4 approximates what the completed policy circle might
look like. The board has done its work in each policy quadrant at
the broadest level and in whatever level of detail it has chosen. Nor-
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Figure 5.4. Sample Profile of Board Policies
Completed in All Four Categories.
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Completed board policies form an airtight enclosure, embracing and controlling all 
further decisions of all types by the board and by management. Having established 
the largest values for the corporation and having stopped such definition at the level 
where it will permit any reasonable interpretation, the board has defined the domains 
of the board and its chair on the one hand and the CEO on the other. The board 
retains the right to change policy content and depth.



mally, a board’s policy manual will be about the length of the set of
sample policies in Appendix E. Each policy should be coded with its
category, the date adopted, and the dates of any amendments.

We have explained in the previous two chapters that the chair
is authorized to interpret the board’s words and take further action
under Governance Process and Board-Management Delegation
policies. In this chapter, we have said that the CEO is authorized
to interpret the board’s words and take further action under Ends
and Management Limitations policies.

The visual depiction shows that this division of authority
results in separate domains for the chair and CEO, in which they
each make decisions—always of course within a reasonable inter-
pretation of the applicable board policies. Chair and CEO are not
hierarchically related jobs, but they are adjacent jobs, each with a
distinct and important role to play. The CEO has no authority or
responsibility on the left side of the circle. The chair has no author-
ity or responsibility on the right side.

Looking Back, Moving Forward

This chapter has described how the board can drive company per-
formance by defining its expectations of the CEO. These expecta-
tions take the form of the ends the board requires to be accomplished
and the limits the board places on the means choices and conditions
available to the CEO. In the next chapter we discuss how the board
can ensure that its policies are actually being put into practice.
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Chapter Six

Reporting Board and
Management Performance

What you cannot enforce, do not command.

—Sophocles1

In This Chapter

• Why too much information can be worse than none

• Reporting for the future and reporting for the past

• Creating performance monitoring reports

• Evaluating the CEO

The Policy Governance model enables a board to drive company per-
formance by means of succinctly crafted policies that both maintain
the board’s own discipline and instruct the CEO. In the comprehen-
sive policy system of Policy Governance, these policies embody all the
board’s decisions. Because the board’s job is about translating owners’
wishes into company performance, proper governance requires
accountability of the CEO to the board then accountability of the
board to owners. Reporting is the mechanism through which the infor-
mation necessary for that accountability is collected and conveyed.

Governance Information Issues

Information for governance presents problems for boards, for CEOs,
and ultimately for owners. Most vexing are the problems of how to
deal with the sheer volume of information, how to use different kinds



of information appropriately, and how to get information from
external as well as internal sources.

Information Overload

There is probably no governance function with which boards have
more familiarity than reporting. Reporting usually takes the form
of quantities of material sent out to directors in advance of their
meetings and in-person executive presentations at the meetings.
The amount of time spent absorbing information prior to and dur-
ing board meetings can be far greater than the time spent in
debate during the meetings. And reviewing the past always threat-
ens to use up time needed to deliberate and to design expectations
for the future. Given a board’s limited time and energy it is impor-
tant that directors’ attention be focused on the right issues and
used efficiently.

Focusing on the right issues is much harder when the board has
too much information. Yet because the board is accountable for
everything that a company is and does, the board is potentially
interested in everything. In practice, the information that the
board receives is filtered through senior management, so that it
arrives at the board table by the folder rather than the truckload.
The downside of this arrangement is that in the absence of precise
instructions from the board, the CEO becomes the judge of what
deserves to be reported. Even the most scrupulous and conscien-
tious CEO can be open to accusations of manipulation and infor-
mation control, and the very best of boards can be criticized for
subservience to management’s control of information.

When they are not able to specify precisely what information
they require, some boards ask to see far more than they can realisti-
cally digest. Indeed, some CEOs provide more than directors can
realistically digest, whether or not they have been asked to do so.
When directors have too much information, they may enjoy a sense
of security, but it is a false sense, for, bedazzled or buried, they fail to
recognize what they still don’t have. Moreover, important informa-
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tion can be diluted or even completely drowned out by information
overload. The sense of not knowing what is really going on is a com-
mon fear. But until it learns how to distinguish what it really needs
to know, a board will find it hard to strike a satisfactory balance
between too much information and too little.

Information Use

It can also be unclear to a board what it should do with the infor-
mation it gets. As a result, one common practice is for directors to
read or listen using their own expertise and experience as a filter,
pick out the bits that seem important, ask whatever questions occur
to them, and then offer their opinion or advice. If debate stops
there, the CEO has heard a range of opinions from a range of direc-
tors and leaves the meeting with some words of experienced coun-
sel. However, the CEO may be unsure about the extent to which
he or she is obliged to act on the advice, and directors may be
uncertain whether they have covered everything important. It is
not uncommon in such a scenario for directors to have participated
in a management decision—and to have done it well—yet to have
done no governance work at all.

On a brighter note, we suspect that recent years have seen an
improvement in presenting information to boards clearly marked,
when applicable, as calling for a decision. We now wish to take this
trend further.

Information Source

Suppose then that the board is fully aware that it should make a
decision on a CEO request (and that this decision really should be
made by the board and is not an instance of the approval syndrome
discussed in Chapter Five). The board then reads or listens to senior
management’s presentation of the question, examines the various
directors’ opinions, and finds a majority opinion. A problem in this
scenario is that the board is reacting exclusively to information from
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the CEO, rather than reaching out to gather information from a
variety of sources including owners and expert advisers. If the board
is making big decisions about what the company is for or about
sources of substantial risk, it needs not only a certain amount of
inside information but as much or more information from the envi-
ronment in which the company operates. Management opinion, as
important as it is, must not be the board’s only information source
if governance is to be credible to owners.

Classes of Governance Information

The design of Policy Governance takes account of the fact that to
fulfill the total governance job the board needs information, first, to
help it create policies and, second, to monitor them. More than any
other organizational position, the board works almost entirely with
information. It manufactures nothing; it sells nothing; it builds
nothing. It considers information and makes decisions about it. The
board’s purpose for gathering information is not to satisfy idle curios-
ity or suspicion but to gain knowledge, wisdom, assurance, and fore-
warning. Policy Governance distinguishes classes of information
based on a board’s use of the information. Directors are accustomed
to thinking about reporting as information about the topic under
scrutiny—for instance, product development or capital planning.
Policy Governance requires that directors think first in terms of the
purpose to which reported information will be put.

Boards have two distinct official uses for information. First, they
need decision information, information that enables them to make
decisions. Second, they need performance information, data that
enable them to know whether the company is meeting expecta-
tions the board has established in its Ends and Management Limi-
tations policies. The first prepares the board to determine the
future. The second permits the board to judge the past. These two
types of information are the only ones needed for governing.

Yet board members are of course human beings with wide
interests and curiosity. There are other things they would like to
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know—information that goes beyond what they need to carry out
their governing responsibility. We call this incidental information,
not to disparage it but to recognize that it is optional as far as the
board’s job is concerned.

In traditional governance these three types of information tend
to be mingled together without regard for their very different uses.
Hence financial information presented to the board may contain,
first, information that discloses whether a previous board demand
for, say, a minimum level of liquidity has been met; second, infor-
mation that supplies the understanding needed for board action on,
say, a dividend declaration under consideration; and third, infor-
mation that does neither of these things but is of personal interest
to one or more directors or to no one.

For the sake of clarity, focus, and efficiency, information reported
to the board should be divided into categories of decision making,
performance monitoring, and incidental. It is easy to underestimate
the power of this simple categorization and even easier to fail to fol-
low it with rigor. Boards need to ensure that information comes to
them with its category clearly marked (with any device that works
for the board). Directors can then easily see whether they have the
decision information they need for a decision or sufficient perfor-
mance information to know whether the CEO is doing his or her
job. They can also indulge in incidental information for interest’s
sake once they are absolutely certain their official obligations are
being fulfilled.

Decision Information: Information for Demanding
Future Accomplishments

In the Policy Governance framework, with its nested bowl design
and four exhaustive subject areas, all decisions facing the board fall
into the policy categories of Governance Process, Board-Manage-
ment Delegation, Ends, and Management Limitations. When the
board gathers wisdom for making decisions, these areas are what
the decisions are about.
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Because the board’s work is to decide and demand rather than
to poke and probe, its decision making is at the front end of the
corporate parade. To make these leadership decisions wisely the
board needs to get information from whatever sources it finds suffi-
ciently authoritative, accurate, and economical. Information can
come from management, from the market, from owners, from
expert advisers, and from directors’ experience.

Information to Decide Ends Policies. Many boards have enough
experienced directors for a respectable debate on ends with no out-
side input. But this apparent self-sufficiency can be deceptive. The
board should use at least the same level of appropriate input in
specifying ends as it does in, say, containing risk. It is essential that
the board be able to give the CEO carefully considered and specific
instructions and therefore drive company performance wisely on
this most important of corporate topics.

Owner Input. Although the board, morally and legally, can exer-
cise a great deal of discretion in its choice of desired ends, directors
must go beyond their personal experiences and philosophies of cor-
porate value creation to attain the level of wisdom required to
make such decisions. Because different shareholders desire differ-
ent values, the board needs to know shareholders, in whatever sense
is reasonable—obviously, large public company boards cannot be
on familiar terms with owners in the same way or to the same
extent as the directors of a closely held company can.

Generally, boards are legally obliged to afford all shareholders
the same basic rights, but majority shareholders and particular
classes of shareholders have more voting power than others at gen-
eral shareholder meetings. At board meetings every director’s vot-
ing power is equal, and every director is equally obliged to act in the
interests of all shareholders. However, it is easy to see (especially as
some board members might represent the most significant share-
holders) how in practice a board might overlook the interests of
minority owners. Each board needs to consider and come to defen-
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sible conclusions about the extent to which minority shareholders’
interests can reasonably be assumed to be the same as all other
shareholders’ interests. To the extent to which the board has an eth-
ical belief that minority interests need special protection, it should
set relevant standards for itself in the Governance Process policies.

The board’s relationship with shareholders is not one of pub-
lic relations so much as one of input and accountability. The CEO’s
relationship with owners is not one of input and accountability
(though it can be one of public relations and delegated responsi-
bility from the board for the logistical, informational, and other
mechanics required to maintain the company’s investor relations),
with one exception. Management could also be charged (perhaps
in the “Communication to and Support of the Board” policy,
shown in Exhibit 5.5) with the mechanics of gathering or arrang-
ing shareholder polling, interviewing, or surveying.

Environmental Input. In addition to learning the characteristics and
expressed needs of owners, the board must keep informed of certain
changes in the wider environment. For example, what is the prof-
itability of other companies in the same business? How broadly
should that reference group be defined? What industry or compet-
itive changes are likely to alter those findings, and over what time
period? What environmental or company changes would cause the
board to alter the rolling average period it previously chose for a
shareholder value measure? What political or social changes that
could affect the company are in the pipeline?

Expert Input. The board should be aware of any emerging calculus
of owner value that might enable it to better capture the meaning
of the value it favors. Different definitions are being developed all
the time along with new terminology. Already boards and compa-
nies can use measures such as WACC (weighted average cost of
capital) and EVA (economic value added), SVA (shareholder
value added), and CFROI (cash flow return on investment), and
by the time this book is published, there will be still more. The
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level of debate is clearly far beyond the elementary share price ver-
sus profit argument. The meaning of bottom line is not nearly so
straightforward as it first appears. Directors must become experts in
this matter, so they can competently express the core reasons for
corporate existence, as representatives of the voice of the owners.

Management Input. Management’s input can be valuable as part of
any of the previous inputs; however, it is particularly required for
assessing the feasibility of Ends policies. Decisions about the future
should not be limited by the past or even the current state of the
company’s affairs yet must clearly take past and present into
account. The Ends policies need to paint a clear target for the
CEO, to be achieved within whatever time frame the board
decides, and that target has to be credible as well as desirable.

The board may ask anyone it wishes, including the CEO, to
help it get any of the information it needs, but it must always
remember that it, not the CEO or anyone else, is accountable to
owners for ensuring that its decisions are based on sufficient and
credible information.

Information to Decide Management Limitations Policies. The
information that the board needs to decide on Management Limi-
tations policies does not require directors to know everything about
the company. However, it does require them to be able to identify
all their proper concerns about possible company means and to
know what limitations on those means it is realistic to require. This
information generally comes from a combination of directors’ pre-
vious experience, senior management input, expert advice, and
general industry standards.

As we noted in Chapter Five, when it comes to concerns about
the CEO’s means, there is a great deal of similarity among boards.
Every board is concerned about protecting assets, debt, public
image, and so on. Every board worries about sources of jeopardy;
every board wishes to demand probity and ethics. Therefore the
templates that appear in Appendix E are a good place for any board
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to start, allowing the board to avoid reinventing the wheel. How-
ever, every board must also make the policies its own through thor-
ough consideration and appropriate adjustment. For example, it
may be wise for one board to restrain risks of diversification (adopt-
ing a stick to your knitting strategy), for another board it may be wise
to prohibit the risks of having a single, albeit successful, product
(adopting a don’t put all your eggs in one basket strategy).

Information to Decide Governance Process Policies. To decide
on its Governance Process policies, the directors need to seek infor-
mation about what constitutes good governance from relevant
authorities, from the best available thinking of academics and practi-
tioners, and from each other. The board’s decisions in this category
will become the measures of the board’s own behavior and the behav-
ior of its committees and chair. The board needs to decide on its size,
its election methodology, its code of conduct, the desirable mix of
directors, how it wishes to safeguard both management freedom and
governance wholeness, how it will employ self-evaluation, and so on.

Information to Decide Board-Management Delegation Policies.
To decide on the policies that describe the official relationship
between the board and management, the board must be clear about
what it means by and wants from the CEO function. It needs to
decide the way in which it wishes to monitor and evaluate perfor-
mance, the frequency of that monitoring and evaluation, the way
it will handle suspected or informally reported violations of policy,
and so on. These are decisions of principle and common sense for
which the necessary information lies pretty much entirely within
the boardroom itself.

Performance Information: Information for Judging the Past

Most reporting is about the past. The board can react, but it can-
not change the reality that performance information reports pre-
sent. For example, although the audit and the audit committee
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perform a vital function in examining financial data, these data
record the past. But in the same way that making sure the rules
were not violated is not the point of a game, reviewing the past is
not the prime purpose of a board. Information about the past is
indispensable when the board is evaluating the company and its
CEO. But even excellent financial numbers mean that someone
made good decisions in the past, not that today’s decisions—the
only ones the board can affect—are good.

However, recognizing the shortcomings of historical informa-
tion does not make it unimportant. Accountability is impossible
without it. When the board fails to verify whether its Ends policies
have been fulfilled and whether its Management Limitations poli-
cies have been observed, it sends a message that these policies do
not matter. The links between these policies and monitoring are
simply these: first, performance monitoring is done only on the con-
tent of these policies and, second, no components of these policies
should escape monitoring. Policymaking and performance moni-
toring are thus inextricably linked.

Gathering information about company performance should not
mean hunting about in lengthy reports. With the design of Policy
Governance, the board knows exactly what it needs to gain from
performance information. It needs to know no more and no less
than the amount and kind of information necessary to reveal the
degree of compliance with any reasonable interpretation of its poli-
cies. More than enough information clutters a report and dilutes its
utility, obscuring data specific to the criteria addressed. Less than
enough fails to satisfy directors’ need for assurance that their stated
expectations are being met.

As to assessing the performance of the board itself, including
the performance of its committees and chair, the only criteria to
be monitored appear in the board’s Governance Process and
Board-Management Delegation policies. As the board codifies
company performance expectations in policies and expects the
CEO to perform upon them, it codifies board performance in poli-
cies and expects itself, its committees, and its chair to perform
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upon them. In both cases the board must assess how well the poli-
cies are being fulfilled.

Incidental Information

Incidental information can take any form the board chooses as long
as it is clearly demarcated from the decision and performance mon-
itoring information, which is truly needed to govern. The board
may choose to use separate tabs in the meeting book, different
color paper, presentations to the board that are outside the official
board meeting, or whatever else works for it.

It is not impossible that a board might come across something
in incidental information that triggers a policy review, but this hap-
penstance can never substitute for rigorous, criteria-focused data on
performance. Directors’ time spent on considering incidental infor-
mation is almost always time not spent on governance. Incidental
information is just that—nice to know but inessential.

Creating the Monitoring System

This section focuses on the monitoring of CEO performance. For
convenience, we use the term performance monitoring to mean assess-
ment of the management (hence of the CEO). However, the board’s
performance must also be assessed, and we deal with the board’s self-
evaluation in the next chapter.

The Monitoring Schedule

The first task in performance monitoring is to create a monitoring
schedule. For the monitoring of CEO, and therefore management,
performance the board will monitor every policy in the Ends cate-
gory and in the Management Limitations category. For each policy,
the board decides on a method and frequency of monitoring. Like
all board decisions, these are recorded in policy too (see Exhibit 4.3,
“Monitoring CEO Performance”). In choosing a method, the board
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decides whether it will receive monitoring data from the CEO (the
most common source), from an external source (such as an audi-
tor), or from its own direct inspection (Exhibit 6.1).

To monitor the global Ends policy statement, the board need
only ask for reports on the lower level statements, because together
these should constitute the board’s definition of its Ends. To mon-
itor the global Management Limitations policy, however, the board
may want to add an occasional random check (through direct
board inspection or external report) of risk areas encompassed by
the global policy prohibition that have not been further specified
in lower level policy.

Management should play no role in external reporting other
than to cooperate. For reporting to qualify as external, the reporter
must be completely under the control of the board. If an auditing
firm, for example, even perceives that management influences,
much less controls, its selection and continued service, the inde-
pendence required for high standard external monitoring is sullied.

Monitoring Frequency

The frequency of monitoring can be whatever the board finds
appropriate, ordinarily any period from monthly to annually. The
policies that govern areas the board considers especially sensitive
or especially subject to change should be monitored with the great-

Exhibit 6.1. Performance Monitoring Methods.

• CEO report: data disclosing performance on the provisions of a policy,
gathered by the CEO or the CEO’s subordinates and attested to by
the CEO

• External inspection: data disclosing performance on the provisions of
a policy, gathered by and attested to by an outside, disinterested party,
such as an auditor

• Board inspection: data disclosing performance on the provisions of a
policy, gathered by the board or an assigned organ of the board, such as
an officer or committee
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est frequency. Whatever the frequency set by the board for routine
monitoring, the board retains the right to monitor any policy any-
time it chooses.

Monitoring Report Format

When the CEO delivers a performance monitoring report to the
board in accord with board policy, the construction of the report is
important. We suggest that monitoring reports should contain the
following three features: first, the report reiterates the provisions
of the policy being monitored (saving directors from having to
look up the policy). Second, the report sets down the interpretation
the CEO has made of each policy provision and anything that the
CEO wishes to say to support the reasonableness of that interpreta-
tion. Third, the report cites data that demonstrate compliance with
that interpretation of the policy.

The board need not involve itself in the design of reporting
forms, for that engages directors in an unnecessary level of detail.
Governance is quite well served if the board merely receives reports
and judges whether it is convinced, sending the CEO back to the
drawing board if it is not. In other words, the directors’ friendly but
firm attitude is “prove it to us.”

The same principle applies when the board is receiving reports
from an external audit or inspection. Although financial audits follow
conventions set by specialists beyond the board, the board must
demand control over what it needs to learn from the audit or any other
report. This call for assertiveness has implications for the demands a
responsible board must make of its auditors for independence, thor-
oughness, and pointed replies to policy-based monitoring questions.

Reasonable Proof

Proper monitoring does not consist of the CEO’s simply giving his or
her assurance (the “trust me” method). Objective data must be pro-
vided that the board can accept as reasonable proof that its policy
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has been complied with. Reasonable proof is proof that can be pro-
duced given a reasonable expenditure of time and financial
resources. Sound data can be produced about pretty much anything
if you have unlimited time and money. The reality, however, is that
there is a point at which the cost of gathering information is greater
than the value of producing it. Ultimately this judgment call
belongs to the board, not to the CEO.

Components of a CEO Report

Exhibit 6.2 shows a portion of a CEO monitoring report (the full
report appears in Appendix F). Note that it is constructed around
the three components described previously. The CEO always
gives his or her interpretation of the policy being monitored, but
lets the board know whether it is the same interpretation the
board has seen in previous reports. If an interpretation was accept-
able before, it likely still is. Where board policy has not been suc-
cessfully implemented, the CEO’s notation clearly shows that
failure. (Remember that such noncompliance should already
have been reported under the second subsection of the board’s
“Communication to and Support of the Board” policy, as shown
in Exhibit 5.5.)

Board Processing of Monitoring Reports

The monitoring schedule controls when monitoring reports are due
to the board. Generally, directors have these reports circulated to
them in writing before board meetings. At the meeting, each direc-
tor, in showing due care, confirms that he or she has received, read,
and been satisfied or not satisfied with each report’s representation
of performance. When a majority of directors believe that perfor-
mance on a reasonable interpretation of a particular policy has not
been proven, then the board must discuss the matter and decide
the proper response. This response could be anything from asking
the CEO to submit a more convincing report to changing the pol-
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icy itself to issuing a reprimand or even to terminating the CEO,
depending on the type and extent of performance deficit.

Evaluating the CEO

The logic of CEO evaluation in Policy Governance is this: the
board’s only requirements for management performance are
expressed in Ends policies and in Management Limitations poli-
cies. The CEO is held personally accountable for management
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Exhibit 6.2. Excerpt from CEO Monitoring Report.

Monitoring Board Policy “Asset Protection”

POLICY PROVISION 2

The CEO shall not allow unbonded personnel access to material amounts
of funds.

CEO’s Interpretation

[ITALIZED SECTION CHANGED SINCE LAST REPORT] “Unbonded
personnel” is interpreted to mean employees who are refused inclusion in the
organization’s insurance against employee wrongdoing. “Material” is
interpreted to mean any amount over $500 per access or $5,000 cumulatively in
a twelve-month period. This interpretation was based on advice received from
the organization’s auditor as well as the National Association of Organizations
Like Ours. Personnel who have “access” is interpreted to mean those who, due
to the course of their duties, should be included in the insurance against
employee wrongdoing. “Funds” means not only the amounts mentioned above
but also items convertible to funds, including the organization’s checks, check
signing machine, petty cash, and purchase order forms.

Data

A review of our insurance covering employee wrongdoing shows that all
employees who have access as defined are listed. Procedures are in place that
protect access to petty cash, checks, signing machines, and purchase order
forms. A spot check conducted in the last week demonstrated that in all
cases, no access can be obtained by unauthorized persons and that no access
is possible without the knowledge of two key holders.

I report compliance.



performance and only that performance. It is as though the board
does not evaluate the CEO at all. It evaluates the entire manage-
ment performance and attributes it to the CEO. The performance
monitoring system is a continual reading of Ends achievement and
Management Limitations compliance. Therefore the regular mon-
itoring revelations are the CEO’s evaluation.

Annual or other periodic CEO evaluation is an accumulation of
all the monitoring reports received throughout the previous period,
no more, no less. No more because to add other judgments at this
point implies the board was not serious in stating that all criteria are
contained in the policies. No less because to omit some policies means
the board did not intend them to be taken seriously. Given the thor-
oughness of the performance monitoring system, formal evaluation
represents a momentary punctuation of a continuous process. In effect
on future company performance, the punctuation is not nearly so
important as that which it punctuates. Sporadic measurement is
not nearly so powerful in shaping behavior as continual feedback.

Changing circumstances can of course lead the board to alter
its policies and therefore its expectations. There is no merit in
expecting the undoable. This possibility of amendment does not
change the fact that at any given moment the performance crite-
ria are fixed. But the formal evaluation is an opportunity for the
board to take extraordinary situations into account. Yes, the expec-
tations were not met; that is sheer fact. But, no, the board does not
think ill of the CEO given the market, civil, political, or economic
circumstances that transpired. We suggest that the monitoring sys-
tem show unvarnished fact. It is in the periodic evaluation that the
board can introduce sympathy if, at that time and in its judgment,
such leniency best serves owners’ interests.

We do not pretend that such a judgment call by a board is easy.
The concept of accountability is so critical in corporate affairs that let-
ting anyone off the hook for performance may precipitate the collapse
of the concept. The highway speed laws are not changed when a per-
son is caught speeding, however good his or her reasons for driving too
fast. Yet it would be ludicrous for boards to fire U.S. airline CEOs for
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losses due to the September 2001 terrorist attacks. We offer no answer
except that directors must apply conscientiousness and wisdom in
the context of their commitment to what is best for owners.

CEO compensation is also a topic of great importance and wide
interest and is studied by many experts. We do not presume to have
new answers for this complicated subject. We can, however, make
several pronouncements drawn from the Policy Governance model.
First, CEO compensation must be linked in some justifiable way to
management performance, that is, to the monitoring and evaluation
we have just discussed. Second, CEO compensation should be set by
a board of impeccable independence, its judgment driven by market
rather than internal influences. Third, the board’s values as they relate
to CEO compensation should be set forth in a Board-Management
Delegation policy that the board or a board compensation committee
must adhere to when making actual compensation decisions.

Monitoring and Transparency

The transparency of a company’s affairs to its owners is a topic that
resurfaces every time a major company runs into trouble. We can-
not resist the urge to suggest that Policy Governance provides
directors and owners with a tremendous opportunity in this respect.
A board that can command and account for company performance
as clearly as Policy Governance boards can must surely provide
investors and regulators alike with a degree of security that other
boards would struggle to emulate.

Looking Back, Moving Forward

This chapter has outlined how the board gathers information to
make policy decisions and how the board ensures accountability for
company performance through monitoring the CEO’s implemen-
tation of board policies. In the next chapter we turn to examining
the way the board can ensure the continuing adequacy of its own
performance in light of its policies for itself.
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Chapter Seven

Maintaining the Gains

The degree to which corporations observe basic

principles of good corporate governance is an

increasingly important factor in investment decisions.

—Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development1

In This Chapter

• Keeping the board on track with Policy Governance

• Conducting board meetings in which the board does its job

• Asking three questions: a critical discipline

• Surviving dangerous moments

• Evaluating the board

The last chapter examined the types of information the board
needs. This chapter discusses the discipline required to continue to
do the board job with excellence. In order to govern a company
successfully a board must first successfully govern itself.

The board’s Governance Process policies constitute a stable
template for board behavior that can serve through good times,
tricky times, and bad times. The board’s job is constant and Gov-
ernance Process policies (as amended from time to time) are the
board’s instruments for navigating a constant course. Discipline is
required to use the policies consistently and properly. Like real nav-
igational instruments, these instruments cannot help if they are



ignored or not maintained or even abandoned in a crisis—the very
time they are most needed.

Sustaining Commitment

Initial enthusiasm for a new approach provides motivation for only
a limited time. Old habits die hard and resurface easily. Time-hon-
ored board practices can feel like safety, even when they cloak a
perilous state. The Policy Governance framework provides a care-
fully designed way for the board to control its company, but its
unfamiliarity can cause even committed directors to feel uncertain.

Moreover, Policy Governance requires new skills and uncommon
integrity with language. It also calls for a good deal of commitment to
a deliberate process in the face of crises or other provocations to engage
in either overcontrol or undercontrol. It also requires strong board
leadership on behalf of owners in the same way that it requires
strong CEO leadership on behalf of the board.

The concepts, principles, and formats of Policy Governance
make governance simpler. But they do not make it easier. Any
board that embarks on this path should plan ways to keep itself
on track over the long haul. Here are some ideas for sustaining
commitment.

Keep Checking Motivation

The first thing directors need to do when starting Policy Gover-
nance is to be absolutely clear about why they are starting it. What
are the directors’ criteria for good corporate governance? Does Pol-
icy Governance meet those criteria? Are there shortcomings in
existing practices that Policy Governance resolves? Going to the
trouble of using a carefully designed, disciplined governance
model is not justified by attractive niceties and arcane rules. It is
justified, if at all, by greater legitimacy, greater foresight, or greater
efficacy in setting the stage for robust and successful management.
Only if directors have the reasons for their new commitment clear
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in the first place will they be able to revisit that motivation when
misgivings arise.

Prepare for the Difference

Forewarned is forearmed; the board needs to consider how life will
be different after its policies are in place. The sheer departure from
usual practice can damage directors’ confidence unless they have
prepared themselves mentally for the substantial change in board
meetings and practices. Considering the likely differences in
advance will also help directors gain a sense of what being on track
with Policy Governance looks like and alert them to the symptoms
of falling off track.

Reports from senior management will be prepared and read
against defined criteria, and board discussions will be largely on
existing policy. Consequently, meetings may be shorter or less fre-
quent or both, with occasional longer debates about ends or par-
ticularly sensitive means topics. Directors will be likely to spend
more time deliberating with each other rather than focusing on
senior management’s proposals. There will be far more talk about
owners’ interests and far less about the management of operations.
There will be less fragmentation and more speaking with one voice.
Board policies will be the central focus of every meeting either
because they are being reviewed or because they are being moni-
tored. Monitoring performance will be more routine and more
focused, so it will not take up significant meeting time except when
there is underperformance.

Honor the Chair’s Role

The importance of the chair’s role as chief governance officer—as
distinct from any executive role—in keeping the board to its gov-
ernance commitment was discussed in Chapter Three and is fur-
ther addressed in Appendixes B and C. Here we simply reiterate
that the chair’s role is to keep the board to its word, as the board
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itself has set out in Governance Process and Board-Management
Delegation policies. At the same time, if group responsibility is to
be meaningful, the role of the chair as protector of the board’s dis-
cipline and integrity of process cannot be taken by other directors
as relieving them of responsibility for those things. Of course the
other directors have not been given the power of the gavel, but
they are culpable if they sit silently through failures of board disci-
pline. In addition to being held accountable for the performance of
his or her role, the chair deserves to be able to rely on directors for
support in maintaining governance integrity.

Establish CEO Support

CEOs can be enormously supportive in helping boards stay on
course. Every time CEOs submit a monitoring report or raise a ques-
tion linked to a particular board policy, they are reinforcing the
importance not only of that policy but of the policy system. Every
time they explain to a board how they have reasonably interpreted
a particular board policy, they are increasing the board’s under-
standing not only of the policy but of the power of the board’s words.
Every time CEOs relate some board discussion to the relevant pol-
icy, they sustain the policy as a living document, even when they are
focusing on why the policy needs to be changed. In any event, the
integrity and utility of policies is continually improved.

Invest in Director Recruitment,
Orientation, and Education

Directors should be recruited for their interest and competence in
the owner-driven, long-range big picture, not for their skill or expe-
rience in advising on operations. Their relevant business acumen
arises from judgment and expertise that enables them to under-
stand the company’s economic environment, markets, risk, and
other such macro-concerns. Although directors need to be wise
generalists, it is not important that they have the skill to run the
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company they govern. Owners need a board that governs, not one
that acts as a management consultancy. Governance policy work
requires that directors be willing and able to explore the values
behind issues rather than taking and even solving issues at face
value. In addition, directors must be assertive and persuasive yet
able to value and be respectful of group process, diversity, and the
board’s final vote.

Thorough director orientation to the board and its highly
designed governance process is as vital as orientation to the com-
pany itself. Even without Policy Governance, the work of the
board is different from the work of management and deserves spe-
cialized attention. Policy Governance, as an unfamiliar paradigm,
is especially different, intensifying the need for orientation. Gov-
ernance experience acquired on traditional boards provides a com-
parative reference and top-level experience, but helps little—and
may even interfere—with understanding a new approach. Compa-
nies typically invest a lot in the ongoing training of managers.
There is no justification for treating the continuing education of
directors as any less important, particularly as governance becomes
a more precise endeavor.

Set Appropriate Director Compensation

Sustaining board commitment has to involve consideration of
director compensation. The Policy Governance framework makes
no direct statement about directors’ compensation. More impor-
tant, it has no implications that would oppose determining direc-
tors’ compensation by the market. Having said that, we can affirm
that all other things being equal, governance will proceed more
effectively with a small board of adequately paid directors than
with a larger group of inadequately paid directors.

Further, setting part of ordinary compensation on a meeting-
by-meeting basis seems more akin to paying for piecework in a fac-
tory or paying a consultant than to paying someone for an overall
accountability (as is done, for example, for upper management).
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Meeting supplements may also have the distressing potential to
act as an incentive for more meetings than necessary (though the
busy directors we know would find that idea amusing). We sup-
port reducing or eliminating meeting-by-meeting supplements,
even if that change needs to be balanced by raising the overall
director compensation that is tied simply to fulfilling a highly
responsible job.

In any event, a good board is the cost of adequate shareholder
control. The CEO is not in a position to set his or her boss’s pay
scale, so the decisions on the compensation, perquisites, and logis-
tical costs appropriate to governance for a given company are board
decisions, not management decisions.

Screen Other Governance Wisdom

Increasing interest in corporate governance over the past couple of
decades has led to a wealth of advice and information for boards.
Most of the counsel is from wise and experienced authors and con-
sultants but is based on governance as it is known today. With the
introduction of a new governance model, some amount of that wis-
dom loses relevance and some becomes outmoded. It is no deni-
gration of football wisdom to say that when a football player
switches to playing baseball, much of that wisdom loses its utility.
This is the price of a paradigm shift. The Policy Governance board
needs to evaluate all governance advice carefully to ensure that it
will help rather than damage the board’s ability to maintain model
consistency, that is, to govern with a coherent, single set of rules.
Even brilliant new methods are not really improvements unless
they contribute to an improved system.

Holding Effective Board Meetings

The greatest single discipline for the board to learn is the discipline of deal-
ing with every issue through policy. The importance of this point can-
not be overemphasized. In fact, once this point is grasped, any
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board may be on its way to finding a more value-based, high-leverage
way to fulfill its accountability to owners.

Three Questions for Staying on Track

Before dealing with any issue that comes to the board table, the
board should ask itself three questions:

1. What is the policy category for this issue?

2. What have we already said in our policy about this issue?

3. Are we happy with what we have already said, or do we wish
to change it?

It is worth repeating that the design of Policy Governance is
such that whatever issue comes up, the board will already have said
something that covers it, due to the nested bowl assembly of board
decisions in the policy system. The directors may decide that what-
ever has been said is insufficiently detailed, but always something
will have been said.

Always asking these three questions is what ensures that the
board’s policy manual does not sit on the corporate secretary’s shelf,
but is complete, current, and in constant use by the CEO and by
every director during every meeting and for every issue. The policies
remain complete and current because no board decision is ever made
without reference to them.

Agendas

Because the board needs to govern itself first, the board’s agendas
must be set by the board for the board. Board meetings in the Pol-
icy Governance framework are not management’s meetings for the
board. The logistics and mechanics of meetings can certainly be
assigned to the CEO (as they are in the “Communication to and
Support of the Board” policy, shown in Exhibit 5.5), but content
and process belong to the board itself. This does not mean that the
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CEO is shut out of the board’s deliberations in any way. It just
means that the CEO is not responsible for them.

Describing the board’s job in terms of the values the board adds
(and not the activities it engages in) creates what is in effect a per-
petual agenda—a statement of what the board will always be work-
ing on. (Policy 1.4 in Appendix E is an example of such a job
description.) From this description of the ongoing board job, the
board derives the annual calendar and the individual meetings
needed to produce the board’s values-added. This process creates
board-determined agendas that become tools in themselves for
keeping the board in the right direction. Happily, it is not neces-
sary that the full board go too far into the specifics of this meeting-
by-meeting agenda planning. As the board goes into more detail
(progressing, in our analogy, toward smaller bowls), it can safely
stop where it wishes because the chair will take over where the full
board stops.

Some corporate boards must please a regulatory or legal require-
ment that the board decide on something that by rights should be
decided by management within the board’s higher level of policy.
In these cases, a consent agenda may be used to signal board assent
without causing what would amount to undelegation against the
board’s better judgment. These are occasions in which the board is
obligated to owners to govern well and ethically despite law and reg-
ulations, and yet of course the law must still be obeyed.

Voting

The principle that the board speaks with one voice does not
mean that everyone on the board has to vote the same way. It
simply means that once the board has spoken (as determined by the
applicable voting rules), everyone needs to honor the decision as a
proper board decision. Corporate boards sometimes set such
a premium on unanimity that a single vote against, say, a merger
(to reiterate a point made previously) can throw analysts and
shareholders into fits of reaction. Yet to insist on unanimity repre-
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sents a major threat to the board’s ability to encourage diversity at
the board table.

If boards are to be honest deliberators of corporate destiny, dis-
sent on the board cannot be viewed as a disturbing occurrence signi-
fying lack of commitment to the majority decision. Instead, free
voting that is always followed by total dedication to the winning vote
needs to become the norm, and this norm should be established long
before a highly visible and sensitive vote (like a merger decision) is
on the table. Board decision making should be a deliberation among
honest differences of opinion, not a public relations tool.

Conducting Board Self-Evaluation

Self-evaluation is a powerful tool to help directors maintain their
intended discipline. Policy Governance turns such evaluation into
a straightforward process, for the board will have described gover-
nance excellence in its Governance Process and Board-Manage-
ment Delegation policies. This method of evaluation is greatly to
be recommended over off-the-shelf evaluation forms, which assess
the board on criteria it may never have accepted. With the criteria
already in place, all that remains to be decided is the method and
frequency with which the board will check on itself.

Board evaluation generally takes the form of self-evaluation,
although there is nothing to prevent a board from inviting owners
(where practical) or management to participate in rating the board
against those policies on which these observers are competent to
comment. We suggest that the board take at least a few minutes at
the end of each meeting to evaluate itself against one or more of its
policies. The board might also wish to undertake an annual review
of its performance against all its Governance Process and Board-
Management Delegation policies. In our experience, however, it is
the meeting-by-meeting comparison to the basic template of board
behavior that seems the best guarantee of excellence. Frequent
informal evaluation has a greater effect on actual behavior than
infrequent formal evaluations.
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Evaluation of individual directors is a touchier process than
board self-evaluation. Clearly, what is expected of a director must
be derived from what a board needs from its members. Therefore
we support the evaluation of individual directors, but only when
full board self-evaluation has been underway for some time. In fact,
the process of full board self-evaluation not only makes clear what
the board needs from its members but also engages directors in the
topic of governance excellence. This discussion often goes far
toward having the desired effect on individual director behavior,
even without formal evaluation.

Behaving Appropriately in Dangerous Moments

It is an unusual company that never faces a crisis—an unexpected
cash crunch, the sudden loss of a CEO, a large legal suit, or a share-
holder uprising. Tough times can be a big cause of boards’ falling off
track. When a crisis strikes, the human response is to dive into the
murky waters with a lifeline and effect a heroic rescue. For a board
operating under Policy Governance, that response is not a wise
one. The board must stay on dry land if it is to help the company.
Something has to hold firmly to the other end of the lifeline, and
that something is the board. The lifeline in Policy Governance is
the board’s carefully constructed policy system along with the direc-
tors’ wisdom embedded in the policy content.

A crisis may cause the board to review its policies, but it should
never cause the board to set its policy system aside. It is also encour-
aging to consider that full use of the policy and monitoring system
makes many crises less likely to begin with or at least less likely to
arrive as surprises.

Making Transitions

Certain company transitions have significant governance implica-
tions. The decision to go public is clearly one that belongs to the
board as current shareholder representative. Existing shareholder
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relationships are going to be much diluted, and the board will
become accountable to a much wider group of people whose moti-
vations and perspectives may be quite different from those of the
current owners.

Mergers, meaning the blending of two or more corporate identi-
ties into one, also dilute or in some other way change the relationship
between shareholders and the merging company. Because the board
is the shareholder representative, Policy Governance would consign
the decision on mergers to the board rather than to management.

Acquisitions are a different matter. If the company is agreeing
to be acquired, then the same argument regarding the impact on
shareholder relations consigns the matter to the board. Remember
that the whole issue of shareholder relations—at least the substan-
tive rather than mechanical or clerical aspects of them—is a mat-
ter of governance rather than of management. If, in contrast, the
company is doing the acquiring, the matter can be treated as any
other purchase of an asset. That is, the board may use its Manage-
ment Limitations policies to put off limits acquisitions of certain
types, of certain size, or of certain risk. Within those limits, deci-
sions to acquire other companies are left to the CEO.

There is a whole raft of other matters that have a direct impact
on the company’s relationship with its owners. Declarations of
dividends or stock splits, installation of poison pill provisions, and
any other actions that directly affect the typology, degree, or sta-
tus of owners all rightly fall under the direct purview of the board
as owner representative.

Falling Down and Getting Up Again

For a part-time group, being accountable for everything about a
company is never going to be an easy challenge. The Policy Gov-
ernance model makes this challenge manageable but introduces its
own challenges. No board is perfect, and it is almost inevitable that
there will be stumbles. The model represents an ideal worth striv-
ing for, not an easily obtainable and permanent state.
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It is useful for a board to anticipate possible scenarios and to
discuss the board’s proper course should these predicaments or
opportunities occur. If the board can anticipate the things likely to
tempt it off course and consider how it will handle breakdowns, it
will be far better equipped to stick rigorously to its new role and dis-
cipline when changes of any kind actually occur.

In our experience, the things that make the most difference for
Policy Governance boards in maintaining their gains are the disci-
plines of asking the three questions suggested earlier and conduct-
ing regular board evaluations. Important additional aids are staying
in touch with the board’s original motivation and having a chair
who is assertive about keeping the board to its policy word.

Looking Back, Moving Forward

In this chapter we considered how the board can maintain the dis-
cipline required to use the Policy Governance model. However, for
many boards the daunting challenge they face right now—given
the entrenchment of traditional practices—is how to get underway
in the first place. In the next chapter, we complete our explanation
of Policy Governance by looking at how a board might get there
from where it is today.
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Chapter Eight

Getting There from Here

There is no more delicate matter to take in hand,

nor more dangerous to conduct, nor more doubtful

in its success, than to set up as the leader in the

introduction of changes.

—Niccolò Machiavelli1

In This Chapter

• Starting from where you are now

• Getting through the adoption process

• When full adoption isn’t an option

• Applying the model by type of board

Previous chapters have described the Policy Governance model
and the board discipline necessary for its use. Here we address
implementation practicalities for readers who, convinced them-
selves that the model offers a credible approach to board leadership,
want their board colleagues to consider putting it into action.

Starting Where You Are

Whether or not to adopt the Policy Governance model must be
the decision of the whole board, not of one person. The process
usually starts, however, with one person who is convinced that the



model represents a useful advance and who is willing to champion
early stages of the adoption process.

The model’s simplicity might make adoption look straightfor-
ward, but leaving many of the comforts of conventional wisdom
behind is never easy. Boards are permanent bodies that have a
longer life than the elected or appointed terms of the individuals
within them. As such, they tend to rely on tradition to provide their
connective tissue. Additionally, although directors are disciplined
individuals, Policy Governance requires group discipline and preci-
sion—not something that comes easily to any of us. So we cannot
pretend that the transition from old to new will be as effortless as
our following commentary might imply. We can only applaud and
endorse the courage of any board that ventures boldly on unfamil-
iar ground in order to improve its ability to create value for owners.

Undertaking a Staged Adoption Process

The Policy Governance adoption process always proceeds in stages,
though the pace of those stages varies from board to board. The fol-
lowing sections describe the sequence of stages a board might
expect to go through. They correspond roughly to learning, doing,
testing, and adopting.

Board Education

A board usually becomes aware of Policy Governance after one
director or the CEO reads a book or article or hears talk among peers
about it and then convinces other directors to examine the model for
themselves. Directors might agree to read and discuss this book, for
example. They might retain a properly qualified consultant2 to pre-
sent an introductory seminar—by far the most effective route. Or
they might charge a committee to gather any further information the
board wishes. There are several other books on the subject3—albeit
written for nonprofit and governmental boards—one of which
gives detailed descriptions of implementation experiences.4
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This exploration, or education, stage should not be short-
changed, for it lays the foundations of director commitment and
understanding needed for the next stages of the journey. Although
the decision to adopt or not will be the board’s decision alone,
senior management should definitely be included in the learning
about Policy Governance. Directors will want to know how the
model is viewed by the CEO and senior management and to have
their understanding and support should the board decide to proceed.

In the initial education stage, besides learning the concepts and
implications of the model, directors should identify specific gover-
nance goals they hope to accomplish by using the model, such as
role clarity, effective use of directors’ time, less vulnerability to
“where was the board?” charges, or a closer relationship with own-
ers. These goals become the board’s criteria for judging the merits
of Policy Governance in comparison to other governance practices.
We stated in the previous chapter that the board should stay in
touch with the reasons for its original commitment; this explicit list
of goals will eventually help directors do that. At this first stage,
however, the board’s commitment to Policy Governance is only to
take the next step, not to make a final commitment. Because of the
enormity of the changes that come with adoption, we recommend
taking one step at a time; only in the very last step does the board
make its formal decision to move completely into the Policy Gov-
ernance framework. The final step, in any case, cannot be taken
until the board has prepared its policies in the new format and
those policies are ready for use.

Policy Drafting

The next step then is to draft a complete set of board policies.
This involves a substantial amount of time and effort—a mini-
mum of two full days, assuming expert facilitation. Although this
may seem like a lot of time, it is a capital investment in the
board’s capability to govern. Given the importance of the gov-
erning job to the future of the company and the fact that the
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effort will pay dividends perpetually, the time spent is likely to be
seen by directors as among their most productive and enlighten-
ing sessions together. Still, the endeavor is a big enough commit-
ment that directors will want to feel reasonably certain the effort is
going to be worthwhile.

The policy-drafting process cements an understanding of the
model that was previously just an abstraction. It shows directors
what the model looks like when tailored to their particular com-
pany. Although the policy drafting is interesting and enriching, it
is painstaking as well, partly because it requires great care in using
words precisely and partly because it demands maintaining consis-
tency with an as yet unfamiliar framework and architecture.

Directors may wish to get qualified consulting assistance or
proceed on their own. The former choice costs more at the out-
set but is probably the more economical in the long run. For the
latter route, policy samples in Appendix E can serve as templates.
We warn, however, against trying to adapt preexisting corporate
documents. In fact, we have never seen that approach taken suc-
cessfully, for a company’s traditional documents do not observe
the distinctions that make the model work—the differentiation
of ends and means, the boundary-setting control of management’s
means, the cascading treatment of sizes of decisions, and the
totality of board decisions captured in a centralized, succinct mas-
ter document.

For some policies—usually ones concerning risk, dealing in
company shares, and the company’s financial condition—extra
study of the options and of the implications of various provisions
must take place outside the initial drafting session and be brought
back to the board. Further, the board may wish to give the CEO
(who has been consulted, of course, during the drafting) additional
time to comment on the feasibility of the expectations being con-
sidered in one or more of the Ends policies and Management Lim-
itations policies. Although the CEO does not have the final say, it
would obviously be foolish for the board to move ahead without
fully considering the CEO’s insights. But whatever the delay, it is
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more important to be accurate and complete in these emerging
policies than to be fast, with one exception.

Despite the deliberateness with which the board must check on
the adequacy of its policy drafts, it is better for the board to do the
initial drafting rapidly and in a single session and to avoid introduc-
ing legal and other complicating factors during that creative period.
That momentum and a sense of at least temporary completion are
essential if directors are to accomplish such an impressive amount
of initial work without becoming mired in arcane factors and tech-
nicalities, even important technicalities.

However the policies get drafted, it is critical for the board to
be certain of two requirements: first, all policies must be written to
suit the board’s own values, so that the board feels comfortable
adopting every word as its own. Remember that board values are not
a laundry list of all the values held by the individual directors, but
values that, taken one at a time, are supported by a majority of direc-
tors. Second, even though the board’s values control policy content,
the model prescriptions must control the framework and architec-
ture through which the values are expressed.

Administrative and Legal Checking

After the board has drafted these policies, we recommend they be
examined by legal counsel and whoever else can authoritatively
ensure that there are no important legal, financial, or administra-
tive inconsistencies. For instance, the board may have said some-
thing in the new documents that is at odds with its bylaws. If so,
the board is obliged to act in accordance with bylaws, changing or
forgoing the affected policy until and unless the bylaws can be
amended to accommodate the new approach.

A word of warning about legal counsel, auditors, and other
experts who do not have a thorough understanding of Policy Gov-
ernance: they may object to particularities simply because they find
them strange rather than because they have substantive legal,
financial, or administrative concerns. It is important that the board
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does not allow itself to be diverted by such objections during this
testing stage and, within reason, that it educate its advisers on the
new governance methodology.

Making the Changeover

Once the board has made all necessary revisions, the outcome should
be a draft of a policy manual that covers the board’s values and expec-
tations exhaustively and, amazingly, briefly as well. The board is now
in a position to safely enact all the policy drafts. The new policies
replace almost all preexisting board documents (the board’s incorpo-
ration document, bylaws, and perhaps certain legally required docu-
ments are exceptions—and even the latter can often be incorporated
into the policy framework). The official policy manual that emerges
upon formal adoption needs to be in a loose-leaf form for easy updat-
ing. For the paradox is that despite its supreme position in the conduct
of board and executive affairs, the policy collection remains always a
working document, open for amendment by the board at any meeting.

The total swap of one system for another is necessary in the
adoption stage, lest the board end up trying to operate from two
approaches simultaneously—a practice guaranteed to cause both old
and new to fail. Therefore we advise against “phasing in,” for the same
reason that a country changing its rules of the road from driving on
the right to driving on the left would be wise not to do so in stages.

Because board meetings after the changeover are going to differ
from previous practice, preparation for them needs to be thought
about well in advance. As discussed in Chapter Seven, agendas will
not look as they did before, but just what they are to look like will
take some practice and, in any event, will differ from board to board.

When Full Adoption Isn’t an Option

Complete systems are best approached on an all-or-nothing basis,
which is simply to say complete systems are best used completely.
Policy Governance is a complete system, and, like a watch, if any
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of its parts are missing the system not only doesn’t work but is no
longer a system. Partial adoption, then, is a logical inconsistency.
However, there may be times when external circumstances or
internal doubts delay or prevent a board’s adoption of the full
model, yet a number of the directors would still like to “move in
the direction” of Policy Governance principles.

Moving in a good direction has to be better than not moving
at all, so it would be churlish of us not to offer some words of
advice. Although we decline to speak of partial adoption of Pol-
icy Governance, we can speak of orienting the board toward Policy
Governance. The board may still never actually adopt Policy Gov-
ernance, but at least it will be working in a healthy direction; if it
later decides to go further, doing so will not be as much of a leap.
When boards find that merely orienting toward Policy Gover-
nance is their only option, we recommend that they consider
doing at least these things:

• Create a definition of the owner value for which the CEO
will be held accountable, and list the major business risks
to be avoided.

• Make a clear distinction between board decisions and indi-
vidual director advice (the former being mandatory and the
latter optional from management’s perspective).

• Have the chief governance and chief executive roles sepa-
rately defined and held separately accountable to the board,
even if the roles are performed by one person, under what-
ever title.

• Conduct regular board evaluations.

• Routinely investigate and discuss the board’s process of gover-
nance and options for its improvement.

Although these adjustments will provide a fraction of the value
of the Policy Governance model itself, they will at least augment
the clarity and accountability the board brings to its job.
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Applying the Model by Type of Board

The Policy Governance model is rooted in the source and nature
of governance authority and is, as we asserted in Chapter One,
applicable to all types of boards. This does not mean, however, that
all boards and organizational types are alike or that they apply the
model with identical emphases. Here we look briefly at the use of
Policy Governance in three different types of company.

Start-Ups

In many start-ups the board is composed entirely or almost entirely
of inside directors. Governance and management are carried out by
the same people. The model encourages these persons to separate
their governance considerations and actions from their executive
considerations and actions, because the roles of board and execu-
tive team are not the same. If the habit of separation is begun early,
later development (such as the addition of a venture capitalist or
other outsider) will already be set on a sensible trajectory. Separa-
tion of the board in whole or in part from management may occur
in nearly imperceptible stages, hence the need to adopt practices
that befit the future before the future arrives.

Joint Ventures

Joint ventures may be the most amenable to changes in gover-
nance.5 Parent companies have a vested interest in a strong board
to represent them well, but they also know that a robust CEO is
necessary for company success. Weakness in either role can dam-
age the venture partners’ investment. The Policy Governance
model was built around making both roles strong, in contrast to the
seesaw tendencies of traditional governance practices.

Holding Companies

What the parent company requires of subsidiaries can best be
phrased in terms of prescribed ends (the shareholder value to
accrue to the parent-owner) and minimal proscribed means (allow-
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ing a wide range of safe innovation and initiative). Thus the deci-
sion authority granted from the holding company to subsidiaries
can easily be structured using the decisions-within-decisions archi-
tecture accompanied by the any reasonable interpretation rule.6 If
subsidiary boards are to play an optimal role of corporate oversight,
holding companies must avoid undermining these boards by giving
instructions directly to subsidiary management.

Moving from Governance-Past to Governance-Future

The great promise inherent in the governance model presented in
this book is that boards will gain the ability to more powerfully use
human talents and wisdom to more certainly fulfill the account-
ability owed by every company to its owners. Corporate gover-
nance has come a long way since the groundbreaking work of Berle
and Means,7 and it is experiencing a truly remarkable renaissance
as we move into the twenty-first century, due to increasing fascina-
tion with corporate leadership and the growing importance of insti-
tutional investors. Governance has become a topic in its own right
rather than a pale and subordinate reflection of management.

This book argues that boards of directors should create a type of
value not widely or consistently created in today’s boardrooms. It
champions a powerful, active board that makes decisions of its own
and exercises its judgment independent of management (though
not in the absence of management). Such a board acts proactively,
rather than simply reactively granting blessings to management
desires, yet it respects and values management and powerfully
authorizes management to do what management does best.

A new order of things always evokes doubts and concerns
about its application in the “real world.” The thing for directors to
remember is that they have the greatest power over the company
and that whatever they decide the integrity of governance
demands can become reality. Corporate governance reform must,
at the end of the day, come from governors, not from executives,
consultants, or authors.
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We call upon boards to be as innovative, as bold, as flexible,
and as logically organized as they expect the modern technologies
that serve them to be, whether those technologies concern man-
agement, engineering, or information processing. Significant gov-
ernance system change requires a great deal of rigor, confidence,
and courage. Rigor is needed because the board must resist the
temptation to adapt the new system to resemble the old. Confi-
dence is needed because the board cannot effect any change unless
it is thoroughly convinced of the merits of that change. Courage is
needed because once directors are confident that a new approach
to their unique challenge best serves owners, they have no respon-
sible choice but to forge ahead boldly and deliberately; they cannot
hold back until the new path is made safe and familiar by others.

We submit this book to the corporate world, trusting that its
owners, directors, and managers will seize the opportunity for a major
breakthrough in corporate leadership. We submit a bold technology
of governance based in precepts of accountability, servant-leadership,
and group responsibility. We propose a governance operating sys-
tem that better equips boards to translate the wishes of owners into
company performance: causing boards truly to create value.
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Appendix A

Glossary

The terms in this glossary are also defined in the text; we have
gathered them here for convenient reference. A new paradigm
introduces new concepts. Those concepts must be represented by
words, sometimes words already in use, sometimes ones created for
the occasion. To use familiar words for new concepts reduces the
alien impression of the new but risks contaminating the new con-
cept with meanings carried over from the old. Thus in some cases
we have decided upon new words and in others used more familiar
ones, according to our perceptions of the users’ needs.

Any reasonable interpretation rule The authorization to take
superiors at their word, to respond to instructions using whatever
interpretation the subordinate chooses, so long as he or she can
demonstrate that the interpretation is a reasonable one. The any rea-
sonable interpretation rule is indispensable to optimal delegation.

Board-Management Delegation The category of board policy in
which the board states the nature and mechanics of the relation-
ship between governance and management.

Chief executive officer (CEO) The initial position with execu-
tive authority beneath the governing authority of the full board.
The CEO, at the behest of the board, runs the company.

Chief governance officer (CGO) The position of “first among
equals” on the board, with the responsibility of ensuring the board
follows its own rules and the rules imposed by external authorities.
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The job includes but is not limited to chairing meetings. The CGO,
at the behest of the board, runs (but is not boss of) the board.

Ends The category of board policy that sets forth the fundamen-
tal reason for the company’s existence (what the company is for),
usually thought of as monetary shareholder value unless public pol-
icy or owners dictate otherwise. Owners are more likely to dictate
otherwise in a family or a start-up company, where their interest
may extend to more than monetary return. Ends is not another
word for results or goals. Further, not all intentions of the company
are ends.

Goals and objectives Things to be accomplished. These terms are
of great utility in management, but they are problematic in gover-
nance in that they do not respect the differentiation between ends
and means and often do not respect the principle that decisions
come in sizes.

Governance The job of the governing board. Others—but not this
text—sometimes use this term to include the entire top leadership.

Governance Process The category of board policy in which the
board deals with most of its own means, including the board’s rela-
tionship with shareholders, its own process, its internal workings
(committees, officers), and the discipline to which it is committed.

Management Limitations The category of board policy in which
the board proscribes the CEO’s means, establishing a free territory
of executive decision making within board-set boundaries. By
defining what is unacceptable, Management Limitations policies
avoid telling management how to manage, thereby keeping the
board out of micromanaging or meddling.

Means All issues that aren’t ends. All board decisions that do not
address ends address means. Means decisions concern methods,
conduct, ways of doing business, activities, programs, markets,
products, and the like. Virtually all decisions made in a company
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and by its board are means decisions. Governance itself is a means
issue, one that belongs to the board. However, most means issues
fall naturally into management.

Owner value What the company owners want the company to be
for. Usually owner value is the same as shareholder value, except
where the law or the nature of the specific company dictates a
broader ownership base.

Planning Making decisions today about the future. Because both
governance and management can engage in planning, and because
planning can apply to both ends and means, the activity, though
an important one, does not help in distinguishing the board’s job
from management’s.

Policy A value or perspective that underlies action. Policy Gov-
ernance policies fall into four categories: Ends, Governance
Process, Board-Management Delegation, and Management Limi-
tations. These four categories cover all possible board decisions.

Policy categories The topics by which board policies are grouped.
The four Policy Governance policy categories serve governance,
not management utility.

Policy levels Degrees of openness to interpretation that are
designed into policies. Levels run sequentially from the broadest
(least detailed and open to most interpretation) to the narrowest
(most detailed and open to the least interpretation). Board policies
in each category begin at the broadest level and extend into more
detailed levels until they reach a point at which the board can
accept any reasonable interpretation of its words. At that point it
is safe for the board to stop going into further detail.

Policy Governance® John Carver’s conceptual model for leader-
ship by boards of directors—a universal paradigm composed of cer-
tain logically derived principles and concepts. The term is a
registered service mark of John Carver.
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Shareholder value The benefit that is to accrue or has accrued to
shareholders from the company or from the equity market and the
company. Although public companies invariably define shareholder
value in financial terms, the board of a family or other closely held
company might choose to include nonfinancial values in the defi-
nition. These financial and, if included, nonfinancial values are
equivalent to the corporation’s ends.

Strategic planning A management tool to ensure the company
fulfills the board’s Ends policies without violating the board’s Man-
agement Limitations policies over some multiyear period. Although
driven by board expectations, the plan itself is a management
document.
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Appendix B

The Case for a CGO

In much of the corporate world, the term CEO (chief executive offi-
cer) is used to designate the top management role. Almost as famil-
iar are the terms COO (chief operating officer), CFO (chief financial
officer), and even CIO (chief information officer). A good case can
be made for also adopting the term CGO (chief governance officer).

One reason for using this new term is merely the cosmetic argu-
ment: it fits nicely with the other terms in widespread use. Another
benefit is that CGO avoids the verbal struggle between chair, chair-
man, chairwoman, and chairperson. However, we have more sub-
stantive reasons for our proposition.

Chairman Is an Ambiguous Title

The title of chairman (and its less gender-specific equivalents) has
so frequently incorporated an executive component that it does not
distinguish governance leadership absolutely from management
leadership. This is especially true when one person plays both roles,
but even when separate persons wear the titles of chair and CEO, it
is not uncommon for the chair to exercise CEO authority anyway.1

Such ambiguity in what the title stands for is no problem when
it reflects a tolerated overlap between the functions of governance
and management. But maintaining a distinction between gover-
nance and management is essential in the Policy Governance
model, so an ambiguous title for this board role is inappropriate.
Using CGO focuses everyone’s view of the job on a specific role,
one not confounded with any other role.
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The Chair’s for More Than Chairing

In Policy Governance the job of chairing board meetings is merely
one part of the chair’s larger responsibility to see that the board gets
its job done. This “first among equals” must interpret and carry into
fruition those policies created by the board that govern its own job.
Some of those policies, as we discussed earlier, relate to the discipline
to which the board has committed itself, some to the mechanics of
the board-CEO connection, some to more philosophical matters.

When the CGO part of a traditional chair’s job is isolated, as it
is in Policy Governance, it can be seen to consist primarily of mak-
ing decisions about governance (not management), always of course
within a reasonable interpretation of what the board itself has said
in its policies on Governance Process and Board-Management
Delegation. That role engages the chair in fleshing out many deci-
sions about the way the board will operate, how its committees will
function, its manner of self-evaluation, the mechanism of share-
holder input, the mechanics of CEO reporting, and whatever else
the breadth of board policies in these areas has left to be decided. In
short, the chair in Policy Governance is a guarantor of governance
integrity, and the term CGO speaks to the fact that the chair has
these important and time-consuming demands in addition to the
lesser responsibility of chairing meetings.

Given this view of the job, it follows that CGOs ideally will be
chosen for their ability to be servant-leaders in the governance envi-
ronment and for their capacity to attend rigorously to the job of
interpreting and fulfilling the requirements of governance that the
board has adopted. They might or might not be good with the gavel.
Gavel competence is a subsidiary CGO skill, not the central one. A
CGO might even choose to appoint someone else to chair single
meetings or might rotate the gavel among directors. As Sir Adrian
Cadbury has pointed out, “from a statutory point of view there is no
need for a company to have a continuing chairman . . . the law looks
on the post of chairman as one which is exercised meeting by meet-
ing.”2 Of course, because the CGO is accountable to the board for all
aspects of proper governance (that is, for ensuring that governance
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proceeds in a way consistent with board policies), the CGO remains
accountable for an appointee’s performance as meeting chair.

It Takes More Than a Title to Clarify a Position

Of course, as anyone who has ever been given a fancier title instead
of a raise can attest, titles do not necessarily clarify roles. President,
for example, does not necessarily denote CEO. That is why, when
it does denote the CEO function, companies commonly add “and
CEO” to it. Similarly, the title chair is not self-explanatory; it might
imply “and CEO” whether that addendum is present or not.

Using the term CGO as the title for the position we have been
describing here will help clarify that role, at least for as long as com-
pany usage can avoid confounding the role of CGO with the role
of CEO (as has happened to the chair role and is now reflected in
chair as a title). Thus we believe that adopting the term CGO will
be of notable usefulness for any board working on governance
development. Nevertheless, what is most important is achieving
role clarity, whatever the title used.

Conclusion

No one doubts that the words we all use, though objects of our cre-
ation, have the power both to channel and facilitate our thoughts
and to impede and block them. To paraphrase Churchill, first, we
create our words; then they create us. First, we assign words to our
concepts; then our words restrict and, perhaps unnecessarily, narrow
our concepts. The term chair is one that now takes our thoughts in
directions that often lead away from proper governance.

Proper governing boards need a point-person for their disci-
pline, a servant-leader for their commitment. Advanced gover-
nance requires a specialized role neither, as the chair’s role may be,
confounded with management nor reduced to only one of the
office’s functions. Chief governance officer is a term with the poten-
tial to focus the office holder and the board on fulfilling their proper
governance functions.
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Appendix C

Chair and CEO

One Person or Two?

The Policy Governance model absolutely requires that the roles of
chief governance officer (called the chair in today’s boards, see
Appendix B) and chief executive officer be separated. The power of
the model requires that everyone understands which of the roles is
being spoken from at every moment. Therefore we argue that an
important part of avoiding role confusion is assigning these roles to
two different people.

Others also recognize the importance of this step. Mills main-
tains that “the chairman is the chairman of the board. He is not
chairman of the company.”1 Leighton and Thain say the CGO role
“requires independent leadership, commitment, focus, time, and tal-
ent,” and that “it is fundamentally important that [these roles] be
separated and not confused.”2 Cadbury notes the difficulty of play-
ing both roles well.3 Carlsson questions how the board’s “indepen-
dence and ability to carry out its governance role [can] be
guaranteed if the chairman, the head of the board, is supposed to
govern himself as CEO?”4 Lorsch and MacIver charge that the
“power reversal between the CEO and the board” is “rife with ambi-
guity and complexity” and that there is a “major need to diminish
the CEO’s power as leader of the board.”5 Dayton, long-time chair-
man of Dayton-Hudson, opines, “All my experience and study have
convinced me that the chairman of the board should not be the
CEO. . . . A chairman/CEO wears two hats at the same time and
you just can’t do that and look good in both roles.”6 The formidable
list of those who argue for separation also includes Knowlton and
Millstein,7 Whitehead,8 Gogel,9 Williams,10 and Patton and Baker.11
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A growing number of national governance codes also argue—
albeit often weakly—for separating these very different offices. A
recent survey of three hundred CEOs showed that two-thirds
thought the positions should be separated.12 A McKinsey Investor
Opinion Survey13 found that investors see separation of the posi-
tions to be a key factor in board performance, ranking it as impor-
tant as having a majority of outside directors.

However, in spite of this strong body of opinion, the practice of
combining the roles in one person continues to be common practice
in several parts of the world. For example, among large U.S. firms,
more than 90 percent use the combined position, according to a 1999
Korn-Ferry survey.14 France requires that companies with a single-tier
board combine the roles in one person—the Président Directeur
Générale.15 Indeed, it has been pointed out that combining the
senior management and board leadership roles in one person is so
commonplace that the title chairman and its less gender-specific
equivalents virtually mean “top executive” to many ears.16

We find that the published reasons for combining the CGO
and CEO roles in one person can be grouped into six (not precisely
separable) categories.

Arguments for Combining the CGO and CEO Roles in One Person

• It avoids extra baggage. Separating the CGO and CEO roles
results in extra communication layers and inefficiency as the
CEO is forced to engage in internal lobbying, taking time
away from more important matters. For example, a separate
CEO can spend an inordinate amount of time aligning a sep-
arate chairman with the CEO’s strategy.17

• It sidesteps clashes of authority. Inasmuch as “no chairman is
wholly non-executive,”18 separate positions “would dilute the
power of the CEO to provide effective leadership of the com-
pany.”19 Besides, the chair position has a “natural power”20 that
can clash with a separate CEO’s power. The 2001 conflict at
Ford between CEO Jacques Nasser and chairman Bill Ford Jr.
exemplifies such a skirmish.21 Heidrick and Struggles22 find
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that many successful nonexecutive chairmen are nonexecu-
tive in name only, causing the separate CEO to be CEO in
name only.

• It keeps accountability clear. A separate CGO may “shield
[a separate] CEO from being held accountable by the board.”23

In any case, having two separate positions creates confusion
and blurs accountability.24

• It prevents external confusion. In current public perception,
“chairmen have become chairmen of their companies and
not simply of their boards. The position of chairman has no
particular legal significance, but it has acquired public signifi-
cance.”25 Moreover, separating the CGO and CEO roles could
lead to third parties taking advantage of public disagreement
between two public spokespersons.26 At the very least, “out-
siders might begin to wonder who is really in charge.”27

• It presents no problems that cannot be easily solved. Admittedly,
a single CGO-CEO position reduces board independence
from management, but easily available solutions are outsider
committees28 and the lead director role.

Committees of outside directors. The board does not need
freedom from CEO domination because board members
can gather in subgroups (for example, compensation and
audit committees) that are neither dominated by insiders
nor attended by the CEO.

A lead director. An outside director can be chosen by other
outside directors (or may simply emerge) to be more or
less a shadow chair. If the person in the combined role 
falters, the lead director can step in to save the day. A
notable case in recent history was the ouster of Chairman
and CEO Robert Stempel at General Motors, a skirmish
led by outside director John Smale.29

• It is supported by history, social expectations, and a pragmatic view
that organizations would be unlikely to accept separate positions.
Bowen30 states, for example, “Persuaded as I am of its intrinsic
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appeal, I am convinced that the notion of a separate chair-
man on corporate boards is not an idea whose time has
come.” He believes that a board is “unlikely to do battle
with an effective CEO over such an issue,” and recognizes
that “as long as the concept of a separate chairman is so
rarely embraced by the corporate world, it will inevitably
have more than a slight hint of the unseemly about it.” To
be sure, under the rules of the game as now played, CEOs
who are not appointed to be CGO as well may perceive
that the board is sending them a message of no confidence.

Policy Governance offers effective responses to all these argu-
ments. All the reasons for combining the CEO and CGO roles are
based on boards’ behaving the way they traditionally have, not on
the way they should behave. In fact, we believe that every single
objection to filling the separate positions with separate people evaporates if
the board governs in the more responsible manner that we have described.

How Policy Governance Resolves the Impasse

• It institutes a proper chain of command. When the board plays
its proper governance role, there are no extra communication
layers and inefficiency because the CEO neither reports to the
CGO nor needs to convince any single director with his or
her strategy. The chain of command is board to CEO, not
board to CGO to CEO.

• It supplies clear delegation of authority. If directors shoulder their
responsibility with group integrity, the CGO can have only as
much authority as the board explicitly grants. Therefore there
can be no clash of authority unless the board has set the stage
for it. The most common error by boards that have ostensibly
separated the roles is to allow the CGO to act like a CEO
anyway, overruling or instructing the real CEO.

• It establishes clear accountability. A separate CGO can “shield a
[separate] CEO” from accountability only when the board
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chooses not to exercise its authority by holding the CEO
directly to account. Confusion and blurred accountability arise
not from separate roles but from poor delegation at the outset.

• It eliminates ambiguity for everyone, including outsiders. Although
the public currently perceives that board and executive lead-
ership are inseparable because that is what many companies
have long been teaching, once boards teach themselves some-
thing else, public perception will follow. Public confusion
begins not when outsiders “wonder who is really in charge”
but when directors wonder who is really in charge and then
pass on their ambiguity.

• It preserves the board’s wholeness. Committees are subordinate
to the whole board. It defies common sense to maintain that
whatever is suspect about the composition of the whole can
be cleansed by integrity in its subordinate parts. Policy Gov-
ernance causes the board to bear group responsibility and to
understand that all directors work for shareholders.

• It preserves authority of the CGO’s role. The supposed solution
of having a lead director who can take over from a faltering
CGO who is also a CEO exemplifies the all-too-human ten-
dency to go to great lengths to avoid fixing a real problem—a
compromised role that makes it difficult for the CGO to fulfill
certain challenges when the chips are down. The CGO role
in Policy Governance is not weak or unimportant; the CGO
is not reduced to being percussive with a gavel. It is a role
central to the board’s responsibility to act as an authoritative
group. With an adequate CGO who helps the board main-
tain its Policy Governance discipline, the lead director is not
needed. Relying on a lead director is much like attending
with great care to one’s emergency parachute while putting
very little thought into the design of the primary one.

• It makes change more desirable than going along with tradition.
An effective board would not countenance inertia as a reason
for not making necessary changes in management; it should
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not accept it in governance either. Sociopolitical reasons for
maintaining the status quo have nothing to do with pursuing
the integrity of board leadership.

It is true that current research has failed to show a difference in
corporate performance between companies with separated roles
and those with combined roles. But as long as separate chairs are so
frequently de facto CEOs (thereby rendering the positions separate
in name only), the research has not in fact addressed the question.

Combining the CEO and CGO roles in one person is a ratio-
nal action only as long as corporate governance is an underdevel-
oped role. Once the board attains group responsibility, it requires
undiluted governance leadership, and that is best achieved by a
separate chief governance officer.
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Appendix D

Inside Directors

Inside (U.S. usage) or executive (U.K. usage) directors are present
on most company boards worldwide. The characteristics that make
a director either inside or outside are not as clear as the words might
convey. The ambiguity fuels active debate among legal scholars,
academics, and shareholder activists. Certainly, executives who
work directly for the CEO are insiders. But investment bankers and
lawyers retained by the CEO may also be so designated, along with
the company’s former executives. In this discussion, we consider
the CEO who sits on the board to be an inside director, as is any-
one else on the board whose work life with respect to the company
is totally or substantially controlled by the CEO.

In this appendix, we challenge the notion that an organization
needs insiders, any insiders, on the board. In the text we have argued
that a board’s job is to speak, authoritatively and disinterestedly, for
owners. The board’s job is not to be an adviser to management. To
fulfill its governance role, the board has no need to fill its seats with
members of management. If the board’s single task is to be a micro-
cosm of ownership rather than an arm of management, one has to
ask what equips insiders to carry out that task with more compe-
tence, personal responsibility, or wisdom than outside directors
would have. In particular, one has to ask what gives them enough
of these qualities to outweigh their obvious conflict of roles.

Indeed, for managers to be part of the body for whom they work
presents a conflict of interest so obvious that only the blessing of long
tradition imparts to the practice a measure of credibility. When on
the board, managers are in a position to serve their own interests over
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those of shareholders. The fact that most have too much integrity to
consciously do that is immaterial when the goal should be to build a
system free of easily avoidable conflicts. Further, inasmuch as board
agendas and information are largely management-generated in tra-
ditional governance, the influence of managers over the board is
already significant without their being on the board as well.

There must be a powerful influence keeping such a practice in
place. And there is. Underpowered governance cannot adequately
play its role in the chain of command between owners and man-
agement. To render this inadequacy less obvious, a protocol has
emerged to give the appearance that the board is playing a superior
role and is in charge. Nonprofit and governmental boards often
gain that appearance by meddling in small aspects of management.
Corporate directors, however, are usually too sophisticated about
management to fall into the micromanaging trap. So one way to
have the board apparently stay at arm’s length (because its job is
not to manage), yet not appear to be a rubber stamp, is to include
in board thinking and composition to some degree the same issues
and persons as inhabit management. After all, if outside directors
aren’t sure what their job is, the organization can put enough man-
agers on the board to tell them what it is—without having it
appear that the subordinate is bossing the superior.

Only the long-standing, traditionally condoned hegemony of
management over the governance process explains this practice.
And to the extent that corporate governance exists as a stepchild
of management rather than a practice important in its own right,
organizations will continue to drag the language, the skills, the
reporting formats, and the personalities of management into the
boardroom. Organizations have confounded governance and man-
agement so thoroughly that it has become impossible for a tradi-
tional board to function unless supplied with insiders who “really
know what is going on.” Organizations have treated governance as
merely an extension of management in group form for so long that
peppering or even loading the board with insiders seems an unde-
niably necessary approach.
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Once this step has been taken, the practice is to patch over the
conflict of interest and inherent contradiction by preparing lists of
what inside directors do and what outside directors do. For example,
audit committees should be composed of outsiders (though the prac-
tice of including insiders on them lingers). These valiant attempts
to outline who should do what often reveal that the outsiders get
most of the chores one would associate with governance,1 whereas
insiders get to participate in things that are more, well, inside.

We are by no means challenging the need to have the CEO
and other managers available to the board. We are not arguing for
the CEO—or other executives when appropriate—to be absent
from board meetings. We are arguing that it is not necessary to be
on the board to be very productive with the board. In fact, boards
would be unwise in the extreme to do their important work without
the counsel and information that executives can supply. However,
there is nothing in proper corporate governance that necessitates the
voting presence of insiders on the board.

Moreover, many have pointed out, even argued in detail, that
the skills needed for management and governance are quite differ-
ent.2 Management is, or should be, chosen for its ability to run the
company rather than for its ability to interpret shareholders. When
a director is chosen, surely the uppermost qualification is the capa-
bility to govern. Of course any individual manager might also have
governance abilities, and any director might also have the skills or
temperament fitted to manage the enterprise. But it is the required
skill, not optional ones, that should predominate as a qualification
for the job.

The only real argument against removing inside directors from
boards is the immediate shock that it will deliver to analysts,
investors, and the insiders themselves. But analysts and investors
learn new things every day, and we aver they can learn quickly that
a lack of insiders does not constitute lack of faith in management.
Other than the short-lived tremor of change itself, then, there is
simply no downside to eliminating insiders from boards of directors,
once boards take up the gauntlet to truly govern.
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Appendix E

Sample Board Policies
Under Policy Governance

In the Policy Governance model, the principles on which the board
bases its authority are expressed in terms of the receiving (from own-
ers) and the giving away (largely to management) of that authority.
The documents that express the decisions the board makes about
receiving and giving away authority can be called whatever the
board chooses but in the model are referred to as policies. Although
the model provides the principles on which the board’s job is based
and a framework of policy design that makes it possible for the board
to organize and leverage all its decisions so that they cover the entire
company, the model does not dictate the exact content or level of detail of
the board’s policies, only the guidelines under which they are created.
The policy framework of Policy Governance is just that—a carefully
crafted framework built to be filled in by individual boards.

Therefore, although the policies displayed as examples in this
appendix are consistent with the Policy Governance model, they are
not necessarily the policies a given board should have. Even when a
particular policy topic is useful for a given board, the policy content
may not necessarily be what that board should adopt. Moreover, the
depth, or level, of detail shown here may not be what a given board
would choose. These policies are samples, and boards should expect
to adapt them or to create their own policies as necessary. Unlike the
text, the samples use our new term CGO instead of chair.

These policy samples, or templates, are arranged in the four
policy categories described in the text. Each policy is titled with its
subject matter and its policy category. Here is a brief recapitulation
of the policy categories, in order of their appearance in these pages:
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• Governance Process. This category deals with all issues of
the board’s job and the relationship between the board and
others (except for the special relationship with the CEO).
Policies found in this category describe the board’s job, the
chief governance officer’s job, board committee jobs, and the
board’s link to shareholders.

• Board-Management Delegation. This category describes the
way in which the board connects governance and manage-
ment. Because most boards choose to use a CEO, these poli-
cies ordinarily describe the CEO’s job, the nature of executive
delegation, and the method of monitoring, evaluating, and
compensating the CEO.

• Ends. This category is the only one that addresses company
ends rather than means. In it the board describes the owner
value the CEO will operate the company to achieve. Although
family corporations and some other companies may have cen-
tral reasons for existence other than shareholder value seen in
monetary terms, large publicly traded companies are quite
likely not only to focus on shareholder value alone as the
company’s ends but to rename this category Shareholder
Value. As a result of this straightforward focus, this category
is often an extraordinarily brief one. (Sample policies, all at
the broadest level, are offered for publicly traded companies
and for an individual proprietorship, a start-up company of
eager comrades, and a family business.)

• Management Limitations. This category prohibits the man-
agement methods, conduct, circumstances, practices, and so
forth that the board sees as unacceptable means while achiev-
ing the defined ends. It is verbally negative but psychologically
positive in that the CEO is authorized to make any decisions
and engage in any activities that do not violate these policies.

Each policy follows an architecture that reflects the need to
make large decisions first, the next smaller ones next, and so forth,
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as set out in the model. As before, large and small do not correspond
to important and unimportant but to broad and narrow. A board can
stop at any level, and so boards deciding on their own policies
might have policies either briefer than these or more extensive.
There are a number of points in these samples that require proper
legal review. Nothing that appears in these samples is intended to
replace the need for legal advice.

Table of Contents

Policy Category: Governance Process
1.0 Governance Commitment

1.1 Accountability Philosophy
1.2 Social Responsibility
1.3 Governing Style
1.4 Board Job Description
1.5 Board-Shareholder Linkage
1.6 Agenda Planning
1.7 CGO’s Role
1.8 Directors’ Conduct
1.9 Committee Principles
1.10 Committee Structure
1.11 Cost of Governance

Policy Category: Board-Management Delegation
2.0 Delegation to the CEO

2.1 Unity of Control
2.2 Accountability of the CEO
2.3 Nature of CEO Delegation
2.4 Monitoring CEO Performance
2.5 CEO Compensation
2.6 CEO Termination

Policy Category: Ends
3.0 Shareholder Value [for a publicly traded company]
3.0 Shareholder Value [for another publicly traded company]
3.0 Company Purpose [for a business owned by a single person]
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3.0 Purpose of Our Company [for an entrepreneurial start-up
group]

3.0 Center of Family Occupational Life [for a family-owned
business]

Policy Category: Management Limitations
4.0 Basic Executive Constraints

4.1 Treatment of Stakeholders
4.2 Treatment of Employees
4.3 Financial Planning and Budgeting
4.4 Financial Condition and Activities
4.5 Emergency Loss of CEO
4.6 Asset Protection
4.7 Investments
4.8 Compensation and Benefits
4.9 Communication to and Support of the Board
4.10 Trading in Company Securities
4.11 Diversification
4.12 Dealings with Shareholders

Policy 1.0: Governance Commitment

Policy Category: Governance Process

The purpose of the board, on behalf of the shareholders, is to see to
it that the company (a) achieves appropriate results for sharehold-
ers and (b) avoids unacceptable actions and situations.

1. Accountability Philosophy. The board’s fundamental account-
ability is to the shareholders.

2. Social Responsibility. Although the board accepts as its pri-
mary obligation to operate in the best interests of shareholders,
that fidelity is tempered by an obligation to the social order and
good citizenship.

3. Governing Style. The board will govern lawfully with an
emphasis on (a) outward vision rather than an internal preoccu-
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pation, (b) encouragement of diversity in viewpoints, (c) strate-
gic leadership more than administrative detail, (d) clear distinc-
tion of board and chief executive roles, (e) collective rather than
individual decisions, (f) the future rather than the past or pre-
sent, and (g) proactivity rather than reactivity.

4. Board Job Description. The specific job outputs (values-added)
of the board, as informed agent of the shareholders, are those
that ensure an unbroken chain of accountability from share-
holders to company performance.

5. Board-Shareholder Linkage. As the representative of the
shareholders’ interests, the board will maintain a credible and
continuing link between owners and operators.

6. Agenda Planning. To accomplish its job products with a gov-
ernance style consistent with board policies, the board will fol-
low an annual agenda that (a) completes a reexploration of
Ends policies, (b) reexamines Management Limitations policies
and the sufficiency of their protection from risk, and (c) contin-
ually improves board performance through board education, rich
input, and deliberation.

7. CGO’s Role. The chief governance officer (CGO) ensures the
integrity of the board’s process and, secondarily, represents the
board as needed to outside parties, including but not limited to
shareholders.

8. Directors’ Conduct. The board commits itself and its members
to ethical, businesslike, and lawful conduct, including mem-
bers’ proper use of authority and appropriate decorum when
acting as directors.

9. Committee Principles. Board committees, when used, will be
assigned so as to reinforce the wholeness of the board’s job and
so as never to interfere with delegation from board to CEO.

10. Committee Structure. Board committees are those set forth
by board action, along with their job products, time lines,
and board-authorized use of funds and management time.
Unless otherwise stated, a committee ceases to exist as soon
as its task is complete.
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11. Cost of Governance. The board will consciously invest in its
ability to govern competently and wisely.

Policy 1.1: Accountability Philosophy

Policy Category: Governance Process

The board’s fundamental accountability is to the shareholders.

1. The board is the sole position in the corporation to exercise the
owner representative role with respect to shareholders. This
role is undelegable.

2. The primary test of board performance is always to be viewed
with respect to its fundamental accountability to shareholders.

3. Notwithstanding the primacy of, and without diluting, that
accountability, the board recognizes the obligation of any person
or company to ethical and conscientious behavior in the society.

4. The board’s accountability will be fulfilled through its own
actions and through a careful framework of delegation to anyone
or any entity to whom the board grants a portion of its authority.
A. Accountability to shareholders will be discharged primar-

ily through the board’s creation of appropriate Ends policies
and cautious Management Limitations policies, holding
the CEO accountable to the board for fulfillment.

B. Accountability to law, nonequity stakeholders, and the gen-
eral society will be discharged primarily through the board’s
creation of Management Limitations policies cognizant of
the board’s values concerning lawfulness and ethics.

Policy 1.2: Social Responsibility

Policy Category: Governance Process

Although the board accepts as its primary obligation to operate in
the best interests of shareholders, that fidelity is tempered by an
obligation to the social order and good citizenship.
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1. The company will act lawfully, honoring transparency and declared
ethical standards regardless of any negative impact on share-
holder value.

2. In determining company Ends from the wide variety of share-
holder interests, the board will give greater weight to long-term
shareholder value due to the social benefit of stable corporate
longevity.

3. Material charitable contributions must be justifiable by
expected eventual effect on shareholder value—through adver-
tising effect, employee morale effect, or other good business
practice—unless otherwise directed by shareholder input.

Policy 1.3: Governing Style

Policy Category: Governance Process

The board will govern lawfully with an emphasis on (a) outward
vision rather than an internal preoccupation, (b) encouragement
of diversity in viewpoints, (c) strategic leadership more than
administrative detail, (d) clear distinction of board and chief exec-
utive roles, (e) collective rather than individual decisions, (f) the
future rather than the past or present, and (g) proactivity rather
than reactivity.

1. The board will cultivate a sense of group responsibility. The
board, not the management, will be responsible for excellence
in governing. The board will be the initiator of policy, not
merely a reactor to management initiatives. The board may use
the expertise of individual members to enhance the ability of
the board as a body, while avoiding substituting individual
judgments for the board’s values.

2. The board will direct, control, and inspire the organization
through the careful establishment of broad written policies
reflecting the board’s values and perspectives. The board’s major
policy focus will be on shareholder value and the limitation of
risk, not on management methods of attaining those effects.
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3. The board will enforce upon itself whatever discipline is needed
to govern with excellence. Discipline will apply to matters such
as attendance, preparation for meetings, policymaking princi-
ples, respect of roles, and ensuring the continuance of gover-
nance capability. Although the board can change its governance
process policies at any time, it will observe them scrupulously
while in force.

4. Continual board development will include orientation of new
directors in the board’s governance process and periodic board
discussion of process improvement.

5. The board will not allow the CGO, any director, or any com-
mittee of the board to hinder the fulfillment of its commit-
ments or be an excuse for not fulfilling those commitments.

6. The board will monitor and discuss the board’s process and
performance at each meeting. Self-monitoring will include
comparison of board activity and discipline to policies in the
Governance Process and Board-Management Delegation
categories.

Policy 1.4: Board Job Description

Policy Category: Governance Process

The board’s specific job outputs, as informed agent of the share-
holders, are those that ensure an unbroken chain of accountability
from shareholders to company performance.

1. A credible link between shareholders and the operational
company.

2. Written governing policies that address the broadest levels of
all company decisions and situations.
A. Ends policies: expected company performance in terms of

benefits and recipients of benefits desired by owners.
B. Management Limitations policies: constraints on executive

authority that establish the prudence and ethics bound-
aries within which all executive activity and decisions
must take place.
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C. Governance Process policies: specification of how the board
conceives, carries out and monitors, and ensures long-term
competence in its own task.

D. Board-Management Delegation policies: how power is dele-
gated and its proper use monitored; the CEO’s role, author-
ity, and accountability.

3. Successful management performance on expectations stated in
policy categories 2A and 2B above.

Policy 1.5: Board-Shareholder Linkage

Policy Category: Governance Process

As the representative of the shareholders’ interests, the board will main-
tain a credible and continuing link between owners and operators.

1. The process of governance will be philosophically aligned with
maintaining this link.
A. As a body, the board will represent all shareholders, not just

majority or large-block shareholders.
2. The mechanics of relationship will be in the service of main-

taining this link.
A. The board will, as a body or as assigned directors, meet with

institutional investors regularly and with other investors as
practical.

B. The board will have shareholders surveyed or otherwise
will elicit shareholder desires both in and outside of annual
general meetings.

C. The board will, through Management Limitations policy,
require transparency and accuracy in management’s share-
holder relations.

Policy 1.6: Agenda Planning

Policy Category: Governance Process

To accomplish its job with a governance style consistent with board
policies, the board will follow an annual agenda that (a) completes
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a reexploration of Ends policies, (b) reexamines Management Lim-
itations policies and the sufficiency of their protection from risk,
and (c) continually improves board performance through board
education, rich input, and deliberation.

1. The cycle will conclude each year on the last day of [month] so
that administrative planning and budgeting can be based on
accomplishing a one-year segment of the board’s stated Ends.

2. The cycle will start with the board’s development of its agenda
for the next year.

3. Throughout the year, the board will attend to consent agenda
items as expeditiously as possible.

4. Other than due care confirmation, CEO monitoring will be
included on the agenda only when, in majority director opin-
ion, monitoring reports fail to demonstrate policy fulfillment or
when policy criteria are to be debated.

5. CEO remuneration will be decided after a review of monitor-
ing reports received in the last year, as soon as practical during
the first quarter.

6. The CGO’s finalization of each meeting agenda will provide
the flexibility to include emerging issues and the recommenda-
tion of additional items by individual directors.

Policy 1.7: CGO’S ROLE

Policy Category: Governance Process

The chief governance officer (CGO) ensures the integrity of the
board’s process and, secondarily, represents the board as needed to
outside parties, including but not limited to shareholders.

1. The job result of the CGO is that the board behaves consis-
tently with its own rules and those legitimately imposed on it
from outside the organization.
A. Meeting discussion content will be only those issues that,

according to board policy, clearly belong to the board to
decide, not to the CEO.
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B. Deliberation will be fair, open, and thorough, but also
timely, orderly, and kept to the point.

2. The authority of the CGO consists in making decisions that
fall within topics covered by board policies on Governance
Process and Board-Management Delegation, with the excep-
tion of (a) employment or termination of a CEO and (b) any
portions of this authority that the board specifically delegates
to others. The CGO is authorized to use any reasonable inter-
pretation of the provisions in Governance Process and Board-
Management Delegation policies.
A. The CGO is empowered to chair board meetings with all

the commonly accepted power of that position (for exam-
ple, ruling, recognizing).

B. The CGO has no authority to make decisions about or
within the Ends and Management Limitations policy areas.

C. The CGO may represent the board to outside parties in
announcing board-stated positions and in stating decisions
and interpretations in the area delegated to her or him.

D. The CGO may delegate any part of his or her authority to
another director but remains accountable for its use.

Policy 1.8: Directors’ Conduct

Policy Category: Governance Process

The board commits itself and its members to ethical, businesslike,
and lawful conduct, including members’ proper use of authority and
appropriate decorum when acting as directors.

1. Members must have loyalty to the shareholders, unconflicted
by loyalties to management, other organizations, and any self-
interest.

2. Members must avoid conflict of interest with respect to their
fiduciary responsibility.
A. There will be no self-dealing or business by a member with

the organization except where approved by the board
and appropriately disclosed as required by the [regulatory
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authorities]. Members will annually disclose their involve-
ments with other organizations, with vendors, or with any
associations as required by the [regulatory authorities],
whether or not such involvement might be or might rea-
sonably be seen to be a conflict.

B. When the board is to decide on an issue about which a
member has an unavoidable conflict of interest, that mem-
ber shall absent herself or himself without comment from
not only the vote but also the deliberation.

3. Board members may not attempt to exercise individual author-
ity over the organization.
A. Members’ interaction with the CEO or with management

must recognize the lack of authority vested in individuals
except when explicitly board authorized.

B. All external communications will be through the CGO or
CEO. Unavoidable member interaction with shareholders,
the public, the press, or other entities must recognize the
same limitation and the inability of any board member to
speak for the board or the corporation.

C. Except for participation in board deliberation about
whether reasonable interpretation of board policy has been
achieved by the CEO, members will not express individual
judgments of performance of employees or of the CEO.

4. Members will respect the confidentiality appropriate to issues
of a sensitive nature.

5. Members will be properly prepared for board deliberation.
6. In the trading of the company’s securities while in possession of

confidential information, the board commits itself and its indi-
vidual directors to ethical conduct beyond the requirements of
law and [regulatory authority] regulations, under penalty of
removal from the board.
A. There will be no trading or causing of trading while in pos-

session of material nonpublic information.
i. No director may purchase or sell any security of the

company, whether or not issued by the company, while
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in possession of material nonpublic information con-
cerning the security.

ii. No director who knows of material nonpublic information
may communicate that information to any other person if
he or she has reason to believe that the information may
be improperly used in connection with securities trading.

iii. Directors, directors’ spouses, other persons living in
directors’ households, minor children, and entities over
which such person exercise control (hereafter called
“Covered Persons”) must not trade in company securi-
ties without prior clearance.
a. No Covered Person may, indirectly or directly, pur-

chase or sell any security issued by the company
without requesting and receiving prior approval
from corporate counsel (the “Compliance Officer”),
who will examine and safeguard the legality and
policy-compliance of the transaction.

b. Records will be kept of the date each request
is received, and the date and time each request is
approved or disapproved. Unless revoked, a grant of
permission will remain valid until the closing of
trading two business days following the day on
which it was granted.

c. Requests will be approved only for trading that is to
occur during the three-week period starting on the
third business day after a release of quarterly or
annual financial results including adequate com-
ment on new developments during the period.
When relative stability is lacking in the company’s
operations and the market for its securities or when
material nonpublic information becomes known to
the requestor (director), preclearance may be
denied during this window period.

d. Appeal of any decision of the Compliance Officer
can be made only to the Audit Committee.
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iv. Covered Persons are prohibited from engaging in cer-
tain trading practices without advance approval of the
Audit Committee.
a. Covered Persons who purchase company securities

(other than from the company, such as by exercise
of stock options) must retain such securities for at
least six months.

b. Covered persons may not sell the company’s secu-
rities short.

c. Covered Persons may not buy or sell puts or calls on
the company’s securities. This prohibition does not
restrict the exercise of options granted by the com-
pany, but rather prohibits Covered Persons from
writing, buying, or selling options in the market,
such as listed options.

d. Covered Persons may not purchase the company’s
securities on margin, except in connection with
very short term borrowing related to the cashless
exercise of stock options granted by the company.

B. All directors are required to sign an acknowledgement and
certification of this policy.

Policy 1.9: Committee Principles

Policy Category: Governance Process

Board committees, when used, will be assigned so as to reinforce
the wholeness of the board’s job and so as never to interfere with
delegation from board to CEO.

1. Board committees are to help the board do its job, not to help,
advise, or exercise authority over management. Committees
will assist the board ordinarily by preparing policy alternatives
and implications for board deliberation or by performing spe-
cific audit functions.
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2. Board committees may not speak or act for the board except
when formally given such authority for specific and time-lim-
ited purposes.

3. Expectations, composition, and authority of each committee
will be carefully stated in the “Committee Structure” policy in
order to establish performance time lines and the monitoring
schedule of committee work, as well as to avoid conflicting
with authority delegated to the CEO.

4. Because the CEO works for the full board, he or she will not be
required to obtain approval of a board committee before an
executive action except where such action is a board action
rather than an executive action and such board authority has
formally been given the committee and the committee has
directed the CEO to carry out said board action (for example,
the grant of stock options).

5. Unless otherwise stated in the “Committee Structure” policy, a
committee ceases to exist as soon as its task is complete.

6. A committee is a board committee only when its existence and
charge come from the board, whether or not directors sit on the
committee. This policy does not apply to committees formed
under the authority of the CEO.

Policy 1.10: Committee Structure

Policy Category: Governance Process

Board committees are those set forth by board action, along with
their job products, time lines, and board-authorized use of funds
and management time. Unless otherwise stated, a committee
ceases to exist as soon as its task is complete.

1. Audit Committee
A. Products: (a) annual specification of scope of audit prior to

outside audit consistent with board monitoring policy; (b)
assessment of auditor independence; (c) confirmation of
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integrity of audit product following completion of audit;
choice of auditor for shareholder consideration.

B. Authority: to direct work of outside auditors, to use man-
agement time as needed for administrative support, and to
direct work of outside counsel hired by the board for mat-
ters related to the audit. For all activities including audit,
use of no more than [money amount].

2. Stock Option Committee
A. Product: annual grant and conditions of grant of stock

options to employees and consultants for board considera-
tion within the terms specified by the stock option plan
under which said grant is made.

B. Authority: use of no more than [amount] hours of manage-
ment time and [money amount] for outside counsel.

3. Director Development Committee
A. Products: (a) properly screened potential board members,

by no later than February each year, though no more can-
didates are required to be presented to the board than will
result in the addition of two new members to the board in
any twelve-month period; (b) director skills in policy
development and in strategic issues of board choice.

B. Authority: no more than [money amount] and [amount]
hours of management time, plus right to require all direc-
tors’ attendance in training and development activities.

4. Compensation Committee
A. Product: annual CEO compensation package alternatives for

board consideration, using any reasonable interpretation of
the “CEO Compensation” policy. The package is to be pre-
sented for board consideration in such timely manner as to
allow final affirmative action to be taken on the contract by
both parties no later than [amount] days prior to the expira-
tion of the term of the current CEO employment contract.

B. Authority: no more than [money amount], to include com-
pensation surveys and outside counsel to draft contract, and
use of no more than [number] hours of management time.
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Policy 1.11: Cost Of Governance

Policy Category: Governance Process

The board will consciously invest in its ability to govern compe-
tently and wisely.

1. Board skills, methods, and supports will be sufficient to ensure
governing with excellence.
A. Training and retraining will be used liberally to orient new

members and candidates for membership and to maintain
and increase existing member skills and understandings.

B. Outside monitoring assistance will be arranged so that the
board can exercise confident control over organizational per-
formance. This includes, but is not limited to, fiscal audit.

2. Costs will be prudently incurred, though not at the expense of
endangering the development and maintenance of superior
capability.
A. Costs of external audits will be no more than [money

amount] in [year], with [percentage] increases through [year].
B. Costs of new director training and orientation will be no

more than [money amount] per year in [year], with [percent-
age] increases through [year].

C. Costs of board training, market analyses, futurists projec-
tions, and shareholder surveys will be no more than [money
amount] in [year], with [percentage] increases through [year].

Policy 2.0: Delegation to the CEO

Policy Category: Board-Management Delegation

The board’s sole official connection to the operational company, its
achievements and its conduct, will be through a chief executive
officer (CEO).

1. Unity of Control. Only officially passed motions of the board,
speaking authoritatively as a group, are binding on the CEO.
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2. Accountability of the CEO. The CEO is the board’s only
official link to operational achievement and conduct, so
that all authority and accountability of management is con-
sidered by the board to be the authority and accountability of
the CEO.

3. Nature of CEO Delegation. The board will instruct the CEO
through written policies that prescribe the shareholder benefit
to be achieved and describe organizational situations and
actions to be avoided, allowing the CEO any reasonable inter-
pretation of these policies.

4. Monitoring CEO Performance. Systematic and rigorous mon-
itoring of CEO job performance will be solely against the pro-
visions of the board’s Ends policies and the board’s Management
Limitations policies.

5. CEO Compensation. CEO compensation will be decided by
the board as a body and based on company performance and
executive market conditions.

6. CEO Termination. CEO termination is an authority retained
by the board, not delegated to any officer or committee.

Policy 2.1: Unity of Control

Policy Category: Board-Management Delegation

Only officially passed motions of the board, speaking authorita-
tively as a group, are binding on the CEO.

1. Decisions or instructions of individual directors, officers, or
committees are not binding on the CEO except in rare
instances when the board has specifically authorized such exer-
cise of authority.

2. In the case of directors or committees requesting information
or assistance without board authorization, the CEO can refuse
such requests that require, in the CEO’s opinion, a material
amount of management time or funds or that are disruptive.
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Policy 2.2: Accountability of the CEO

Policy Category: Board-Management Delegation

The CEO is the board’s only official link to operational achieve-
ment and conduct, so that all authority and accountability of man-
agement is considered by the board to be the authority and
accountability of the CEO.

1. The board will never give instructions to persons who report
directly or indirectly to the CEO.

2. The board will not evaluate, either formally or informally, the job
performance of any management position other than the CEO.

3. The board will view CEO performance as identical to total man-
agement performance, so that organizational accomplishment of
board-stated Ends and avoidance of board-stated Management
Limitations will be viewed as successful CEO performance. No
performance measure established by the board or by organs of the
board (such as a compensation committee) shall conflict with or
modify this measure of performance.

4. All Management Limitations imposed on the CEO are limita-
tions imposed on all management, so that violation by any part
of the company is a violation by the CEO.

Policy 2.3: Nature of CEO Delegation

Policy Category: Board-Management Delegation

The board will instruct the CEO through written policies that pre-
scribe the shareholder benefit to be achieved and describe organi-
zational situations and actions to be avoided, allowing the CEO
any reasonable interpretation of these policies.

1. The board will develop policies instructing that the company
achieve certain benefits to shareholders. These policies will be
developed systematically from the broadest, most general level
to more defined levels, and will be called Ends policies.
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2. The board will develop policies that limit the latitude the CEO
may exercise in choosing the organizational methods, practices,
conduct, and other means to achieving and protecting share-
holder values. These policies will be developed systematically
from the broadest, most general level to more defined levels,
and they will be called Management Limitations policies.

3. As long as the CEO uses any reasonable interpretation of the
board’s Ends and Management Limitations policies, the CEO is
authorized to establish all further policies, make all decisions,
take all actions, establish all practices, and develop all activities.

4. The board may change its Ends and Management Limitations
policies, thereby shifting the boundary between board and CEO
domains. By doing so, the board changes the latitude of choice
given to the CEO. But as long as any particular delegation is in
place, the board will respect and support the CEO’s choices.

Policy 2.4: Monitoring CEO Performance

Policy Category: Board-Management Delegation

Systematic and rigorous monitoring of CEO job performance will
be solely against the provisions of the board’s Ends policies and the
board’s Management Limitations policies.

1. Monitoring is simply to determine the degree to which board
policies are being met. Data that do not do this will not be con-
sidered monitoring data.

2. The board will acquire monitoring data by one or more of three
methods: (a) by internal report, in which the CEO discloses
compliance information to the board; (b) by external report, in
which an external, disinterested third party selected by the
board assesses compliance with board policies; and (c) by direct
board inspection, in which one or more designated members of
the board assess compliance with the appropriate policy criteria.

3. In every case, the standard for compliance shall be any reasonable
CEO interpretation of the board policy being monitored. The
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board is the final arbiter of reasonableness but will always judge
with a “reasonable person” test rather than with interpretations
favored by individual directors or by the board as a whole.

4. All policies that instruct the CEO will be monitored at a fre-
quency and by a method chosen by the board. The board can
monitor any policy at any time by any method, but will ordi-
narily depend on a routine schedule.

POLICY METHOD FREQUENCY

Ends

Shareholder Value Internal (CEO) Annually

Management Limitations

Basic Executive External (various) Annually
Constraints

Treatment of Stakeholders Internal (CEO) Annually

Treatment of Employees Internal (CEO) Annually

Financial Planning and Internal (CEO) Quarterly
Budgeting

Financial Condition Internal (CEO) Quarterly
and Activities External (Auditor) Annually

Asset Protection External (Auditor) Annually

Short-Term CEO Direct inspection Annually
Succession (Chair)

Investments External (Auditor) Semiannually

Compensation and Internal (CEO) Annually
Benefits

Trading in Company Internal (CEO) Semiannually
Securities

Communication and Direct inspection Annually
Support (Chair)

Diversification Internal (CEO) Semiannually

5. Periodic evaluation of the CEO and the evaluation-based com-
ponent of any CEO compensation decision by the board will be
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based on performance as demonstrated by the monitoring sys-
tem described in this policy.

Policy 2.5: CEO Compensation

Policy Category: Board-Management Delegation

CEO compensation will be decided by the board as a body and
based on company performance and executive market conditions.

1. Company performance will be only that performance revealed
by the monitoring system to be directly related to criteria given
by the board in policy.

2. Compensation will cover the entire range of salary, benefits,
stock, and all other forms.

3. Compensation is to be competitive with similar performance
within the marketplace while placing a substantial portion of
the CEO’s compensation at risk by tying it to Ends achieve-
ment and compliance with Management Limitations policies.
The executive marketplace to be considered is companies of
comparable size, challenges, and complexities.

4. A committee process will be used to gather information and to
provide options and their implications to the full board for its
decision.

Policy 2.6: CEO Termination

Policy Category: Board-Management Delegation

CEO termination is an authority retained by the board, not dele-
gated to any officer or committee.

1. The decision process will be informed by performance data
drawn from the monitoring system, which is itself directly related
to CEO performance on criteria the board has stated in policy.

2. The board may choose to terminate for other reasons, but must
then negotiate the terms of that termination or follow what-
ever provisions have been made by contract.
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3. A committee process will be used to gather information and to
provide options and their implications to the full board.

Policy 3.0: Shareholder Value

Policy Category: Ends

The ultimate aim of the company is return on shareholder equity
better than the return for firms of similar risk characteristics.

1. Risk characteristics for comparison will include similar size,
industry, and maturity of market.

2. Better return will mean above the median of such firms, rather
than above the average.

[Note: For most publicly traded companies in North America, mone-
tary shareholder value is the solitary reason for existence. For boards
that take that position, a policy like this might work. Ends policies
force boards to take a stand and define their terms. For example, other
performance expectations that might have been chosen are that
return on investment be greater than the cost of capital (perhaps with
a further definition that the return is figured on a rolling three-year
average rather than year by year) or that profitability be at least at the
80th percentile of profitability of companies in the same industry.
Selecting among the possible meanings of shareholder value, given
that shareholders themselves do not agree, is a sufficiently strategic
contribution in itself to justify the existence of a board of directors.]

Policy 3.0: Shareholder Value

Policy Category: Ends

The company shall achieve _____% compounded growth in
annual earnings per share by [year] and thereafter.

1. By the end of [that year minus 3] performance will be at least
_____%.
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2. By the end of [that year minus 1] performance will be at least
_____%.

[Note: This too is a policy for a publicly traded company, though
the board’s approach would not be acceptable in all situations. This
board chooses to hold the CEO accountable for growth in earnings
per share, making the assumption that if the company performs
successfully in these terms, the market will recognize and reward
the success.]

Policy 3.0: Company Purpose

Policy Category: Ends

My company exists for my professional image and success.

1. A major impact in [field of endeavor] will be accomplished
before 2015, with a reputation for fair play, competence, and
integrity.
A. The impact will be international in scope, but with empha-

sis on Australia and New Zealand.
B. The amount of impact will, at least, be broad name identi-

fication, along with wide recognition that my ideas have
caused substantial change in the practices of the field.

2. Sufficient funds earned by age fifty-five to enable comfortable
retirement.

[Note: This Ends language was gleaned from a person with a
wholly-owned corporation. Although making an agreed-on Ends
statement is not as important for one person as it is for multiple
directors, this sample shows that every company exists for specifi-
able ends, whether large or small. Further, having image as an end
is legitimate only because it is an owner value. For a widely traded
company, any image to be achieved would be company image (not
shareholder image) and therefore it would be a means issue, not an
ends issue at all.]
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Policy 3.0: Purpose of Our Company

Policy Category: Ends

The purpose of our company is that we have the opportunity to be
autonomous, to work at what we choose, and in our own way.

1. Financial rewards based on our own effort and intelligence, not
affected by large company politics.

2. Opportunity to work with a technology we love and are stimu-
lated by.

3. Collegiality of working with enthusiastic, committed partners
of our choice.

4. Opportunity to change the way private wide-area-network
satellite networks are architected, engineered, and maintained
in retail and industrial vertical markets.

[Note: The founders and sole shareholders of a start-up high-tech-
nology company make it clear in this policy that the most impor-
tant factor in owning their own business is the freedom to do things
their own way. That, not purely monetary value, is the shareholder
value that justifies for them all the trouble and risk of having the
company. If these founders decide in the future to go to the equity
market for capital, diluting their ownership, it is virtually certain
that the ends of this company will change accordingly.]

Policy 3.0: Center of Family Occupational Life

Policy Category: Ends

The overall aim of our company is shared family wealth and work.

1. Our first priority is that the family stay together with appropri-
ate, satisfying, and rewarding work for every adult member who
chooses to be in the company.

2. Our second priority is that the worth of the company, and
therefore the worth of each family member’s shares, grows at a
rate reasonably comparable to indexed funds.
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[Note: This policy captured for a family the reason that they own
and are determined to continue owning their own company. Cer-
tainly they want a financial return, but they’ve put equal emphasis
on family togetherness. If they decide to make a public offering, this
will change. Because the board will have a moral (and with some
possible exceptions, legal) obligation to all shareholders, not just
the family, the corporate ends will have to be adjusted to accom-
modate the new shareholders’ different values.]

Policy 4.0: Basic Executive Constraints

Policy Category: Management Limitations

The CEO shall not cause or allow any practice, activity, decision,
or organizational circumstance that is unlawful, imprudent, or in
violation of generally accepted business and professional ethics or
generally accepted accounting principles.

Further, without limiting the scope of the foregoing by this
enumeration:

1. Treatment of Stakeholders. With respect to interactions with
business partners, regulators, vendors, the local community,
and the environment, the CEO shall not cause or allow condi-
tions, procedures, or decisions that are unsafe, undignified, or
unnecessarily intrusive.

2. Treatment of Employees. With respect to the treatment of
employees, the CEO may not cause or allow conditions that are
unsafe, unfair, or undignified.

3. Financial Planning and Budgeting. Financial planning for any
fiscal year or the remaining part of any fiscal year shall not risk
fiscal jeopardy, fail to be derived from a multiyear plan, or fail
to be consistent with the company performance under Ends
policies and other Management Limitations policies.

4. Financial Conditions and Activities. With respect to actual,
ongoing financial conditions and activities, the CEO shall not
cause or allow the development of fiscal jeopardy, compromised
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fiduciary responsibility, or material deviation from the board’s
Ends policies.

5. Emergency Loss of CEO. The CEO shall not fail to protect
the company from loss of its CEO.

6. Asset Protection. The CEO shall not allow corporate assets to
be unprotected, inadequately maintained, or unnecessarily
risked.

7. Investments. The CEO shall not fail to invest excess corporate
funds to maximize after-tax interest income but in so doing shall
not risk loss of principal or maintenance of proper liquidity.

8. Compensation and Benefits. With respect to employment,
compensation, and benefits of employees, consultants, and con-
tract workers, the CEO shall not cause or allow short-term or
long-term jeopardy to fiscal integrity or to company image.

9. Communication to and Support of the Board. The CEO shall not
permit the board to be uninformed or unsupported in its work.

10. Trading in Company Securities. The CEO shall not allow man-
agement personnel to trade in company securities under a less
stringent code of integrity than the board has adopted for itself.

11. Diversification. The CEO shall not risk the company’s future
by failure to diversify.

12. Dealings with Shareholders. The CEO’s relationship with
shareholders shall neither violate the highest standards of
transparency and responsiveness nor impede the board’s role as
shareholder representative.

Policy 4.1: Treatment of Stakeholders

Policy Category: Management Limitations

With respect to interactions with customers, business partners, reg-
ulators, vendors, the local community and the environment, the
CEO shall not cause or allow conditions, procedures, or decisions
that are unsafe, undignified, or unnecessarily intrusive.

Further, without limiting the scope of the foregoing by this
enumeration, he or she shall not
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1. Fail to operate facilities with appropriate environmental and
community protection.

2. Fail to produce a safe, efficacious, and quality product when
used in accordance with intended usage.

3. Fail to provide timely and consistent delivery of product.
4. Fail to comply with regulatory bodies governing the use and

production of products and facility operations.

Policy 4.2: Treatment of Employees

Policy Category: Management Limitations

With respect to the treatment of employees, the CEO may not
cause or allow conditions that are unsafe, unfair, or undignified.

Further, without limiting the scope of the foregoing by this
enumeration, he or she shall not

1. Expose personnel to levels of occupational hazards greater than
levels that are (a) below regulatory limits and (b) ALARA (as
low as reasonably achievable).

2. Operate without written personnel rules that (a) clarify rules
for employees, (b) provide for effective handling of grievances,
and (c) protect against wrongful conditions, such as nepotism
and grossly preferential treatment for personal reasons.

3. Discriminate against any employee for nondisruptive expres-
sion of dissent.

4. Fail to acquaint employees with the CEO’s interpretation of
their protections under this policy.

Policy 4.3: Financial Planning and Budgeting

Policy Category: Management Limitations

Financial planning for any fiscal year or the remaining part of
any fiscal year shall not risk fiscal jeopardy, fail to be derived from
a multiyear plan, or fail to be consistent with the company per-
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formance under Ends policies and other Management Limita-
tions policies.

Further, without limiting the scope of the foregoing by this
enumeration, the CEO shall not

1. Fail to include credible projection of revenues and expenses,
separation of capital and operational items, cash flow, and dis-
closure of planning assumptions.

2. Plan expenditure in any fiscal year that would result in default
under any of the corporation’s financing agreements or cause
the insolvency of the corporation.

3. Provide less for board prerogatives during the year than is set
forth in the “Cost of Governance” policy.

4. Fail to plan so as to safeguard the company from unacceptable
financial conditions enumerated in the “Financial Condition
and Activities” policy.

Policy 4.4: Financial Condition and Activities

Policy Category: Management Limitations

With respect to actual, ongoing financial condition and activities,
the CEO shall not cause or allow the development of fiscal jeop-
ardy, compromised fiduciary responsibility, or material deviation
from the board’s Ends policies.

Further, without limiting the scope of the foregoing by this
enumeration, he or she shall not

1. Maintain reserve accounts for the purposes of managing earnings
to meet market expectations or for other questionable purposes.

2. Operate the company so as to cause it to be in default under
any of its financial agreements.

3. Fail to follow [applicable accounting standards] in the mainte-
nance of the financial records of the company.

4. Fail to settle payroll and debts in a timely manner.
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5. Allow tax payments or other government-ordered payments or
filings to be overdue or inaccurately filed.

6. Make a single purchase or commitment of greater than [money
amount]. Splitting orders to avoid this limit is not acceptable.

7. Fail to aggressively pursue receivables after a reasonable grace
period.

Policy 4.5: Emergency Loss of CEO

Policy Category: Management Limitations

The CEO shall not fail to protect the company from loss of its CEO.
Further, without limiting the scope of the foregoing by this

enumeration, he or she shall not

1. Have fewer than two other executives who are familiar with
board and CEO issues and processes and who can provide
emergency services.

2. Fail to have emergency short-term planning in place for this
contingency.

Policy 4.6: Asset Protection

Policy Category: Management Limitations

The CEO shall not allow corporate assets to be unprotected, inad-
equately maintained, or unnecessarily risked.

Further, without limiting the scope of the foregoing by this
enumeration, he or she shall not

1. Fail to insure against theft and casualty losses to an appropriate
level and against liability losses to directors, employees, and the
organization itself in an amount greater than [money amount].

2. Fail to maintain adequate safeguards against any single employee’s
having access to material amounts of funds.

3. Subject plant and equipment to improper wear and tear or insuf-
ficient maintenance.
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4. Unnecessarily expose the organization, its board, or its employ-
ees to claims of liability.

5. Make any purchase (a) wherein normally prudent protection
has not been in place against conflict of interest, (b) of over
[money amount] without having obtained comparative prices
and quality, or (c) of over [money amount] without a stringent
method of ensuring a balance of long-term quality and cost.
Splitting orders to avoid these requirements is not allowed.

6. Undermine, cause to lose credibility, or otherwise jeopardize
the independence and transparency of any relationship the
board establishes with auditors or other entities of governance
support.
A. Purchase consulting service from either (a) the current

audit firm or (b) a previous audit firm within three years of
termination of its service.

B. Retain as consultant or hire as employee any person who
has been in the employ of the current or previous audit firm
within the previous three years.

7. Fail to maintain adequate records storage, protecting intellec-
tual property, information, and files from loss or significant
damage.

8. Receive, process or disburse funds under controls that are insuf-
ficient to meet the board-appointed auditor’s standards.

9. Fail to keep all appropriate licenses current.
10. Endanger the organization’s public image or credibility, partic-

ularly in ways that would imperil achievement of Ends policies.
11. Fail to provide exceptional precautions against loss, damage, or

deterioration of raw materials.

Policy 4.7: Investments

Policy Category: Management Limitations

The CEO shall not fail to invest excess corporate funds to maxi-
mize after-tax interest income but in so doing shall not risk loss in
principal or maintenance of proper liquidity.
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Policy 4.8: Compensation and Benefits

Policy Category: Management Limitations

With respect to the employment, compensation, and benefits of
employees, consultants, and contract workers, the CEO shall not
cause or allow short-term or long-term jeopardy to fiscal integrity
or to company image.

Further, without limiting the scope of the foregoing by this
enumeration, he or she shall not

1. Change his or her own compensation and benefits, except as
his or her benefits are consistent with a package for all other
employees.

2. Promise or imply permanent or guaranteed employment.
3. Establish current compensation and benefits that deviate mate-

rially from the geographical or professional market for the skills
employed.

4. Create obligations over a longer term than revenues can be
safely projected, in no event entering into agreements to pro-
mote and keep valuable employees for longer than five years.

5. Establish or change pension benefits so as to cause unpre-
dictable or inequitable situations, including those that
A. Incur unfunded liabilities that would put the company in

jeopardy.
B. Provide less than some basic level of benefits to all full-time

employees.
C. Allow any employee to lose benefits already accrued from

any foregoing plan.
D. Treat the CEO differently from other key employees.

Policy 4.9: Communication to and Support of the Board

Policy Category: Management Limitations

The CEO shall not permit the board to be uninformed or unsup-
ported in its work.
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Further, without limiting the scope of the foregoing by this
enumeration, he or she shall not

1. Neglect to submit monitoring data required by the board in a
timely, accurate, and understandable manner (see the “Moni-
toring CEO Performance” policy), directly addressing the pro-
visions of the board policies being monitored.

2. Fail to report in a timely manner an actual or anticipated non-
compliance with any board policy.

3. Let the board be unaware of relevant trends, anticipated
adverse media coverage, threatened or pending lawsuits, back-
grounds of all key management personnel, significant issues
with major business partners, and material external and inter-
nal changes, particularly changes in the assumptions on which
any board policy has previously been established.

4. Fail to advise the board if, in the CEO’s opinion, the board is
not in compliance with its own policies on Governance Process
and Board-Management Delegation, particularly in the case of
board behavior detrimental to the relationship between the
board and the CEO.

5. Fail to marshal for the board as many management and exter-
nal points of view, issues, and options as the board determines
it needs for fully informed board choices.

6. Present information in an unnecessarily complex or lengthy
form or in a form that fails to differentiate among information
of three types: monitoring, decision preparation, and other.

7. Fail to provide a mechanism for board and committee meetings;
for official board, officer, or committee communications; for main-
tenance of accurate board and director records; and for board dis-
closures required by law or deemed appropriate by the board.

8. Selectively disclose corporate information to individual direc-
tors or investors, with the exception of responding to officers or
committees duly charged by the board.

9. Fail to supply the CEO’s decisions along with applicable moni-
toring data for the board’s consent agenda in respect to decisions
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delegated to the CEO yet required by law or contract to be
board approved.

Policy 4.10: Trading in Company Securities

Policy Category: Management Limitations

The CEO shall not allow management personnel to trade in com-
pany securities with a less stringent code of integrity than the board
has adopted for itself.

Further, without limiting the scope of the foregoing by this
enumeration, he or she shall not

1. Apply this proscription to fewer personnel than those at the level
of vice president and directors of units with major relationships
to accounting, finance, investment, or investor relations.

Policy 4.11: Diversification

Policy Category: Management Limitations

The CEO shall not risk the company’s future by failure to diversify.
Further, without limiting the scope of the foregoing by this

enumeration, he or she shall not

1. Fail to diversify beyond a single market or product so that if
competitive market or general environmental factors affect
that product or market, the viability of the company will not
be threatened or severely damaged.

2. Fail to find new markets for existing products or new products,
acquisitions, mergers, and innovative technologies sufficient
that the resultant new products or markets will contribute at
least [percentage] of earnings per share by [year].

3. Fail to be aware of any developing competitive threats and to
plan for responding to them.
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Policy 4.12: Dealings with Shareholders

Policy Category: Management Limitations

The CEO’s relationship with shareholders will neither violate the
highest standards of transparency nor impede the board’s role as
shareholder representative.

1. Information to shareholders, analysts, regulators, or other third
parties will never obfuscate, cloud, be untimely, or otherwise
obscure or misrepresent the company and its operations.
A. GAAP will be interpreted conservatively in recording assets,

liabilities, revenues, and earnings.
2. Management will take no actions and establish no relationships

that interfere with the board as the primary link to shareholders
or with the board’s ability to provide appropriate oversight.
A. Communications with shareholders shall not portray

management as shareholders’ ownership connection with
the company.

B. Relationships with auditors shall not involve significant man-
agement consulting contracts, making it imprudent for the
shareholders to rely on the independence of those auditors.
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Appendix F

Sample Monitoring Report
Under Policy Governance

In the Policy Governance model, monitoring is the disclosure of data
against criteria the board has enunciated in its policy language. The
example in this appendix concerns monitoring CEO achievement of
Ends and Management Limitations policies.1 Whether the board
grants a large or small amount of interpretive leeway in these policies,
it demands that the CEO interpret as a reasonable person would.
Therefore, a monitoring report must demonstrate that the CEO made
a credible interpretation of the board’s words and that this interpreta-
tion was in fact achieved. It is critical to the proper functioning of the
monitoring system that the board count as acceptable any reasonable
interpretation, not the interpretation the board had in mind but failed
to say and not the after-the-fact opinion of individual directors.

Routine monitoring reports like the one shown here occur at a
frequency and by a method determined by the board so that the
monitoring process can follow a routine schedule (see the “Moni-
toring CEO Performance” policy in Appendix E).

In this example, the CEO is reporting company performance
with respect to the board’s Asset Protection policy, a Management
Limitations policy. The CEO states where his or her interpretation
has not changed since the last report, making it possible for direc-
tors to read through more quickly. Where board policy has not
been successfully implemented, the CEO’s notation clearly shows
that failure. Also in this example, the CEO makes the case that the
broadest statement (the preamble of the board’s policy) is com-
pletely monitored by the monitoring of the subordinate parts.
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Unless the board finds this argument to be reasonable, the global
statement must be specifically monitored as well.

Internal Monitoring Report

Asset Protection

January 2010

I hereby present my monitoring report on your Executive Limita-
tions policy “Asset Protection” according to the schedule set out. I
certify that the information contained in this report is true.

Signed _________________________, CEO

Date _________________________

BROADEST POLICY PROVISION

The CEO shall not allow the assets to be unprotected, inadequately
maintained, or unnecessarily risked.

CEO’s Interpretation

[NO CHANGE SINCE LAST REPORT] I submit that the board
has comprehensively interpreted this policy in its subsequent pol-
icy provisions. My interpretations and data will be attached to
those provisions, below.

POLICY PROVISION 1

The CEO shall not fail to insure against theft and casualty losses to at
least 80% replacement value and against liability losses to board mem-
bers, staff, and the organization itself in an amount greater than the aver-
age for comparable organizations.

CEO’s Interpretation

[NO CHANGE SINCE LAST REPORT] Insurance against theft
and casualty losses is unjustified if the cost of insurance is higher
than the cost of the potential loss. Accordingly, I have interpreted
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this aspect of the policy to mean that physical assets over $2,000 in
value must be insured. This threshold has been established in con-
sultation with two insurance professionals, neither of whom are
currently supplying this organization with insurance. Full replace-
ment value is prudent on high-value assets such as buildings and
vehicles. Other equipment used in this organization, being of lesser
value, can be insured at 80% to 90% replacement value. The lower
cost of insurance at this level would permit a cost saving that off-
sets the potential cost of funding part of possible future losses.

Liability insurance in our field is commonly obtained in an
amount of $2m, according to the National Association of Organi-
zations Like Ours (NAOLO). Significantly greater coverage, up to
$2.5m, can be obtained with only marginal increased costs.

Data

Review of our fixed asset inventory demonstrates that all assets
above $2,000 in value are covered by insurance. Additions to this
inventory that are purchased periodically must have insurance cov-
erage in place prior to delivery and installation. A check made of
items purchased in the last six months shows that with one excep-
tion, this requirement has been met. The exception was due to a
delivery made in advance of schedule.

Liability insurance coverage, provided by the XXX Insurance
Co., Inc, is in place for board members, staff, and the organization
itself, and is in the amount of $2.5m.

I report compliance.

POLICY PROVISION 2

The CEO shall not allow unbonded personnel access to material
amounts of funds.

CEO’s Interpretation

[ITALIZED SECTION CHANGED SINCE LAST REPORT]
“Unbonded personnel” is interpreted to mean employees who are
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refused inclusion in the organization’s insurance against employee
wrongdoing. “Material” is interpreted to mean any amount over
$500 per access or $5,000 cumulatively in a twelve-month period. This
interpretation was based on advice received from the organization’s
auditor as well as from NAOLO. Personnel who have “access” is
interpreted to mean those who, due to the course of their duties,
should be included in the insurance against employee wrongdoing.
“Funds” means not only the amounts mentioned above but also
items convertible to funds, including the organization’s checks,
check signing machine, petty cash, and purchase order forms.

Data

A review of our insurance covering employee wrongdoing shows
that all employees who have access as defined are listed. Procedures
are in place that protect access to petty cash, checks, signing
machines, and purchase order forms. A spot check conducted in
the last week demonstrated that in all cases, no access can be
obtained by unauthorized persons, and that no access is possible
without the knowledge of two key holders.

I report compliance.

POLICY PROVISION 3

The CEO shall not subject plant and equipment to improper wear and
tear or insufficient maintenance.

CEO’s Interpretation

[ITALIZED SECTION CHANGED SINCE LAST REPORT]
“Improper wear and tear” is interpreted to be use for which the item
was not designed, and use by persons not trained in the proper
treatment of the asset. “Insufficient maintenance” is interpreted to
be a preventive maintenance schedule that is not in compliance
with manufacturer-recommended guidelines, or lack of adherence
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to a proper schedule. “Plant and equipment” is interpreted to be
buildings, machinery (industrial and office), vehicles, and grounds.
Plant and equipment scheduled to be replaced in the next twelve-month
period is excluded from this definition.

Data

Ongoing preventive maintenance for qualified assets is provided
either by maintenance contract or directly by our in-house mechan-
ics. Unseasonable wet weather has prevented the completion of
scheduled maintenance on outdoor loading dock equipment. This
deficiency is expected to be righted in the next month. With the
exception of forklift racing that was discovered to be going on in the
shipping department, no undue wear and tear on equipment is
reported. However, undue wear and tear on plant is reported in the
case of the warehouse, currently unused by us, that the Hooligan
Children’s Club was allowed to use for its summer party. Although we
remain committed to participating and contributing to community
life, it is clear that we need to be more selective and to provide better
supervision of those with whom we share our assets. A review last
month of personnel records shows documentation that all operators
of equipment have been trained in proper use of that equipment.

I REPORT VIOLATION OF THIS POLICY.

POLICY PROVISION 4

The CEO shall not unnecessarily expose the organization, its board, or
staff to claims of liability.

CEO’s Interpretation

[NO CHANGE SINCE LAST REPORT] Unnecessary exposure
to claims of liability is interpreted to mean allowing risks to be
taken that are not called for in the normal course of business. In
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our field the most prominent examples are in the area of safety.
Although regulated by several government departments, all of
which audit for compliance with their requirements, our organi-
zation must pay special attention to the safety of the public who
visit in the role of customers or advocates. The NAOLO has a
publication that outlines prudent safeguards against injury to such
persons. It is my interpretation that because these safeguards are
the most comprehensive available, they must be adopted and fol-
lowed in our organization.

Data

We were audited by all relevant government departments since the
last monitoring report was presented, and we passed in every case.
NAOLO reviewed our compliance with its recommended guide-
lines and found us to be in equally complete compliance.

I report compliance.

POLICY PROVISION 5

The CEO shall not make any purchase (a) wherein normally prudent
protection has not been given against conflict of interest, (2) of over
$2,000 without having obtained comparative prices and quality, or (c)
of over $200,000 without a stringent method of ensuring the balance of
long-term quality and cost.

CEO’s Interpretation

[ITALIZED SECTION CHANGED SINCE LAST REPORT]
“Conflict of interest” is defined as allowing purchasing decisions to
be made on the basis of improper preference. Preference for a ven-
dor who is a relative or close associate is prohibited, and protection
against such a basis for purchasing decisions is the requirement for
disclosure of such interests, as well as the requirement for two sig-
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natories on purchase orders. Purchases of over $2,000 require com-
parison pricing of at least three options. Comparisons need to be
noted. The lowest price need not be chosen. Exceptions are made
when there are no or few options and when the purchase is a recur-
ring one (in which case, comparisons must be obtained on an
annual basis). “A stringent method” of ensuring the balance of
long-term quality and cost is in our field almost always an RFP
process. The lowest price need not be chosen.

Data

Our auditor was asked to randomly review purchases made in the
last six months to monitor compliance with my interpretations of
your policy. One hundred purchases were reviewed. Although
there were purchases where no note was made of comparison shop-
ping, compliance was reported at the 96% level.

I report compliance.

POLICY PROVISION 6

The CEO shall not fail to protect intellectual property, information, and
files from loss or significant damage.

CEO’s Interpretation

[NO CHANGE SINCE LAST REPORT] “Intellectual property”
is interpreted to mean our property as well as that of others. Our
intellectual property is our industrial process and formulas and our
customized software. We use significant amounts of the intellec-
tual property of others, including software and systems that are
trademarked as the property of others. The property of others may
not be bootlegged or used without attribution. Our own intellec-
tual property is trademarked or patented, and a search service is
employed to monitor its unauthorized use. Unauthorized users
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must be prosecuted. “Information and files” are those referring to
personnel, finances, customers, ordering, maintenance, marketing,
and the myriad other pursuits of the organization. Loss or damage
that results from computer problems such as viruses, hacking, or
system failure must be prevented. Losses or damage due to fire,
flood, or theft must also be prevented. I interpret appropriate safe-
guards to be those normally pursued by prudent businesses, for
example, very frequent backups, off-site storage of information,
fireproof storage, virus protection, and firewalls.

Data

There are no bootlegged software programs used in our organiza-
tion according to a random check carried out two weeks ago. Attri-
bution of the intellectual property of others is not systematic and
needs improvement. We are currently pursuing two other organi-
zations that are using our trademarked materials without autho-
rization. All protections noted as my interpretations are in place,
and a survey of adherence to these requirements shows that they
are observed and continually updated.

I report compliance.

POLICY PROVISION 7

The CEO shall not receive, process, or disburse funds under con-
trols that are insufficient to meet the board-appointed auditor’s
standards.

CEO’s Interpretation

[NO CHANGE SINCE LAST REPORT] The board-appointed
auditor’s standards are GAAP. The auditor also makes suggestions
in the management letter. I interpret these suggestions to become
standards once management has accepted the suggestions.
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Data

Your last audit received an unqualified report from your auditors.
Management has found several of the suggestions in the manage-
ment letter to be very helpful and will complete their full imple-
mentation by two months from the date of this report.

I report compliance.
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